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NOTICES.

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year. If paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising—One Inch ol space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
Sl.GOper square, dailv, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales.” $2.oo per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.
At

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone
Iel7anly
701._
CAUCUSES.
Cumberland.
The Republicans of Cumberland aro requested
to meet at the Town House in said town, on SATURDAY, Feb. 27,1886, at 7 o’clock P. M„ to
nominate candidates for town officers.
1’er order Republican Town Committee.

Company,

Statement December 31, 1885.
in.

Capital, fully paid

Cash

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

PORTLAND, Me., Feb. 2G, 1880.
| 7 A M 111 A M | 3 P M | 7PM |11 P M
Barometer 28.824 28.751 28.861 29.008 29.100
24.4
Tbcrmo’r. 38.(5
15.9
9.9
7.9
Dew Point ,32.1
,24.1
14.3
5.8
! 1.1
98.8
93.0
82.7
73.0
Humidity. ,04.0
Wind.INW
NW
NW
W
iW
30
32
29
Velocity... 120
123
Weather.. IL Rain 111 Snw H Snw CloudylCloudy
Mean daily bar...28.928 Maximum tiler- .40.4
Mean daily tlier. .19.1
Minimum tber.... 7.7
Mean daily d’w pt.l 6.8
Max.vel.wind.40NW
Mean daily hum..8(5.9
Total precip. 0.71

$750,000.00

Re-Insurance.8525,585.84
Losses (netdue)... 81,852.42
Outstanding claims

12,063.83

(not due).

$620,402.09

Surplus. 254,795.15
Total Assets. $1,625,197.24
Holders over
for
Net

Policy

Surplus
all

liabilities.1,004,795^5

Income of the Company in 1885.
Net Fire Premiums..$652,864.30
Marine Premiums.... 189,781.79
Income from Interest, Rents, etc.

MAINE.
Fire in Buckfield.
[Special to the Press.]
Buckfield, Feb. 26.—Tlie community

$842,046.09
04,871.70

$907,5

I 7.79

arroused this morning at 3.30 o’clock by
alarm of fire. It was found that the large
brick mill known as the shovel handle factory was on fire, having taken from a defective chimney.
The storm was raging
hard, about a foot of heavy snow already
blocking the street, but the people fought
tlie fire with a will and finally got it under
control. Tlie fire took around the chimney
on the roof and for a time it seemed as if the
building must go. Tlie building was recently purchased by Messrs. Irish & Donovan
and was used by them in the manufacture of
brush blocks, &c. No insurance.
was

Expenditures.

an

Losses Paid.$442,211.70
Dividends.
90,000.00
All other Expendi-

tures. 297,898.31

$830,1 10.01
In addition to the large cash assets of the company, the stockholders are liable for all its liabilities over and beyond its assets.
Seven Years’ Record.
Policy Holdassets.

Dec. 31, 1879.$
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.
1885.

••
"

426,176
811,973
850,815

1,239,916.
1,322,425.

870,433

944,660
1,473,025.
974.517
1,520,894.
1,625,197. 1,004,796

Losses Paid Since Organization
D.

eus’ Surplus

733.669.$
1,100,017.

Mechanic Falls’ Monument Fund.

[Special to the Press.]
Mechanic Falls, Feb. 20.—The fair
given by the ladies of A. A. Dwinal Relief

$6,000,000

over

J. STAPLES, President.
ALPHKUS BULL, Vice President.
WILLIAM J. DUTTON, Secretary.
CHAKI.ES W. KELLOGG,
Manager Eastern Department, Boston.

Portland Office,
"

i
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AGENTS.

You are

Cordially Invited to Visit

I

1
NEW BRANCH

This

new

and beautiful Studio has

just been

presented him with

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience in all branches of the Art,

PvlOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
Please.

eodtf

Commander Lane’s Staff.
A. R.,
has issued an order in which lie makes the
following appointments upon liis staff;
Assistant Adjutant General L.B.Hill, Augusta.
Assistant Quartermaster General—B. S. B-als,
Auburn.
Inspector General—A. A. Nickerson, Portland.
Judge Advocate—William Folger, Belfast.
Chief Mustering Officer—George M. Brown,

Cor. Middle and Plum Sts.

Bangor.

Particular attention paid to the traveling public.
Room*. from §1 to "S3 a ,vr« l,
Anil rooms to
let by the day, week or month, to meet the wants
of all.

de Camp—Geo. W. Martin, Augusta; Jos.
Smith, Skowliegau; John 1). Stanwood. SpringC.
C. Cross, Rockland; Frank Adams,
field;
Brunswick; John Hilling, Wells; Daniel Staples,
Dexier: Hillman Swim. Lewiston: J. P. Tuttle,
Pittsfield; F. A. A. Stackpole. Kenduskeag; ,1. L.
Sewall
Chamberlain, Hailowell;
Pettenglll,
Wayne; D..I. Bailie. Harmony; Charles II. Foster, Stetson; Thomas S. Beiison, Sidney; Enoch
Foster, Bethel; Geo. A. Russell, Augusta; H. E.
Hale, South Norrldgewock; A. A. Waugh, I,.
Clay, Lincoln ; A. C. True. Litchfield; A. Pickets,
Etna; C. A. Coombs, Until; J. G. Stover, Waterville; Wainwright Cushing, Foxcrolt; A. A.
Nye, Searsnort; H. C. Levensaler, Thomaston:
Charles B. Stewart, South China.
Aides

O.

UNDERWOOD,
I*ropri«tor.

MARKS,

Book, Card
—

AND

—

%
Advancing Wages.
The Edwards Manufacturing Company,
which employs some 700 hands, have declared an adance in wages of from seven to
ten per cent., the increase to commence on

Job Printer
POINTER*’ EXCHANGE,

97 1-2

Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB PRINTING A
All orders by mail
tended to.
«oi\

or

Monday

Me.

telephone promptly

at-

novlleodtf

run

Continuation of the Trial of Foss in
Paris.

nc,

Paris,

Feb. 26.—The trial of Foss, for the
murder of H. A. Wentworth at Brownfield,
was continued in the Supreme Judicial Court
here today. Dr. Willis A. Getchell, a regular physician, testified:
H. A. Wentworth called on me January 4th at
my house. I examined a wound on the right side
of his bowels. He returned home. I visited him
ami examined the wound. 1 found a cut less than
an inch wide, hut II extended through overalls,
vest, pants and woolen shirt into the abdominal
cavity. 1 assisted at a post mortem examination
with'Dr. Bennett and Dr. Towle, the coroner.
The wound extended to the abdominal cavity. 1
found a wound in one of the large Intestines, and
a wound in one of the small intestines of more
than an inch in length. Clots of blood covering
all the organs indicated that hemorrhage took
place (luring life. 1 found an artery cut. The
immediate cause of death was hemorrhage caused
by the wound. The amount of blood lost is estimated at live pounds. An artery was evidently
cut, Wentworth died of the wound described. I
judged that the wound was necessarily fatal.
Dr. Bennett assisted in the post mortem

W. L. DOUGLAS

I

|
row—jaul4eod3in

WOOD FOR SALE!

examination.

DRY BIRCH EDGINGS AND SLABS,
and a full assortment of all kinds of
wood. Wood sawed and split by steam
power. Orders SoUclted.

YORK.,

Offices—60 Commercial St., 6 Washington St. and Danforth and Clark Sts.
TEI.Iil’IIOIVE 609.

jan27

He

testified that the wound
side of the belly, about

the right
four inches from the navel, and four inches
above the hip bone. The cut was about
seven-eighths of an inch wide, through into
the intestines. An artery was severed. He
saw a cut into the vest.
The wound was
He found
inward and slightly upward
much clotted blood.
Wentworth died of
hemorrhage resulting from the wound, which
the doctor described as sufficient to cause
death.
Dr. W. C. Towle of Fryeburg, the coroner,
conducted the post mortem examination. He
testified as to the wounds and the cause of
death substantially as Drs. Getchell and
Bennett did.
L. Rodgers of Brownfield testified that he
was on

Hard wood from Bobbins, only SC per
cord delivered. This wood is all prepared ready for use. Also a good stock of

W.

next.

WENTWORTH’S MURDER.

SPECIALTY.

Best material, perfect fit, equals any ?5 or $6shoe:
every pair warranted. Take nono unless stamped
W, L. Douglas’ £8.00
Shoe, warranted.” Congress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

o.

eortlm

had a conversation with
He met him in the road.

STEPHEN

'Week, Job

mid

BERRY,

(ga/id (UPliwbel,

his revenge on him.
Martha A. Ricker of Brownfield testified:
Foss said in July in our dooryard that he had a
little dog ill Ills pocket that would hark seven
times as smart as any of them. Afterwards he
said that if Ills wife was at Wentworth’s he
would go and take her away, and if Harvell or
his father interfered there would be bloodshed.
At another time he made threats against Harvell.
f said you would not murder him. He said no,
but he would kill him as he would a snake.
Stillman J. Durgin, who resides at Brown-

KJAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.
7

COLCORD,

BOVD

STREET.

iail24

dtl

SEEDS

field,
.

Send for Catalogue.

Mail &
tebl8

Whitney, Portland, Me.
<12w&w2in

Foss last August.
Foss asked if he

(Rodgers) had seen H. A. Wentworth and
Foss’s wife go along. Foss also said he had
something in his pocket that would speak
seven times, and lie asserted with an oath
that he would use it. He said that Harvell
was a liar and thief, and that he would have

No. 37 Plum Street,

J.

G.

—

MEALS ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

WM. M.

elegant gold depart-

Department Commander Lane,

One of the best houses in the city. Roona Furnfohrd and FntuiHfoiled.

febleodlm

an

official staff were present, and all said It was
one of the pleasantest occasions of the year.

ST. JULIAN HOTEL,

R. W.

Setli Williams Post, and

|

summoned and testified:
January 4tli W. S. Foss came to
v as

On
my house
from Wentworth’s. He said there had beeu a
low at Wentworth's.
Harvell, he said, had taken
him out of his puug and dragged him. He got his
knife out and if he had lilt him high enough would
have hurt him soma. He mad* a motion where
he thought he hit him on the
legs. He said he hit
him too low. He showed a knife to me. I think
he said he tried to stab him. but did not hit high

enough.

1884, for the obvious purpose of breaking
the force of certain disclosures respecting the
private life of the Democratic candidate for

Loss of

but No

The articles charged among other things
that the Rev. Dr. Ball, who was held responsible for these disclosures, was not respectable ; that he was “an adventurer
and that he represented himself to be a Baptist minister, when in fact he was not; that
he had been a roving and irresponsible
character; that he was compelled to leave a
city where he once resided, “owing to an insult” that he offered “to a Christian lady
that he was a bribe taker, a corruptor of

severe

raging

storm known for years lias been

here

The trains were
since Thursday noon.
about three hours late today and the roads

badly.

drifted

Machia8, Feb. 26.—The heaviest easterly
gale for the season raged last night.
Schooner Ximena, Pettigrew, broke from
her anchorage near Macliiasport and was
driven on the rocks, breaking her keel and
staving her bottom. The cargo of lumber
will be taken out and the vessel go on the
ways for repairs.
Bangor, Feb. 26.—The heaviest storm of
the season prevailed here today. A large
amount of snow fell,which was badly drifted
by the high winds, and the roads are terribly
blocked. The St. John train did not arrive
till 12.16 a. m., and the western got no nearer
here than Waterville.
Fryehurg, Feb. 26.—It has been snowing

here about

elections, a publisher of disgusting libels, a
The plaintiff, as
miscreant and a vampire.
his counsel pleads his case, is a clergyman
full of years and honors, an officer in various
missionary societies and educational institutions of the Baptist denomination, and widely known throughout the United States as
a Christian minister and teacher. He is now
and for 23 years has been, the pastor of the
largest and most influential Baptist church
in this city, during all of which time he received the highest place in their confidence
and respect. He accordingly sued for libel

twenty-four hours, beginning

yesterday

at noon.
Already more than a
foot has fallen and has been piled in mountain drifts by a fierce northeast gale. The
morning train from Portland was snow
bound a long time in a deep cut near Sebago
Lake and is several hours behind time. The
storm is still raging in all its fury.

which had been conspicuous in
The tactics of the defendThe plaiutiff’s comant were very curious.
had
been
carefully drawn so as to seplaint
cure a vindication of his reputation from
personal assaults, without dragging into the
controversy the President of the United
States.
The defendant in his answer deliberately extended the scope of the judicial inquiry so as to embrace the private scandals
The plaintiff
of the Presidential campaign.
made a motion at a special term of the Supreme Court for a bill of particulars, his
moving papers showing that the allegations
of the answer concerning which he desired
the particulars were so vague and general
that he did not know with what lie was
sought to be charged with therein, and that
he could not safely prepare for or go to trial
He
unless the particulars were furnished.
This order was susobtained the order.

snow here and it is coming down by bucketsful.
Rochester, N. II., Feb. 20.—The worst
storm for years prevailed all day, the wind
blowing a hurricane. The entire staging

Jahnsbury,

a

field,

nn

Democratic

New York, Feb. 26.—The storm raged
with unabated vigor on the North and East
rivers todav.
Many trees were blown down
by the high wind. Considerable damage
was done to telegraph ami telephone wires.
Fences, signs and awnings were blown down
everywhere. The same condition of affairs
existed in Brooklyn.

exposed.

FATE OF REJECTED NOMINEES.

A

Blown from a Train of Cars.

Washington, Feb. 2(1.—The .Senators have
to-day been discussing the fate of the rejected nominees, and there seems to be no difference of opinio* at either end of the aveA member of the Cabinet said to-night
nue.
that when a nominee was rejected by the
Senate it ended his official career, and the
office would pass into the charge of his deputy until another nomination was made and

confirmed.

She is about 60 years old.

“But suppose the second nomination is rewras asked.
of
the
“Under section 1,709
Revised
Statutes the office still remains in abeyance
until the end of the session, when the President may appoint some one to take charge.”
“But suppose there is no deputy—then
ivhat?”
“The President will have to designate
some person to take charge.”
Some of the Senators still hold that, notwithstanding section 1,709, a suspended official goes back into office in case the Senate
refuses to confirm his successor. The President, they argue, has the right to suspend
in official for the time being only, until the
Senate can act, but it requires the concurrence of the Senate to remove permanently.
It is said that the Supreme Court has derided the point in this way, and Justice
Miller recently asserted such an opinion. A
nearly all of the Senators
majority, in fact
in both sides, hold the reverse, and say that
she office becomes permanently vacant upon
She rejection of a nominee.

jected?”

Buffalo, N. Y'., Feb. 26.—One of the
heaviest gales of the season set in last night
The wind
and continued this morning.
At
reached a velocity of 57 miles an hour.
hour.

Met the Train in the Storm.

Chicago, Feb. 26.— About midnight last
sidea freight engine that had,. been
tracked at New Carlisle, Ind., started east,
fast
mail
had
the engineer believing the
passed. There was a blinding snow storm
raging, and the engine met the fast mail
about eleven and one-half miles east, the engines coining together with terrific force,
throwing the light engine from the track.

night

Furious Cale

Blowing

was

de-

at St. John.

N. B., Feb. 26.—The heaviest
snow storm of the season began just before
last
night, and continues. The
midnight
wind is blowing a hurricane from the southeast. The gale has reached a velocity of
sixty miles an hour, with occasional gust of
greater speed. The streets and railways are
blocked up with snow, and business is practically suspended. It is feared that several
vessels which were in the bay have been
overtaken by the storm.
St.

John,

BIC WESTERN RAILROAD CUT.
Rates from

Dingley Shipping Bill.
Washington, Feb.'20.-The Senate committee on commerce this morning instructed

1

FOREIGN.

The Lowell

tlie committee who favors it is Mr.
There are two Republicans, Hepburn of Iowa and Caswell of Wisconsin,
who are opposed to it. Hepburn is not disposed to accept any compromise. Caswell
might vote for some modified form of the
bill. A section was agreed upon todaymaking an assignment in a State without
preference valid. Mr. Rannev of the committee is of the opinion that, even with an
unfavorable report, the bill could be passed
in the House. But the contest will be veryclose.
crat on

Collins.

Pillsbury

Washington, Feb. 20.—Senator Hale is

quoted in the Washington Post
and
to the cases of
Pillsbury- and

Pillsbury

Chase

were

A Sensation in Madrid.

Madrid, Feb. 26.—A sensation has been
•rented here by the discovery of an appar;nt conspiracy to affect the stock market for
speculative purposes.
Bogus telegrams
,vere sent to the principal stockbrokers of
Barcelona reporting without foundation low
juotations in Madrid, and ordering large
The result was that the markets
sales.
The authors of the
,vere badly disturbed.
lelegrams have now been found, and the
;overnment is investigating the matter. It
s feared that
similar tricks have been
ilayed elsewhere in Spain.
Lord

Randolph

and Chase.
as

saying, as
that

Chase,

being rejected

simply on their past records and not for
purely partisan reasons or because the President refused to supply the required papers.
The two cases had been treated together because both men were nominated about the
same time and both were connected in the
Garcelon matter. "There is no disjiosition,
said Mr. Hale, -‘in Maine to object to any
decent Democrat, and I think that any good
man nominated by the President will be conHow do
firmed without any trouble.
you
construe the tenure of office act in regard to
entitled to
be
Chase’s rejection ? Will he

hold the office until the President nominates
his successor, or will his rejection cause him
to at once relinquish it?” “That is a debat
able subject, which I should not like to anThe law is being
swer at the present time.
vigorously construed by different senators.
I don’t think, however, that it will have any
bearing on this case, as I have no doubt the
President will at once nominate a successor.

Churchill

Calfed

to

Account.

London, Feb. 26.—In the House of Comyesterday, Hugh Childers, Home See•etary, said that he was unable to consider
Lord Churchill’s speeches in Ireland.
nons,

Air. Sexton (Nationalist) gave notice that
le would move a resolution to the effect that
;he House condemned the action of a privy
:ouncillor in making speeches in Ireland,
lending to incite rebellion. Lord Churchill,
igaiust whom Sexton’s resolution was directed, stated that he would ask that an eary day be set for the discussion of the resoution.
Air. Trevelyan’s bill concerning the eroftIt prd:rs passed its first reading today.
.ides for fixture of tenure, lair rents and
•ompensation for improvements made by
lonants.
China

be a great aid in tlieir first, second and third
classes, and In this view I fully concur.
In the grammar schools more essay writing has
been done this year than ever before hi asdugle
lias been devoted to
year. One period a week
exercises in writing. A variety of subjects have
as objects, pictures and
beengiven out,
and historigeographical places to be described,
cal characters and events to be wr tten about.
In three of the grammar classes the teachers
value on
have been directed not to mark a
talks to make
any of these papers, but in familiar
suggestions and corrections based upon prevailing errors.
While doing this work in written language,
teachers are no less careful in training ineii
pupils in the use of correct language in conversation.
In the High School language work is supplemented by the study of rhetoric, English literature, and oy translations from other languages.
Beading and Spelling—Fair progress has been
made in these branches. Parents frequently testify that the methods now pursued in teaching
the youngest children to read produce wonderful
results lu intelligent reading without any apparent strain upon the children.
More supplementary reading is needed in all
the classes of the primary and grammar schools.
This can easily be furnished iu the primary
schools by adopting the plan of “circulating readers,” i. e., of purchasing several sets of primary
readers for each grade, and allowing them to be
exchanged from time to time as new reading is
desired.
In the grammar schools the same want can be
met by taking twenty copies of a magazine suitable for their use, as was formerly done.
Arithmetic—The progress of the various classes
More
in arithmetic is still showing decided gain.
attention lias been given in the Grammar cla-ses
for the past two or three years to the reasons for
the processes pursued and to the review of previous work. The accuracy and facility with which
pupils early learn to perform the fundamental operations in arithmetic are found to be of great
value in the higher classes where more reasoning
is required.
In my school report of 1880 were given suggestions as to the prominent faults prevalent in the
study of arithmetic. Some of these faults we are
We are tills year using “Colburn’s
now avoiding.
F'irst Lessons” in the higher primary and ill the
fourth grammar classes a book that teaches easy
reasoning with small numbers. It is expected by
some that we shall see immediate gain iu arithmetic by tile use of tills book.
It is not to be forgotten, however, that tile too early use of this valuable book, and the unwise methods adopted iu
teaching it, have once driven it. highly as it was
prized, from most of the schools of the country.
Geography and History—The work in these
studies lias been improving from year to year,
and the work done in them this year is better

made up, will be
No

given

___

later.

SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS.
school houses have been built this

year, and

no extensive repairs have been made upon old
ones. Not for a decade has so little expenditure
upon school buildings been made in a year. Further expenditure is needed, however, before the
necessary demands of the schools can be said to
be fully met. The cases which demand the earliest attention are:
1, The erection of a school
house for the use of the School street district.
The building now in use was ten years ago pro-

nounced by the committee on public buildings of
the City Council, “unfit for further use.1' The following report was, in September, made to the
School Board by its Supervisor:
To the S. S. Committee of the City of Portland:
Having been assigned by this committee to the
supervision of the primary school No. 7. School
street, 1 beg leave to report that the building and
premises occupied by this school are unfit for a
public school, and unworthy of the city.
Charles B. Merrill,
Supervisor of Piimary No. 7.
This report was approved and ordered to be
sent to the committee on public buildings of the
City Council for their consideration. If a lot can
be|secured in a suitable place, by a change in district lines, a building of six or eight rooms will accommodate the present School street district, and
afford relief to the crowded rooms in the Brackett
To efstreet and Vaughan street school houses.
fect the latter purpose, the location for the new
building must be selected with great care. 2,
The need of more school rooms on Muujoy Hill is
A new primary school house in
very pressing.
the Sliailer district is needed, as five of the eight
rooms

in the

present building

now

aro

used for

grammar school purposes, and the other three
rooms will soon be demanded for this increasing
grammar school. One additional room ought now
to be so used. 3, The next pressing need is the
ventilation of three of the present buildings,—the
High school, the Centre street and the North
school houses. Other buildings need attention in
the same direction.
It is a source of encouragement that the citizens
of Monument street district have demanded that
a school house cellar suspected of containing imgases should be made healthful beyond a
oubt. How much less culpable is it to allow
rooms to remain ilia condition sure to lower the
vitality of children by foul air than it is to permit
imperfect sewer pipes to spread infectious odors?

than

PARTICULAR SCHOOLS.

Industrial Education—Although industrial edlias been brought to the attention of citizens iu several annual reports, and small special
appropriations were recommended last year for
this purpose, and for the establishment of evening schools, we have not the satisfaction of being able to report any apparent progress In these
directions.
These recommendations are again
respectfully renewed.
Promotion,—Promotions from grade to grade,that
is from the primary to the grammar schools, and
from the grammar to the high school, are by rule
made aimuallv. and are simnosed to be dependent upon the "general fitness” ot the pupil m
character, conduct and scholarship.” "Promotions from one ciass to another iu the same school
may be made at any time uy the principal with
the consent of the superinteudentor supervisors.”
-The age of pupils may also be considered iu
promotion.” The superintendent is required to
"report to the board at the end of the school year
the names of all pupils in the several schools who
have been in the same grade (class) more than
one year, the reason therefor, and the names of
the teachers having charge ot the same.”
These absti acts of the rules of the board are
given to show that it is the evident intention of
the board that pupils shall be regularly promoted
once a year at least, and ofteuer If age favors it
and other qualifications seem to allow. 8luce the
intellect of tile young, whether quick or slow,
strengthens and matures by age, the impropriety
of keeping dull children far behind the average
age of their classes ought to be apparent.
When pupils from the country, or from other
places, enter our schools they are usually found,
in some respects at least, one, two or three years
behind classes of their ages.
There is no good
behind. If
reason why they should be placed far
temporarily so placed for the purpose of remedying defects, in reading or in numbers for instauce,
they should uot be forgotten, but be carried forward when their deficiencies are measurably
made up. The preseuce in classes of children
much above the average age of their class Is
prlina facie evidence of lack of judgment in promotion.
Children exceptionally bright, if physically strong, may be carried forward Into classes
older than themselves wilh less danger of harm
than will arise from the retention of older pupils
in classes much younger than themselves.
The system of examinations and rank marks on
which promotions were formerly based have,
with the approval of the board, been greatly modified. The giving a rank mark to every recitation,
formerly in vogue, lias not for the past eight years
been practiced.
The test examinations for promotions formerly given every mouth are now
given but four or five times a year In the grammar schools, and
much less frequently in the
ucation

time in the Butler school; and Miss Amanda I.
n»

srifCU

tuo

ruuuu

HianiiB.u

school from 1871 to 1872, from 1872 to 1880 iu
the Cumberland street grammar school and since
The services of
that time in the High School.
these teachers have been highly appreciated by

•
the citv.
The improvements in the plumbing of the Monument street school house are described at length.
The opinion is expressed that the imperfections
found in the work have been remedied.
1 n the account of the island schools it is stated
that there are about a dozen children belonging
to Portland on Crotch Island who have had practically no schooling furnished them for several
years. There are as many children on the island
belonging to the town of Cumberland, and these
would form one respectable school. The portion
of the island belonging to Portland Is classed w ith
Long Island, but the distance across the water
l enders the union with that district impracticable.
It is suggested that there is injustice in withholding their proportion of school money, over
8200 per year from these children.
High School—Vox particulars relating to this
school reference is made to the principal’s report
soon to be published.
Portland School for Deaf—This school, supported mostly by tuitions from the State, is iu a
very prosperous condition. There are now fortyseven deaf pupils front various parts of the State
attending this school. A full account of the
school was given in last year’s report, and reference is made for further information this year to
the report of the principal, Miss Barton.

PROGRESS or THE SCHOOLS.

Attendance—The good attendance on the city
schools reflects great credit upon pupils, teachers
and parents. The attendance In the lowest classes
of the Primary schools has been during the winter
more than usually regular.
Owing to the low ebb
in industrial pursuits, many families have moved
The
school
into the country.
population has
therefore but slightly increased. The attendance,
with
the
school
however, compared
population
has somewhat increased.
The truant officer, Mr. Beals, has devoted his
time faithfully in aid of the effort of teachers to
secure prompt and regular attendance.
Industrial Home School—In spite of the efforts
of the truant officer there is a large class of children in this city under such influences, or so deprived of home restraint, that their attendance
on school is scarcely worth mentioning except as
it is a source of vexatious disturbance to the
school rooms where they are enrolled. Tills is
not so much the fault of the children as of the
circumstances in which they are placed.
It is suggested that an Industrial Home School
ought to be established for these children. Cannot the benevolent of the city aid in establishing
such a home for children who arc without suitable
homes,—mere waifs upon the streets?
Too Early Arrival at School—Complaints reach
the superintendent’s office that “children of the
primary schools on reaching their schoolhouses
outside in the cold.”
are often kept waiting
Teachers are advised never to allow their pupils
to remain outside

exposed

primaries.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

The following recommendations for the next
year are respectfully made for consideration:
1— A new school house for School St. district.
2— Additional rooms on Muujoy Hill.
ventilation—a. High
3— Better heating and
c.
School House. 6. Centre St. School House,
House.
School
North
4— A school on Croteli Island.
6— Industrial Home School for truaut children.
li—Revision of School programme.
7— Relief in number of studies in the lower
schools by occasionally omitting some of the regular studies for a time.
8— To consider further the feasibility of attemptconnection with the
ing manual training in
schools.

to inclement weather

though the lequired time for opening the
schoolhouses may not have arrived. There are
some difficulties attending this direction.
Teachers are not required by the rules of tue seliool
board to be present and open their rooms until a
quarter before 9 in the morning, and a quarter
Some of the
before 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
teachers, especially of the lowest classes, find it
necessary to reach their rooms much earlier than
this, to put their work for the day upon the
blackboards, and to make other arrangements
for prompt and successful work. It would be impracticable for these teachers first arriving to

_

throw open the doors of their buildings. Such an
arrangement would interrupt tlielr preparatory
work, and entirely defeat the object of their own
coming. Two or three hundred children could
uot be allowed to roam about the building with-

TOWN REPORTS.

We have received from William M. Marks,
the town reports of Brownfield,
Standish and Buxton. From them we gath-

These teachers would soon cease to
the regular time of opening the school
buildings. This would result in the non-admission of children arriving too early and to their
exposure as now.
The only practicable way of avoiding the exposure of school children arriving before the opening
of school is uot to allow them to arrive at the
schoolhouses before the time of opening. Both
parents and teachers should assume their share of
this responsibility, the former in not allowing
their children to start from home earlier than
15 or 20 minutes before 9 o’clock in the morning,
and2 in the afternoon; the latter in not allowing
the children under their care to group about the
school yards and buildings before the regular
time for admission.
out

care.
come until

printer,

er

Real and personal estate, $324,350; number of
308. The assessments for the year
The money
tax
is
amounted to $4,916.48.
.01-22 on the dollar; poll on money tax is $3;
each poll tax, $1.60; estates pay 4 8-10 mills on a
dollar; highway tax for 1885 is $2000.

polls taxed,

Standish.
The real estate of residents is $384,497; personal estate of residents, $97,687; real estate of
non residents, $96,830; personal estate of non
residents. $8,776; amount of money raised and
assessed is $8,346.88; amount in collector’s hills
for 1885 is $9,161.30; rate of taxation, $1.25 on
.8100: mills. 484: noil tax. $2.75: amount raised
for repair on roads is $3000; rate ot manway taxation, $46 on $100; highway poll tax, $1; liability

The influence of parents upon the welfare of the
schools cannot be over estimated. The invisible
power of many teachers lies in the hold they seIf a teacher once secures parencure on parents.
tal confidence and support his hold upon his
school is sure. Such a teacher can easily dispense
with ail the severer forms of punishment. It becomes a grave question then how to secure the
Letters to parents seldom
confidence of parents.
produce the desired effects: personal interviews
A

n

intocowt

in pliilHroll

over

First district real estate valuation, $263,042;
Furniture Co., $10,000.
Second district real estate. $314,639; personal,
Polls in
Town valuation. $670,789.
rst district, 237: second district, 302, .suppleAmount committed to
mentary, 6; total, 544.
collector for collection, $13,987.66; amount of
town tax, $10,765.68; appropriations, $15,318,13. Town resources above liabilities, $958.17.

Threatening England.

Berlin, Feb. 26.—It is confirmed from a
Chinese source that China will not consent
10 the cession of Bhamo and adjoining disirlcts to England.
If England does not
field, China threatens to organize a rebelion of the tribes.

§71,842.

BASE

BALL.

The Brockton base ball team will have to
<io without (Tagus, who sends word from San
Francisco that he has secured a lucrative position under the government, and intends to
abandon the diamond.
McGarr, Slattery, Murphy and possibly
Vaddy and Carl, of the Haverhills. will start
on a southern trip about the first of April.
A new outfielder named Harmon, of last
season's Oswegos, has signed with the
Haverhills for next season. He is reported
to be a heavy batter, a fair runner and is
thought will make a strong addition to the
club.

ed.

School Work—Teachers and pupils have manifested an earnest endeavor to secure a profitable
vear's work.Nolhing has occurred to impede good
work; the conditions have all been favorable; no
serious diseases have prevailed; no ill natured
discussions in regard to school management have
occurred to divide the community and harrass
he teachers. Parents have manifested a kindly
interest in regular attendance, good order, and
steady progress of their children. This has been
shown by frequent visitations upon the schools,
and by the infrequency of complaints concerning
the teachers or their work, as well as by the quiet
demeanor of the children.
Course of Study.—This has been but slightly
modified this year. Two new books have been introduced, -an Introductory Geography in the
third primary class, and the old time Colburn’s
First Lessons in anew dress in the upper three
classes in the primary schools, and in the fourth
grammar class. It is the opinion of many of the
teachers that this has imposed too much work
upon the third primary class.
Physiology and hygiene with special reference
to alcoholic drinks, stimulants and narcotics on
the human system, as required by statute, has
been introduced in all the primary and grammar
classes. This is the only study required by law in
all the schools. A brief lesson is given, directly
on the opening of the schools, in the morning.
This has proved quite satisfactory. In this exercise children and teachers seem interested; and
much useful information respecting the iiuman
body and laws of health Is gained 111 addition to
the instruction which the law is especially de-

Cudworth

was

Wednesday

practising catching Willis,

in Brockton when the ball went
through his hands and hurt him quite se-

verely.
Bresnahan,

of the Lawrence, 1881, and last
in the New York State League, has
been signed to play first base for the Haverhills, in place of Prince. He is a good fielder
and safe hitter.
In answer to the Boston Post’s criticism of
the Newburyport ball ground, the Newburyport Herald says:
For the benefit of the Post we would say. that
the light field has been built up, the centre built
out and the left field cut down.
Any other suggestions will be given careful and prayerful consideration.
season

Th* Kennebec Ice Harvest.

to secure.

The Reporter says that the ice men in this
vicinity will get more ice than they supposed
they would, particularly if we have a week
or so of cold weather soon.
Capt. Rich is
running In some that is from 19 to 22 inches
thick. The Knickerbockers are running in
at their Farmingdale houses from their field
at Brown’s Island. The ice is 17 inches, and
has been planed two or three times. They

Anatomical chavts
The

$1,421.61.

personal. $37,206; Maine

Qllfli.

pupil and teacher than a conflict between teacher
and parent, cspeciallyin the presence of the child;
yet teachers often allow themselves to he drawn
into such a conflict, when it might easily be avoid-

this is

resources,

Buxton.

cient to prompt a teacher to search out a parent
win
for the sake of the needed aid will
it. An Ingenious teacher will devise many other
assistance.
to
secure
and
retain
ways
parental
Some parents are unreasonable and make demands that cannot he complied with; but gentle
firmness, with proper explanations showing the
justice and necessitj of the refusal, will often dis“A soft answer turnet h
arm the unreasonable.
away wrath” is a lesson every teacher needs to
know and practice. Nothing is more disastrous to

signed

following figures:

the

Brownfield.

CO-OPERATION OP PARENTS.

Ho-Hftirp

TEACHERS.

There are now over 160 teachers regularly emiu the public schools of Portland.
These
teachers are faithful and painstaking in tlieir
work. In the comparisons which we are often able
10 make between the school work done here and
in other cities It is pleasant to siiy that the work
of our teachers Is by no means inferior.
N ine of our regular teachers have resigned and
ten new ones have been employed. Sixteen others have exchanged places or have been out for
considerable periods.
The permanent changes among the teachers
will be found noted under the particular schools.

ployed

even

ora mrtprf

before.

cs.

The usual account of the practice school follows, and this will be included in the full report,
Tills account gives the changes that have occurred among the teachers of the schools. Special
notice is given of the resignations of the following teachers long in the service of the Portland
Miss Fannie A. Bancroft who served
Schools:
from 18G5 to 1867 in Primary No. 1, and since
that time in the North School; Miss Julia W.
Griffin who served from 186U to 1873 in the
Casco St. Primary, from 1873 to 1870 in the girls’
grammar school, Brackett street, and since that
HUU

ever

Special Instruction in penmanship and drawing,
Much of the inand in singing is in good hands.
struction in these branches is necessarily given
and
its
success
depends as
by regular teachers,
much upon them as upon the special teachers.
Reference is made to the reports of the special
teachers for information respecting these brauch-

Surc
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THE CAMPAICN.
Is the P. & O. Railroad

are used in this study.
Programme of School Work.—The origin of

and past repori s referred to. The
necessity of anew programme and the principles on
which Bucli an one should be made were set forth
in the school report of 1875 diawn by Hon. Geo.
F. Talbot, Chairman of the “School Committee of
Three” for 187-1-5. Further recommendations
were made in the report of 1875- 6. drawn by Dr.
Thomas Hill, and in that of 1876-8 drawn by Geo.
C. Burgess, A. M. The outline of school work as
recommended by these gentlemen appeared In
1880, and is substantially the same as is now in
use. It has been in use with slight modifications
for several years, and though drawn at first with
great care, may properly admit of revisfon. All
that is asked for it is that the revision shall be
made w ith as much Intelligence and care as was
used in its formation. In its present form it has
proved an excellent guide to teachers of all
grades; and it has served as a model for the formation of similar courses of study in many other
cities and towns.
To relieve over pressure upon any classes in the
schools, on the revision of the “School work,”

given,

also have 12 inches of second crop in the ed-

an

Issue

in

To the Editor of the Press:
It is commonly reported on the street that
J udge Knight is to be supported by all the

railroad influence of the city, and that a
scheme is on foot which involves the sale or
lease of the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad
to the Boston & Maine railroad. It is further said that Mr. Chapman is to be defeated,
if possible, through these agencies, because
he has seen fit to voice the sentiments of the
commercial interests of Portland in opposition to any scheme which would deprive the
city of its control of the road or permit it to
fall into the hands of any corporation or set
of men who would use it, as the Portland &
Rochester railroad has been used, to shut off
competition in freight rates to this city.
There are many things that give color to this
The opposition to Mr. Chapman has
rumor.
to a large extent been engineered by men
who are identified with railroad interests
and rings. The attorney for the Boston &
Maine railroad was a conspicuous member of
the convention which nominated Judge
Knight, and his active participation in local
politics, after so many years of seclusion,
would indicate unusual interest in the result
of this election. It is not to be forgotten
that it is largely through the activity of Mr.
Chapman, who organized the citizens meeting last fall, that the scheme of Mayor

others to oust the city of its
control of the Portland <fc Ogdensburg railroad was defeated. Are the merchants of
Portland disposed to allow Mr. Chapman to
be sacrificed at the dictation of railroads for
having so vigorously defended their interests? Is it better to vote for a candidate for
Mayor who is supported by railroad influence rather than for a man who by his independent and public spirited course has incurred the hostility of these corporations?
These are questions which it is well for our
citizens calmly to consider.
Commercial St.

Deering and

THE

STATE.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lake Auburn Mineral Spring Hotel
has been leased for a term of three vears to
Mr. James Stetson, clerk of the "Quincy
House in Boston, and to Harry Ellsworth, a
well known Boston commercial traveler.
We have received the first number of a
neat looking
monthly publication, the
“Growing Pines,” edited by A. L. Swift of
Lewiston. It is published in the interest of
the little folks.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Temple lost an ox the
other day while logging on Mt. Blue. Mr.
Wilder was driving two teams, letting one
go ahead without a teamster, and they ran
against a tree, breaking the neck of one.
The Wilder Bros, of

HANCOCK COUNTY.

There has been quite a boom in timber
land in Hancock lately, Hall Brothers having purchased several pieces in this vicinity,
says an Ellsworth American correspondent.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Governor and Council held a brief
session at Augusta, Thursday morning, confirmed a large batch of nominations and adjourned to meet on the 23d of March. The
board will make an official visit to the Keform School on the 10th of March.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Opinion tells of

a spunky woman in
rather than be shut up in her
house by snow storms took her team and
broke out the roads herself, then she sent in
her bill to the selectmen for the job and they
gallantly settled.

Hope who,

OXFORD COUNTY.

A man is serving out a sentence of five
months in Oxford county jail for selling
cider, his first offence, and another in the
same jail is serving a sentence of sixty days
for breaking and entering in the night a
building connected with a dwelling house
and taking therefrom twenty bushels of

grain.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Dexter Gazette tells of a man in Pittsfield who had acquired several thousand
He is intelligent
dollars with his buck saw.
and liberal, recently gave a hundred dollars
in a lump to a public enterprise, has represented the town in the Legislature, is an active politician, and though he is over fio
years old has sawed nearly 300 cords of
wood the past year.
Michael O’Brien, a young man about 28
years of age, belonging in Oldtown, lost his
arm in Boston, Tuesday, while in the employ
of the Old Colony Kailroad. Mr. O’ Brien is
an expert telegraph
operator and formerly
worked at Oldtown for the E. & N. A. Koail.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Frank Worster had an ulcerated tooth and
obliged to have his gum lanced. Then
the rest of his teeth on the upper jaw began
to loosen one by one, and finally all of them
dropped out.
was

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The boot and shoe manufacturing shop of
Win. McCullough & Son in Calais was entered on Sunday evening last and goods, including six valuable calf skins, shoe bristles,
several pairs of boots and other propertj,
amounting in all to about two hundred dollars were stolen.
A correspondent of the St. Croix Courier
says “there is less destitution in Calais this
winter than for many past seasons. There
are many who say that this fact is due to the
coming of the Salvation and Gespel armies
in our midst. If these religious organizations have been the cause of this change in
the condition of many of our poorer citizens,
they have indeed accomplished a good work.”
IN GENERAL.

The Eastport Standard says that the other
day at Grand Manau, Walter Cheeney and a
companion went to Cheeney’s ledges and
found a great number of large seals on the
rocks. They landed and attempted to kill
them with clubs, but the seals showed fight
and drove the men to the boat. They returned soon afterwards with guns, and shot 35
of the largest of the flock, the skins of
which will yield a handsome profit.
The State Board of Health has the past
few days been sending out circulars to the
towms in Maine where local boards of health
IMD
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10,000 more with a little more cold weather.
The Independent Ice Company of Pittston,
A
commenced running ice Wednesday.
New York correspondent says the amount
of shortage on the Hudson depends a good
deal on the weather for the next two weeks,
but estimates they will have a three-fifths

This would be a substantial relief.
Branches of St udy— Especial prominence among
the studies is given to ttie study of language. If
teachers follow the "general directions” in the
"Programme of School Work," and the order as
there laid out, even young teachers wiil hardly go
estray in giving the instruction required. The
same general plan has been followed in the
primaries as described In previous reports. In
the opinion of the principals of primary schools
the use of a small "manual of Instruction” in
language, not a grammar, for teachers' use. would

crop there.

I

The Connecticut House of Representatives
has passed a bill providing for teaching
physiology and hygiene in the public schools,
particularly with reference to the effects of
alcohol and narcotics on the human system.

CENTS

How Artomus Ward Failed
Down His House.

to

Bring

(N. Y. World.)
“Before f ventured to storm the big cities,’’
aid Artemus Ward, “I thought I’d take a
nodest turn in some of the towns and villa;es up through New York State, and I setled to begin at an outside place called Gohen, a great cheese and butter depot. My
igent was an advertising fiend named Joh
3, Smith, who stuck at nothing as far a
' winters’ ink was concerned, and was a bi
f a wag in his way. He promised to do
evel best to make the lecture a success. We
mt up at the principal inn and distributed a
latfull of free tickets so as to be sure of a
lecent crowd in the hall. Well, everything
vas in readiness, and at the last moment I
ent for Smith, who was to tend the door,
said, ‘John, I feel shaky and nervous, and
wish after the

;ive

me

a

hand

well in, you’d
then to start ’em

people get
now

and

in.'
‘Leave it to me,’ said Smith, eneouragingy. ‘I’ll fix that.’
At the proper time I presented myself to
;be expectant public. I was rigged out in a
white vest and tie, and looked as insipid

boiled fowl. I didn’t get a hand. Smith
too busy collecting the tickets to look
ifter my entrance; so my send-off was not
is a

was

stimulating.

I began my lecture in a measured tone of voice, and you might have heard
a cannon hall drop or the
stealing of a pockst-handkerchief. At any rate they were attentive I thought; so I let off in due course
what I considered a good joke. They didn’t
take it. I paused, then went on. By and by
l let off another—same result; then another,
lud Smith, who had got through ticket col-

lecting and inserted himself among the people, began to applaud lustily. My experience
if sympathetic city audiences had previously

mggested

that when

some one

boldly

and

bravely leads off the applause others usually
follow, but at Goshen this habit did uot obtain. A man well up in front cried:
‘.Silence! H-i-s-h!’
Again I proceeded, and told them a story
;hat many a time and oft I had related with
icreaming success in private circles. Smith
;his time set up a terrific guffaw, stamped
ind clapped Ins hands, and rocked backward and forward as though he was utterly
The audience was
ivercome by my humor.
not to be lured into following his example.
‘Silence!’ shouted one.
‘Don’t interrupt the speaker!’ howled
itnuuier.

‘Turn him out!' roared a third.
And half the audience rose to see who had
caused what they thought an unseemly and
riotous interruption in tlie evening’s proceedings. A farmer-looking man near Smith
had a thick stick in his hand and a menacing look in his eyes. I thought he meant
business and would go for him. I had come
to a dead standstill, and my agent saw his
opportunity. He leaped on one of tlie empty
chairs and proceeded to address the audience:

‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ shrieked he, ‘I am
free and enlightened citizen of this glorirepublic, and I claim the proud privilege
of enjoying Artemus Ward’s
anecdotes.
When f enjoy anything I laugh out loud, and
when I laugh I make a noise. ! cast no refections on you, my fellow citizens, but it’s
dear to me your heads are too thick for Mr.
Ward’s stories to penetrate. I’—tlie rest of
She sentence was lost in the confusion that
followed.
‘Out with him.’
‘Who is he?’
‘Hi! Hi! Pitch him in the pond I’
a

ous

‘Dry up!’

And hundreds of similar observations rent
the air. I pantomined to Smith to withdraw.
He obeyed, and peace being restored I proceeded. This episode rattier amused me,
and I fell into my best vein. I told them
anecdote after anecdote, story after story,
and fired otf a fusilade of crisp and biting
jest. It was no use. I could not for the soul
of me rofise them to any outward expression
of appreciation or enjoyment. Then I felt
vexed; at last X grew w niinsically vicious in
my despair. In for a penny, in for a pound,
and
thought I, when I suddenly
glaring defiantly at a certain man in the audience, I pointed at him with my index finger
and looking at my watch, said:
‘Ladies anil gentlemen, for three-quarters
of an hour I have been trying my hardest to
dig a laugh out of you. Up to now I have
not succeeded. I don’t wish to be personal,
but if that man witli red hair and long nose
doesn’t laugh I shall stop this solemnity and
go and hang myself.’
“Now, mark the provincial mind,” remarked Artemus. “The audience, who had
passed over some mighty fine wheezes and a
few well-crusted Joe Millers, regarded this
allusion to the red-haired man with the long
nose a tremondous local joke which they
thoroughly understood, and they simply
howled. It is true I had not calculated on
this combined result of audacity and accident
lint I felt that the audience had had something for their money and had not left their
homes entirely in vain.
The audience rolled out, chattering away,
and my faithful J. P. Smith stood at tlie
door to collect opinions.
‘Whatdid they seem to say?’ I asked when
we got to the hotel, and were totaling up the

stopped,

receipts.
‘Say?’ replied Smith; ’well, I wouldn’t
like to repeat all I heard, but one man said
he guQS£&<i you >rerc laughing at them in
your sleeve, and that you were a darned
fraud, anyhow, and gently insinuated that
tiie next time you visited Goshen you’d better have your life insured.
Another man
said you might be smart enough for some
towns, but you wasn’t up to tlie mark for
Sosben.’

Here the landlord of tlie Buck joined ns.
He seemed a good natured man, and I ventured to ask him what he thought of my lecture.
‘Wall,’ said he, with crushing urbanity,
while a frank expression danced into his
honest blue eyes, ‘I didn’t quite get a grip
of what you were preachin’ about. You see,
I’m not much of a hand for shows and sich
like; but by the great United States, when
mini out

y ou

mill

ui

iru-uim

u

iuubici

with a long beak—wall, I must say I thowt
it were the best thing I ever heer’d in my
life.”

inum/i

ities to insert an article in the warrants for
town meetings looking to the establishment
of these boards.
The New York and Maine Granite Company of New York, paid for pavings blocks
purchased in this State last year, $723,355.
The stone used by them is as a rule nothing
the different
but the waste material at
quarries. At the Mount Waldo Granite
Works in Frankfort the company contracted
for all the waste made and have a crew of
150 or more men constantly at work preparing the paving. The stone for paving could
not profitably be used for anything else and
the above sum is almost clear gain to the industries of the State, says the Bangor Whig.
ALFRED NEWS.
Our correspondent writes that the finest
entertainment ever given in Alfred was given last Wednesday evening, in the Town
Hall. It was a masquerade party by the
people of the town for the purpose of raising money to fence and beautify; the park in
the village.
Over $60 was realized from the
entertainment.
The hall was well filled
with masqueraders and the large variety of
costumes gave a beautiful appearance to the
hall. After supper, those who wished to
had the privilege of dancing.
It was an
evening long to be remembered.
The Planets in March.
The Providence Journal’s astronomer reports that Jupiter is morning star until the
21st, when in astronomical classification he
ranks as evening star, as from that time lie
is on the sun’s eastern side. The law is that
planets on the eastern side of the sun are

evening stars; those on the western side are
murning stars. On the 21st, at 1 o’clockin the afternoon, Jupiter is in opposition
with the sun.
He passes from the sun’s
western side to his eastern, and is in line
with the earth and the sun, the earth being
in the middle. As the event takes place a
few days after the middle of the month, observers will see Jupiter in his best aspect beHe rises soon
fore and after opposition.
after sunset before the event, and rises before sunset after the event. lie is a superb
object for star gazers. Mars is morning star
until the 6th, when he changes his role to
that of evening star, for the same reason

dy near the Farmingdale house. The Wash- that has been illustrated in the case of
ington companies opposite South Gardiner Jupiter. He comes into opposition with the
sun on the 6th, at 7 o’clock in the morning.
are about ready to cut the second crop
Uranus is morning star until the 26th, when,
where they cut out the dirty ice. Haley finds
like Mars and Jupiter, he takes his turn in
considerable good ice, and has already got' coming into opposition with the sun. SatVenus is morning star
urn is evening star.
8000 or 9000 tons, and expects to get more.
Berry has got 15,000 tons, and expects to get during the month. Mercury is evening star

some studies, even important ones, now
pursued
continuously for eight or ten years, might be
dropped out for a term or a year. Such studies
would then bo resumed with new zest and vigor.

THREE

HIS FIRST LECTURE.

This Election?

Such

The ninth annual report of the Superintendent of Schools was read last evening.
As the report is lengthy, only an abstract
can be given.
Tile statistics for the year, not yet being
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generally

rhere was a meeting yesterday of alll
in
Northwestern
;he
roads
interested
msiness, which lasted until 4 p. m. The
[Sock Island insisted that there be no change
n the running time' between St. Paul and
Chicago, if it agreed to sustain rates, i he
it. Paul and Northwestern roads now make
lie run in 16 hours, while tin; Rock Island,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and Illinois
Jentral have a much longer route.
The
S’or th western and St. Paul both refused to
igree to this, as they propose soon to make
lie run in 14 hours.
Immediately after the meeting, the St.
Paul, having purchased a first-class limited
icket over the Rock Island, at 39.50, make
in open cut to Omaha and St. Paul to ,89.50.
I’his is a very deep cut, and affects the busiIt also
less of all Nebraska and Colorado.
nakes San Francisco rates cheaper than yesto
tickets
First-class
from
Chicago
erday.
San Francisco this morning cost only 339.50.
Before the war they cost 384.50, first-class,
imited.

whaling vessels.

Bankruptcy Bill.
The House judiciary has taken a vote
which indicates that a majority of two or
three in that committee is opposed to the
Lowell bankruptcy bill. The only Demo-

to Omaha and

Chicago, Feb. 26.—Railroad circles were
aimed upside down
again this momng by a cut in rates to Omaha and St.
Paul, in first-class passenger tickets, of 33.

The

Mr. Frye to favorably report what is known
as the Dingley bill,
with some important
amendments. One amendment extends the
special privileges of the three cent tonnage
to that part of the coast of South America
bordering on the Carribean Sea, thus giving
tin; benefit of the decreased tonnage to the
Another amendment
White Star Line.
doubles the penalty for passengers upon
foreign vessels carrying passengers without
right. This applies especially to ports on
the lakes. Another amendment extends the
privileges and benefits of sections 2510 and
2511 of the Revised Statutes, and of section
10 of the act to remove certain burdens on
the American marine, to the construction,
equipment and repair of vessels engaged in
the fishery and whaling business; in other
words, it extends the privilege conferred by
statute upon ocean vessels engaged in the
foreign carrying trade upon fishing and

Chicago

St. Paul Lessened $3.

FROM WASHINGTON.

The Cases of

Opinion Be-

Senators and the Adminis-

tration.

A Bitter Cale at Buffalo.

The mail

Difference of

Wide
tween

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 26.—About 9 o’clock
last night, while the wind was blowing a
.strong gale, a lady, said to be the sister of
the late ex-Gov. Seymour, was blown from a
Lake Shore train, between Erie and Dunkirk. She attempted to pass from the din
ing car to the sleeper with her husband, and
had no sooner stepped upon the platform
than she was carried swiftly off the train.
Tiic train was stopped and backed for nearly
a mile before they found the lady, who had
escaped death, but received a deep gasli over

There was no one hurt.
layed seven hours.

Economy

Mr. Reed.

as they have always done, without havtheir hypocrisy unmasked. Mr. Randall
has been absent from the city two weeks
and more for his health, or to study the Tariff bill, or for some purpose, and came back
today with new vigor. But he did not have
enough to cope with Mr. Reed of Maine. Mr.
Randall made his usual argument about the
necessity of economy in the use of the people’s money, and all that. Mr. Reed, at the
first opportunity, stripped this old pettifogging claim of the professional economists of
its disguises. He showed that the Democrats are eternally preaching about economy
in the the House; that they then go to the
Senate Committee on Appropriations and endeavor to induce the Republicans to appropriate something like that amount necessary
to carry on the Government, without crippling it (and then denounce the Senate afterward for extravagance), and that, these
appropriations not then proving adequate,
the Democrats spend more money and come
to Congress with a large deficiency bill.
Reed’s speech did not leave Randall and his
clique any ground to stand upon. The
of the humbug reform of the
hypocrisy
House Appropriations Committee was deftly

Vt.

an

by

About

ing

Mass.

10 a. in. it moderated to 40 miles
The temerature is 4° above zero.

Cant

ter,

The passengers have been taken off.
The Storm in New York.

temple.

Jus

pension, for discussion in the House this afternoon, and had not proceeded far before
they discovered that they are not to be permitted to talk cant to the country this win-

Stamford Depot, Conn., Feb. 26—SteamIdlewild, from Bridgeport, was blown
ashore on Shippan Point, with 30 passengers.
The main deck only is out of water. A gale
is blowing, and there is a prospect of total

her left

Tftrm.

[Special to the Boston Journal.]
Washington, Feb. 26.—The Democrats
brought up the first Appropriation bill, the

er

Lady

t.hft fipnprnl

Denounced

floor to the basement'

A

tn

HYPOCRISY UNMASKED.

Springfield, Feb. 26.—The steeple of the
First Congregational church, Westfield, was
broken by the wind this morning and fell at
11.20, crushing the roof and south and west
galleries. The bell fell through the roof and

loss.

nmipnl

tice Smith writing the opinion, and Justices
Barker and Bradley concurring.

Steeple at West-

Church

journal

the

attacking him.

Augusta, Feb. 26.—The severest snow
blizzard known for years has raged here today and is prevailing with unrelaxed fury
tonight. Roads leading out of the city are
blocked and the sidewalks city and streets
badly drifted. Trains are all behind time
and the rails of the Maine Central are deeply
buried in drifts.
Skowiiegan, Feb. 26.—Over a foot of

A Blizzard at St.

Presidency.

the

[Special to the Press.]
Spring vale, Fel). 26.—The most

Re-

ment eommandery badge as an expression of
the continued love and respect of his comrades of the Post.
Commander Lane was
taken completely by surprise, but thanked
the comrades in a feeli' g manner. An hour
was then spent in social chat and speech
making. A number of Commander Lane’s

a

A AM:—To

building up

toward

Abstract of Superintendent Tash’s
Annual Report.

success for the plaintiff.
The complaint in this action was based upon three
articles published in that journal in August,

Reported.

Fall of

suppers of the season, after
in
Gen.
behalf of
Connor,
Setli Williams Post, in a few wellchosen words, thanked Department Commander Lane for his unflagging Interest in
his continued efforts
the order and for

supervision of

dec2

Life

Gillicuddy, Esq.

bountiful

fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skvlight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal

MR. J. M.

Buffalo,

St. Johnsbcry, Vt., Feb 20.—The liardest-snow storm and blizzard of the year is
prevailing to-day. The railroads and highways are badly blocked. About eight inches
of snow has fallen.

which

Against the New York Evening Post by Rev. Dr. Ball.
New York, Feb. 2G.—The Tribune today contain a letter from a correspondent in Buffalo, who writes that the preliminary skirmishing in the libel case of the
Rev. Dr. George H. Ball, against the New
New York Evening Post has resulted in a
decisive

N. Y.

of
Lewiston have nominated for mayor Hon.
David Cowan.
The Democrats have nominated D. J. Me-

Augusta, Feb. 26.—At a meeting of Seth
Post, G. A. R., of this city, last
evening, tlie ladies of Setli Williams Relief
of
the
most
one
Corps furnished

Preble House.

Opp.

Mayoralty Nominations.
Lewiston, Feb. 26.—The Republicans

Williams

Congress St.,

478 1-2

A Woman Blown from a Train Near

$3000.

Commander Lane
Pleasantly
membered,

Photograph Studio,

West-

about $100.

horse “Prim,” who figured so conspicuously
in the grand parade in Portland last June.
Prim had on a soldier’s overcoat and cap,
and after eating some cake, solaced himself
with a pipe. He afterwards presented himself at the tables for rations, which he got

JOHN U.1UNGER k CO.,

Congregational Church In
field, Mass., Wrecked.

The

in abundance. A. A. Dwinai Post holds no
The fair netted
earn], fires without Prim.

Mechanic Falls lias not yet its soldiers’ monument. Among the other attractions was
the advent on the stage of the veteran war

_

Yesterday’s

round the Catholic church in process of
erection fell flat tonight, causing great excitement. Families in tlie vicinity had been
The staging
moved previous to the crash.
was eleven stages high.
Boston, Feb. 20.—A heavy gale has been
blowing from the north since early this
morning, and it was too severe for the
strength of the telephone poles, weighted
down as they were with the 124 wires and a
cable, and when one at the corner of Beach
and Albany streets went over, the remainder
The
as far up as Harvard street followed.
poles the entire length of Albany street, are
the higuest of any in the city, and in circumIt will
ference measure over three feet.
take several days to get all the lines in working order again, and will cost from §2500 to

Corps at Murray Hall, Wednesday and
Thursday evenings, was a grand success,
the object being In aid of a monument fund.

THE CITY SCHOOLS.

For Libel

in
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This State.

are
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A Steamer Ashore
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and it is the best time of the year to see him
with the naked eye.
Neptune is evening
star. At the close of the month the planets,
with the exception of Venus, are all evening
stars, in the following order of distance from
sun, beginning with the nearest: Mercury,
Neptune, Saturn, Mars, Jupiter and Uranus.
There will be an annular eclipse of the sun
the 5th. The path of the beautiful phenomenon is chiefly confined to the Pacific Ocean,
the central line crossing land in Mexico.
Theeelipse will be invisible in New England,
but will be visible ns a partial eclipse in the
greater pnrt of the United State' and in th>
eastern part of Australia.

OLD ORCHARD NEWS.
At the town meeting next Monday, among
;he articles to be acted upon will be one to
Blow the opening of the streets for the purFor some time
pose of laying gas mains.
She Biddeford and Saco Gas Light Company
las had a charter for the extension of Its
mains to Old Orchard, but nothing has hereIt is now propos;ofore been done witli it.
al to put in an independent gas plant, and
hereby add considerable taxable property to
die town. President Woodman, of the Bid-

leford and Saco Gas Light Company is belind the movement, and if the citizens will
pant the proper privileges Old Orchard will
>oon be as well lighted as Newport and other
'ashionable summer resorts.
On account of the scarcity of fuel at the
13each, the introduction of gas will afford an
ppportunity to use the same for domestie
purposes.

Obituary.
The

Times says that the past
week has recorded the departure from life
pf another citizen who iias held a prominent
place in local affairs. Seth W. Smith died at
his residence on Monday evening. The
Calais

is acquainted with the painful
circumstances attending his long illness, but
only those who visited him during the many
months that he was confined to his room can
realize the fortitude, cheerfulness and Chriswith which he endured his contian

community

spirit

stant and protracted sufferings. Mr. Smith
was born in Providence, R. I., but had lived
in Calais since early childhood. He was a
man of marked natural gifts, and possessed
traits which attracted men and gave him
He filled various local
itrong influence.
iffices with singular ability, and served in
he city government during a long term of
In politics he took a leading part
rears.
ihd evinced surpassing skill in compassing
penefits for his party organization. For a
lumber of years before the sudden failure
)f his health Compelled him to resign, he
leld the office of Deputy Collector of Cus;oms here.
Mr. Smith was a nian of most liberal spirit,
md was ever ready to aid
acquaintances
vlien in need. His circle of attached friends
vas large, and he will be widely and sin■erely mourned. Mr. Smith leaves a widow
md two married daughters. The recent decease of a third married daughter, in Phllalelphia, deeply affected him, and grief
pastened the end of his sufferings. The
iuneral services were held at the Baptist

:hurch.
[Mr. Smith was a son of Hon. Noah Smith,
widely known in the State, and for several
home was
years Secretary of State, whose
At his decease the subject of this
n Calais.
notice inherited the homestead in the centre
pf the city. The youngest of the daughters
M. D., who
s the wife of Herbert B. Mason,
unt*
in Gos in a successful practice
of the itewidow
The
villages.
idjaeent
of their
■eased will continue a member
iamily, residing on the ancient homestead.
)r. Herbert is the only son of Rev. J. K.
Bason, D. D., and a graduate of the Houiubolathic Medical College. Boston, In 1877.—
Sd.J

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY MORSIY0. FEB. 27.
We do uot read anonymous letters and conuuunthe writer are
cations. The name and address of
not necessarily for pubn all cases Indispensable,
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used,

ELECTION MONDAY, MARCH 1.
FOR

MAYOR,

CHARLES
W ARD

Alderman—George W. Beale.
Councilmen—George Trefethen,
Dewey, Richard K. Gatley.

,,

1.

Henry

School Committee—Charles It. Crandall.
Warden—Kensellaer Greeley.
Clerk—Osman Monroe.
Constables—Ruel N. Field, Edward K. Heath.

as

Benjamin Gribben.

WARD THREE.

Alderman—Augustus If. Prince.
Councilmen—Augustus B. Brown, Peters. Nickerson, Ozman Adams.
School Committee—Aaron B. Holden.
Warden—Edwin A. l.eighton,
Clerk—George II. Towushend.
Constables—Edwin A. Leighton, Freeman T.
Merrill.
WARD FOUR.

Alderman—Lewis A. Goudy.
Councilmen—George A. Clark, Joseph H. Dow,

Samuel A. True.
Warden—Jolm J. Perry.
Clerk—Edwin B. Duran.

WARD FIVE.

Alderman—Whitman Sawyer.
Couneihneu—John Williamson, Caleb N. Lang,
P. Cox.

School Committee—Dr. Charles A. Ring.
Warden—Charles A Perry.
Clerk—Alfred Saunders.
WARD BIX.

WARD SEVEN.

Alderman. Herbert G Brings.
t".
Roberts,
Councilmen Jolm
Hobbs, Llipbsiet (1. Spring.
Warden Willi ml If. Plummer.
Clerk—Wilford G. Chapman.

John

Constables—Benjamin Burnham, Benjamin

P.

V>.

and his record both before and after accepting the office he now holds, warrant, an immediate certificate of rejection.

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON

which would indicate that Judge
Knight is a favorite with certain railroad
circles, whose objects are thought to be unfavorable to the city’s control of the Portland
rumors

Ogdensburg railroad.

&

While it is possible that these reports may
not be altogether true hut partake of the

spirit of exaggeration which pervades the
political atmosphere at times of election,
this to be said upon the matter,
whatever of fact there is underlying such
rumors should be carefully sifted, and if
there is any scheme of railroad officials or
railroad rings, which enters into the election,
with a view of controlling or in any way endangering the interests of the city in that
road it is a matter of sufficient importance to
command the attention of every citizen, and
may well lead voters to inquire whether the

of the citizens at large, endangered
the supremacy of the city in its control of
&
the Portland
Ogdensburg Railroad.
This scheme was happily defeated, and to
no one was that defeat more due than to the
Republican candidate for mayor. In the po-

opinion

Also see that your neighbor's name is on.
Work yourself and see that lit; works.

opposed what he believed

rascality._
Besides Portland, Lewiston, Auburn, Saeo, Gardiner, Hallowell, Bath, Rockland and

Ellsworth will hold elections next Monday.
Portland is the largest city of all. Let us see
that she has a Republican majority In proIt would be better for Senator Jones

it

py the anxious seat
by Messrs. Pillsbury and Chase.
as soon as

is

vacated

to come up in some form during the ensuing
municipal year is far from improbable. It
is safe to affirm that in whatever form it
may arise the city’s interests Will be secure
in the hands of Mr. Chapman.
CURRENT

COMMENT.

REMEMBERING.
Boston Traveller.

A TRUTH WORTH

Prohibition and Democracy
yet been successfully mixed.
SHOULD

SAY

have

speak kindly

When
of Mr. Straw.
such friendly circumstances surround the
main issue, an adjustment of details ought
not to be difficult.

reform Mayor desires to improve
the police force and enforce his late order as
If

our

to “offensive partisanship,” he had better
turn his attention to officer Lawton, who
made himself conspicuous at the late caucus
in Ward 3, by distributing ballots and otherwise influencing voters in their action. This
is the same officer who was suspended by
Mayor Libby for neglect of duty, and who
since that time has been an earnest, if not a
judicious, supporter of Mr. Deering.
Whether the signal service accounts are
all right as General Hazen says, or not, yesterday’s storm does not bear out the General’s side of the story. It lias been a very
long time since the streets of Portland presented such an appearance as that of yesterdav. For old fasllloned, driving, down East
snow storms yesterday’s breaks the record.
Boston may have her floods and Florida her
cold snaps, but for ice storms and nor’westers Maine beats the world.
This is a great winter for the oldest in-

habitant._
Portland have heard much
about Democratic Mayors and liquor seizures.
Below we give a short table of figures which
is worth reading twice. It gives the number
of seizures and dummy warrants for the
year ending February 28, 1885, when the
city was under a Republican administration
and the same during the last year, under a
Democratic administration:
Seizures. Dummy Warrants.
323
1884— Rep.734
The

people

of

7133
For people who put faith in Democratic
promises this will be interesting reading.
1885— Dem.662

Captain John Condon of Belfast advances
theory concerning the loss of the Cambridge, which, if correct, ought to be carefully noted and more thoroughly understood.
a

He says that the current along the coast is,
to a large extent, governed by the wind. For
some time before the Cambridge disaster a

strong east wind had been blowing, which
caused a westerly current.
This, striking
tho steamer on her starboard bow, threw
her inshore and directly on to the Old Man.
If this is a correct theory the mariners along
the coast ought to have a better acquaintance
with such a condition of affairs.

examination of the report of the
auditor to the City Council of the
state of the appropriations and expenditures
of the city government up to Jan. 31, 1888,
would indicate that Mayor Deering’s administration is not altogether a success in keeping within the limits of the appropriations.
There are still two months of the financial
year to hear from, and yet the fire department has only $15.65 to its credit, with the
January pay roll omitted. The general appropriation for schools has only 10 cents to
An

The appropriation for buildings
has only 36 cents to its credit, and cemeteries and public grounds $7.96.
How many unpaid bills will turn up for
the next administration to settle will not be

its credit.

known until Mr.

Deering is

out of office.

Another illustration of the treatment the
prohibitory law receives at the hands of
Marshal Andrews has come to light. On the
sixth day of June last, one of the deputy
marshals swore out a search warrant against
Timothy J. Twigg, and placed it in the hands
of a policeman for
service, who visited
Twigg’s premises and seized a half barrel of ale and some “hard liquor” which
were brought to the City
Building. Within
an hour from that time the Liquors were delivered up to Twigg by Marshal Andrews,
and the warrant was returned to court with
a return of no seizure.
This flagrant violation of law and duty fits
in well with the role of a reformer, and must
recommend Marshal Andrews for a position
under the United States government.
It is pretty well understood that the Senate
judiciary committee have determined to report unfavorably the nomination of Solicitor
General John Goode of Virginia. If such be
the determination it is not based, as at first
might be supposed, on Goode's unwarrant-

Gen. Ilazen’s supply of weather will
be exhausted at tins rate,

soon

EMERY,

BONDS 1

N. Y. Tribune.
Protectian may he a curse, but our workingmen don’t meet 50.000 strong and demand
to be fed from the public pocket.
NO MUGWUMPS IN RELIGION.

Sani Jones.

ARETASSHURTLEFF,
No.

QUESTIONS BY EDITOR CURTIS.

Harper’s Weekly.
Why did the Attorney General decline to

institute the suit himself ? Why did he not
forbid any officer in the department to act
upon it? And if he did not do that, why did
he not at once relieve himself of all personal
interest in the result?
A GOOD PLACE TO RECUPERATE.
Boston Herald.

Lord Salisbury has been ordered to go
abroad for his health. Let him come over
here and see how easily and well home rule
in tiie States and federal supremacy in the
nation get on together.
®NLY BM ALTERATION.

mo THK HOLDERS OF THE BOND*
A of the City of Bath, Maine, issued in aid of
the Knox & Lincoln Railroad and due March l,
18‘J1
Notice is hereby given that the City of Bath will
retire all of the bonds of the aforesaid issue oa the

lirst day of March, 1880.
The March coupon will be paid at the oflice of
the City Treasurer only; and every coupon must
be presented with the bond to which it belongs,
the coupon will not be paid.
The bonds will be redeemed

or

A writer in tiie Poptflar Science Monthly
hits the schools a sounding and deserved
whack when he says that they teach children
tiie use of words they do not comprehend to
describe things they do not understand. This
is called education, but it is, in fact, only
smatterat'on.
HIGGINS, THOMAS AND BASIN.

Harper’s Weekly.
Tiie administration strains to tiie utmost
tiie confidence of its independent friends in
Higgins and Morris Thomas
Maryland.
were not such selections as should have been
made by a reform administration, and tiie
choice of Mr. Raisin, who is known only as
a political “lieutenant” of Senator Gorman
is not to be explained or excused as one of
tiie mistakes that any appointing power may
make. It is a monstrous outrage for a Senator, who is part of the confirming power, to
designate persons to be nominated, and Sen-

ator Gorman is a Senator whose advice upon
such subjects should be carefully suspected
by au administration which wishes to prevent perversion of the public service. Senator Gorman is at present the most conspicuous representative of the abuses of the civil
service upon which the President has declared war, and it is impossible for the President to prosecute the war if he listens to
Senator Gorman.
THE TARIFF ON IKON AND STEEL.

N. Y. Tribune.
The iron and steel industries had invested
$231,000,000 of capital in 1880, a considerable
part of which the proposed hill would render unprofitable. It had 141.000 hands employed, whose wages that bill would reduce,
if it did not throw them out of employment
altogether. It had increased under the protective duty in ten years 90 per cent, in the
amount of capital invested, 82 per cent, in
tiie number of hands employed, and 99 per
cent, in the quantity of products, but only
non!

in

vnlnn

nf

cash at their

in

face value or exchanged for a long Municipal four
per cent bond at par, at the option of the holder.
interest at six per cent will cease on all bonds
of said issue on March 1, 1886.
Toe express -charges on bonds sent for exchange
will be borne by the City Treasurer.
JAS. W. WAKEFIELD.

J?' £' K

Refunding

TWITCHELL, l CoI?K?5|i<*
L. W. HOUGHTON,
dtvof
Bath
cuyoinaui.

FRITZ1 H.

J. H. KIMBALL.
THOS. W. HYDE,

feblOdtmarl

Bath, Feb. 3,1886.

established at the offee of

our

FRANK B. CLARK,

IWAlllll’ita

H'llipn

shows a remarkable cheapening of products
for consumers. This inrrveilous progress, as
all know, has gone on since 1880 in some parIron and steel
ticulars even more rapidly.
durproducts have never been cheaper than
ing the past year, and they are now so cheap
that only a part of the establishments are
employed, and yet Mr. Morrison proposes to
cut down the duties and to prostrate this
great industry in the hour of its embarrassment.
__

The Andover Review for February.
In this number the Kev. l)r. Adams attempts to
solve the problem of the manufacturing town
from a moral and religious point of view. His
statements and suggestions are valuable. Mr.
Tullow contributes an interesting article on the
religious element In the writings of Victor Hugo,
showing that he always inculcates a belief in
God, the soul, and Immortality, though in his last
illness he rejected the advances of the Archbishop
of Paris, as unwilling in anyway to endorse the
hierarchy and spiritual pretensions of the Church.
Dr. Chauncey Langdon describes at length the
attempts of foreigners, more especially English
and Americans, to evangelize the Italian masses.
Though well meant, he is not sanguine of their
success, because they are too far removed from
the ideas and Idlosyncracies of the Italian people
and do not commend themselves to the leaders of
thought in Italy. The editorials areas vigorous
as usual.
They relate to the Ignetian Epistles,
seven of which are accepted as genuine: the English Elections; and the Fear of Inferences,
which keep some good people in moral bondage
all their life time.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stoek for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. “Is asuccess
and boon for which nations should feel grateful.”— See “Medical Press,” “Lancet” &c.
Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink across the Label.
The title “Baron Liebig” and photograph
no
having been largely used by dealers with are
connection with Baron Liebig, the public
can
alone
Informed that the Liebig Company
offer tlie article with Baron Liebig’s guaran-

tee^ genuinene*.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers
Grocer* aud Chemists. Sole Agents for; th
United States (wholesale only) C. David &
Uo., o Fenchurch Avenue, London, England.

OF
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UNUSUAL BARGAINS

10 cents.

REV. JAMES McWHINNIE
WILL LECTURE ON

“WAR MEMORIES”
—

Cent*—On sale by King & Dexter
Ticket*
WyerGreene & Co., and at door on evening of lec-

>

PORTLAND THEATRE.
ONE NIGHT ONLY.
ONCE MORE, FOR FUN.
Wednesday. March 3d,

THE DALYS
will once more begin their ravages on the risibilities of the i'ortland public, and the
•‘Jolly Athletic student.,” “The Jollier
Kugli.h Tiger*,” “The l.ovely Vn..nr
Girl.,” “The l.ively .lluid.” “The
Dyspeptic Frofe..or,” “The k itThe A«teni.h Old Maid,”
thetic French Butler,”
will be, like a kid glove, “on band” and there will be
FUN FROM TIIE WORD “GO.”
75, 50 and 33 cents. Sale of seats commences Momlav, March 1st.___ feb25dlw
Trices

J. COLE'S CONCERT,
—AT—

CITY

Spring

Tickets, 25 cents; reserved seats, 50 cents;
sold at Stockbridge’s, also by J. Cole and at the
door.
Doors open at 7 p. m ; concert commences at 8
p. in. Ticket holders will exchange at Stockbridge’s for reserved seats without extra charge.

_

^

use.

Wednesday Evening, Mart'll

.„

Glasses
Eye
“
“

Spectacles for 25 cents.
11
“

50

A

ALSO

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

for 25 cents.
“
50

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

Branch Oflice, for the purchase and sale on comof all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
a

mission

Corps,

Mi** Annie

_

......

20th Stockbridge,

City Hall. Wednesday Even’g, March 10th.
Grand Festival Concert by tlie Boston

ALL GRADES.

SYMPHONY

Small lots of Men’s Suits, ail Wool, been reduced from $18.00 to
$12.00 ; all sizes are not represented, but such as there are, are rare

offices,
private wire connects
also connetted with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of new York and Boston Stock ExA

current stock
at the office of

of

news

Messrs.

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.

HILL & 00.,

jaill

Bunkers, Boston, mass.

dtf

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each.
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses (bast quality) at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

O.
CORNER

MR. REUBEN MERRILL, OF BOSTON
WILL

EE IN

—

re-

Mr. Merrill lias had the most thorough training
in both instrumental and vocal music in this country, also three years study in Europe with Travnltzi ot Milan, and Gauua and Shakespeare of
London. Mr. Merrill win receive pupils 440 Cumberland Street.
REFERENCES—Kev. John W. Chickering, Mrs.
George L. Andrews, Mr. Herman Kotzschmaj.

jan§0

in Stenography
briefest time consistype-writing
thoroughness; speed gained with each
lesson. Lessons given day and evening.
MISS A. L. SAWYER.
637 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.
eodtf
dec29

CLASS
IN

—

—

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
Mrs. N. L. Jones having been authorized by the
the

Metaphysical College

in Boston

will form a class for the study of Christian Science,
and all wishing to join are requested to call at <J10
Congress street, any afternoon between the hours
of 2 and 5 o’clock.

N.lL. -JONES,

MRS.

CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST.

jgK=-Ileals strictly by Mrs. Eddy’s teaching.
over Davis' Art Srore
Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 0. Consultation
free.
febl8dlw,teodlw

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

PULLEN, CROCKER & C0„
Bankers aud Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Members of the New York Stock Exchange.
Private Wire

to

New York and Boston.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
WEVV YORK

HAYDY

BOSTON,

HIGGINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

LEE,

Stanley X. Pullen, 1 Portllnd
i oru,m‘1'
Frank C. Crocker. )
D. A. Easton,
1
Ynrk
*orK-

}

S. H. Nichols,
decl

PROGRAMME:

LEATHER JACKETS AND VESTS.

Part 1st—Orchestral Concert.
Wilhelm Geuicke, Conductor;

PART 2nd—TROISIEME MESSE SOLENELLE,

^JNTID

by Charles Gounod, with Chorus and Orchestra,
H. KOTZ9CHMAR, Conductor.
Reserved seats 81.00; Admission 75 cts. Good
now on sale at Stockbridge's Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. R. R. Late trains on G. T. R.
feb27dtd
R.

W. C.
febl!)

BUSINESS

WARE, Manager.

HOLMES & PAYSON,

Counsellors at Law,
NO. 188 MIDDLE
STREET,

(Canal Bank Building)
dtf

Portland,

—

OF THE

MILLETT & LITTLE.

lltf

WINTER CLOTHING!
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES
—

LIFE INSURANCE C0MPA1NV,
OF

PHILADELPHIA.

Net Assets, January 1,1885. $9,134,380.14
Receipts during the year:

premiums_$1,880,240.30

For Interest, etc

2,357,288.82

527,042.52
~

$11,491,018.90
SAISBLBSEMENTS.
Claims by Death... $091,449.88
Matured Endowments.

Surrendered Policies.
Cash and Note Divdendi.
Re-insurance.

54,895.00
208,958,53
386,703.39
3,545.63

xrcr

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,
Portland, Me.
Exchange Street,
Office nnected with that of Clarence Hale.
dim
feb23

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

03

J. W.
AT

First National Bank Bnildiugr*
PORTLAND,

TURNER

BROTHERS, ATTORNEY

OVERCOATS AND SUITINGS!
I have decided to lower my stock and have
marked any goods at prices that will sell them.
Any one in want off FIRST-CCASS CLOTH*
L\(i at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,
will do well to call and examine. I also keep
a large and line line off

holders.$1,345,552.43

CEORCE

97,481.85

etc.,.
Agency and other
expenses....
Advertising. Print-

ing, Supplies.

Fire Insurance and
Office Furniture.

AT

KTBW

87,587.80

$1,753,703.59

Net Assets, January 1,1886.

$9,737,915.37

ASSETS.

City Loans, Railroad and Water
Bonds, Bank, and other Stocks. $5,118,517.25
2,698,731.10
Mortgage and Ground Rents.
Premium Notes Secured by Poli—.
592,262.94
etc
cies,
Loans on Collaterals, etc.
524,663.79

Home Office and Real Estate
bought to secure Loans
Cash in Trust Companies and on
hand.

830,659.21
73,081.08

$9,737,915.37

Net Ledger Assets as above.
Net Deferred and Unreported
Premiums.
Interest due and accrued, etc—
Market Value of Stocks, Bonds,
etc., over cost.

184,027.62
49,626.47

421,061.75

Gross Assets, January 1,1886—$10,392,631.21
LIABILITIES.
Losses reported, but
not due. $69,710.07
Reserve at 4
per

cent.8,697,309.00
Surplus on Life Rate
Endowments and

$10,392,531.21
at 444 per cent. Pennsylvania Standard.

Surplus

(Estimated.)

$1,969,283.38

Commencing Friday, Feb. 26th.

R.

■

Portland.
_e0lltt

SILVER WARE AND JEWELRY FREE!

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

HASKELL & JONES,

-

ATTORNEY AT LAW AM) SOLICITOR

Also Fancy Brocade Velvets. The largest
line and most beautiful styles ever displayed
in Portland.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 98 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
SSp-AU business relating to Patents promptly
and faith fully executed.
Jul2tftf

ISAAC W. DYER,

TURNER BROS.
Counsellor at Law,
C. J. FARRINGTON’S
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.
jan22__

HAWKES

Annual Clearance Sale of

—

MXSIfri'

&

CO.,

363 CONGRESS STREET.

JOHN E. SARGENT, WATCHMAKER,
TH-

ATJSTIKT,
No 80 Exchange St.
eou3w

__

THIS PAPER&&M7&SS&
Bureau
<10 »pnjoc »*rj»LV

Gicontractsmv.y6omaderor ft iSrsiw TURK

MORRISON

& CO., 565 Congress St„ under 6. A. R. Hall.

FINE WATCHES. CLOCKS and JEWELRY CAREFULLY REPAIRED at LOWEST PRICES.

feb23

Longfellow

___dtt

due Hundred Dollars Reward.

Statue Association.

mHE annual meeting of this association will
A be held at Reception Hall, City Building,
SATURDAY, Feb. 27th, at 4 o'clock p. ni. All1
Persons conmembers are requested to attend.
tributing 01 to las lands are wtwbsrs of the assoTHOMAS T ASH Sesistanr.
ciation.
f*bl7<tw
Fsbrntwr 10, 1*8*

mHE Consolidated Electric Light Company ofX fers one hundred dollars reward to anyone
shall secure the detection and arrest of any
person er pesssse guilty of malloloisly lctspferlM 1m any ww fflk »» Mi® pol« or wires ol
dwiautt
jst(ww*T
/

—

Geo. E. Hawkes,
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m

decl8

SCHOOL SONG BOO KS.
For

High Schools, Seminaries,

Ac.

Song Greeting.

(60 cts. or $6 per doz.) By L. 0. Emerson. A
really admirable collection of good songs.
High School Book of Song.
(76 cts. or SC per doz.) By E. Leslie. Fine collection of the best Part-Songs, Duets, &c.

-A.T-

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES FOR THE NEXT FEW DAYS,

Song

Reader.
(60 cts. or 86 per doz.) By Emerson and Brown.
Practical note reader, with good music.

Public School Hymnal.
(40 cts. or S3.C0 per doz.) By Irving Emerson
Large collection of well chosen hymns and tunes
Welcome Chorus, by W. s. Tihlen.
Emerson & Tihlen.
High School Choir, by
Laurel Wreath, by W. O. Perkins, are three
very successful High School Song Books. Price,

Broken Lots of Children’s All Wool Suits,

sizes 4 to 40 years, former prices from #7 to .$10,

w

ill be closed at

$5.00 Each.
a,,d
y *° ob*ain

onnnMn?aT.now
,,n
PP

your
*or next season. Remember this
sa.\e^
reliable clothing at special prices at the old store
is

180—MIDDLE
—---—

-A-

(I

STREET— 182
dSteoaff

_

18 80.

CHANGE

.

each, SI or SO per doz.
For Common School,.

GEO. H. YORK, TAILOR.
term

°hf * #S a„c,,tterJ
stan<*
anVforffiasUi™yean‘mP.®fflW;larI,fr
2Special
h?UL«^i!Lpn7^fcS«fii
I shall offer
at Woodfords and shall continue the business «!? heretofore#
a

0

^

Prices for the next thirty dnv«

i

a*

ji »n

|

Amer’n School Music Readers, Book l
(35 cts,), Book 2 (50 cts.). Book 3 (50 cts.), by
Emerson & Tilden. are increasingly popular in
graded schools.
Song Bells, by L. O. Emerson, and
Colden Robin, by W. 0. Perkins, are two
very popular general collections of genial school
songs. Price of each, 60 cts. or S4.80 per doz.
Any book mailed for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON Ac CO., Boston.
febO

«!• €hk< '‘Ksl anil Cl lti:
by
who was deaf twentv-eigld
(,i;e
bv most of tile noted specialTreated
years.
no
boric
at.
Cured hlmscj/
ists ofthe day with
In three months, and since then hundreds of othA plain
simple and sue
ers liy same process
eessful home treatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128
feb23eodl2w
East 26th St.. New York City.

DPI

d2»

“od&w2w

and FISTULA treated with
out the use of the knife nrdetension from business, also
all other diseases of the RecWM.
tum. Cure gnaranted.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842)
and ROBERT M. READ (M. I>. Harvard 1876).
Evans House. No. 173 Treinolil SI., Boston. References given. Consultation free. Sen
Oftlee hours. 11 A. M. to 4 1*. M.
for pamphlet.
lehlSeodly
(Sundays and holidays excepted.

DKGtiU
tiiililliiVh

who

j

BROTHERS,

DEALERS IN

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND. ME.

<*•»«»-

mr

r"""

tl3m

Granite for Building. Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

T

MORRISON & CO'S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

Call and register your name for presents to be given away March 1, free of oharge.
New and Elegant Designs in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware at lowest possible prices.
Fine Watches ami Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and Experience. No apprentices employed.

dim

and Bison Cloths at 50 cents.
Cashmere Baritz, extra quality, in Black
-ANDand Colors, at 59 cents, usual price $1.00.
at WholeFurnishers
Men’s
d’
in
13
Almas,
shades, including all
Drap
Retail.
sale
and
the new Spring shades, at 59c.
FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY
8 cents
20 cent Boiled Silesias
“
4
Best Cambrics
“
5
Best Indigo Prints
470 C0N6RESS ST
LANCASTER BUILDING.
“
7 1-4
4-4 Fruit of Loom Cotton
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE
d6m
novl2
Many other goods at low prices.
Herbert G. Briggs,
in Black
and Colors just
Mew Surahs
mans

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,
7

AT LAW,

Haskell & Jones,

$1.00 Cut Cashmeres, Whip Cords, Otto-

FARRINGTON,

Middle Street,
208
]ai*16

LIBBY,

PORTLAND, ME.

feb8

OVERCOATS AIMD SUITINGS

--w i

GENERAL AGENT,

Advertising

FRED

MORRISON

Unreported Policies, etc. 103,277.70
Surplus, 4 per cent,
basis.1,432,234.38

MAINE,
PORTLAND,
feh 16

STORE.

17,699.48
3.093.16

3VSE.

PRICES.

BOTTOM

147,760.19

(1&W311I

Centennial Block, 93 Exchange St.,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

54,528.08

HE.

fell 19

opened.

—

SPAULDING,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

Total paid Policy-

Taxes and Legal
Expenses.
Salaries, Medical
Fees, and Office
Expenses.
Commissions to
Agents, Rents,

dim

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,

—

PENIS MUTUAL

Maine.

A. A. STRO UT,

We have received a full line of Children’s CotInfants’ Robes and Children’s
ton Underwear,
White Dresses. These goods are from the manufactory of C. F. Hathaway & Co., which is a guarantee for their superior quality, using nothing but
the best material. These are the first they have
ever made in this line, and in design, finish and
make have no equal. The lot comprises Infants’
Robes and Slips, Children’s White Dresses, ages
from 2 years to 8, Children’s Skirts, ages from 2
from
years to 14 years, Children’s Drawers, ages
2 years to 14 years, Children’s Night Robes, ages
2 years to 14 years.
WE INVITE CAREFUL INSPECTION.

Statement

.....

feb!8_

MONDAY.
MILLETT & LITTLE.

feb2G

CARDS.

Franklin C. Payson

George F. Holmes.

St., Portland, Me.

255 Middle

WHITE DRESSES

eodtf

Thirty-Eightli Annual

CHORUS !

(130 Voices.)

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

CORRESPONDENTS,

CREEN & BATEMAN.

For

—A2iD THE—

thoroughly instructed
in the

MUSICIANS,

SIXTY

Children’s Cotton Underwear Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

Portland School of Stenography.

PUPILS

ORCHESTRA,

form-

seats

dim*

and
tent with

$10.00;

OIF*

—TEACHER OF—

Portland, Wednesday and Saturday of each week to
ceive Pupils in Voice Culture, &c.

STREETS.

OPEN IN G

G RAND

Worsted Frock Suits at

300 Men’s all Wool odd VESTS at $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00 each.
5000 pair Men’s and Young Men’s PANTS at prices from $1.25 to
$5.00. Superior quality Canada Grey Pants, all Wool, at $1.50.

feb23___C0d3m

EDUCATION AX..

ITALIAN AND ENGLISH SINGING,

FRYE,

CONCRESS

AND

FRANKLIN

bargains.
Special values in Men’s Black
er prices $15.00 and $17.00.

Bugle

Willey, Pianist.

feb25_(ltd

HEAVY OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS
HVT

carried on margin.
purchased for Cashtheortwo
and we

following

talent will appear:
i'hnndler’N Military Hand.
Mi«* Bertha Webb, Solo Violinist,
The C’elebrnted Weber dub.
The Maine Btate Fife, Drum and
The

Exchanges.
Stocks

3.

,w>

Elegant values are oneren in Jien » auu iuuus
Brown English Whipcord OVERCOATS at only $12.00 each ; would be
for Spring.
very low at $15.00. Are medium weight and suitable
MEN’S ALL WOOL OVERCOATS, $15.00 quality, ottered at only
tor
$10.00 each, are unsurpassed in this section of New England
as
well
as
and
durability.
fit,
thorough workmanship, style
«

We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACIIET’S TRIAL CASE, together

HALL,

BOYS’ OVERCOATS, ages 4 to 11 years, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00, $7.00
and $8.00. Bargains.
BOYS’ OVERCOATS, ages 4 to 11 years, $4.00, $o.00. $6.00, $8.00,
and $10.00. One lot tine Melton Overcoats at only $5.00 each.
YOUNG MEN’S OVERCOATS in handsome wide wale diagonal patin the
terns, made to sell for $22.00 and $25.00, offered now late
and $18.00, are medium weight and suitable tor
season for

$15.00

HI

feb23dlw

ture-

NOLAND.

_

111

—

MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 1st, AT 8 O'CLOCK.
A short Concert will precede the Lecture.

prices we ask for them.
BOYS’ SUITS, all wool, ages 14 to 17 years, $5.<>0, reduced from
$8.0'*; $6.00, reduced from $7.50 ; $8.00, reduced from $10.00 and
$12.00 ; $10.00, reduced from $12.00 and $15.00, good, first quality
Clothing, at prices that wilt c ose them.

o

AT

FREE STREET BAPTIST CHIRCH,

be made for the

J

C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager

declOdtf

NOTICE the goods we are closing out without regard to cost, WARRANTED ALL PERFECT and thoroughly reliable, good wearing
goods, we 1 made and well trimmed, and must prove satisfactory.
BOYS’ ALEXIS SUITS, consisting of Jacket, Vest and Long Pants,
for Boys 1**, 1 >, 12,13 and 14 years of age, at $5.00, marked down
| from $7.00; $6.*<0, marked down from $8.50; $7.0*', marked down
from $10.00 ; $8.00, marked down from $12.00. These goods cannot

<

in cenib*
t>pnt<s
1U

•••••••

NEW

(0
€0

Evening Admiwnion:
Gents.*•«•••• ....IB cents l yvotaa
Ladles.10 cents) »kates.

Gents
....10 cents 1 mratoo
10 ei>nt«
Ladies.Free
i hKatC9‘.1U ctul9*
P. 8.—Polo and all Other Inhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games

U2w

HI

Federal Street.

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Afternoon Admiaaioot

<0

correspondents.

SAMUEL C. HUEY, President.
EDWARD M. NEEDLES, Vice-President.
H S. STEPHENS, Second Vice-President.
HENRY C. BROWN, Secretary.
BARKER. Actuary.
JESSE J.

jan7eudtt

|

515 Congress St. Leading Manufacturers and Retail Dealers
OF

-

7

with the ©PTHALMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

STOCKS.
We have

president of

Philadelphia Record.

rvnn

STKEET, Portland.
ianl-dtf

RII)I>I,E
1.1884.

801

January

—

POORLY PAID TEACHERS.

IQ

Bath.Cs & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
F. & O. It. it—6s

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

—

—

188 middle Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks In
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechauics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, 11. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton,N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. II.
d2m*
janl2

LABORERS IN FREE TRADE ENGLAND.

able action in the Pan Electric affair. His
eonduct since boing in office, to be sure, tells
against him. But it is not so much on tills
account that the report will be unfavorable
as on account of his previous bad character.
Long before tho President nominated him to
office Goode was known to fame as a Virginia statesman of the shot-gun variety. H«

H.

RICHARDSON,

SO.

Boston Advertiser.

Portland Advertiser.
It appears from the report of the National
bureau of education that the average rate of
wages of woman teachers in Maine is less
than in any other State or in any Territory.
This is not as it should be.

weavers

BONDS

—

Cent Interest.

FOR SALE BY

WILLIAM

never

cient to corrupt the New York aldermen.
Now that he has said this he should express
an opinion as to the price that would receive

Agent Straw of the Amoskeag corporation
willing to meet the Manchester weavers half way. The Manchester weavers seem
willing to meet Agent Straw half way. Mr.
Straw speaks kindly of the weavers and the

Seven Per
—

changes.
The quotations and the
the day will be bulletined
Woodbury & Moulton.

You cannot be a mugwump in religion any
more than you can in politics, and be successful. There is no mugwumpery about it.
You must he one side or tiie other.

seems

Hearing

week only, in order to reduce stock, I shall sell my
line of note papers at half price.
They embrace all
well known brands of fine paper, and are such goods as
Crane’s Celebrated Distaff, Antique, Cream Wove, etc.
Marcus Ward & Co.’s linen, Weston’s linen, Whiting’s fine
note, East Hatlford goods and many others. To parties
that use fine note paper this sale affords a rare opportunity
to lay in a good stock at wholesale prices, as the goods are
warranted first-class, and as represented.
Envelopes to
match these papers in fashionable sizes. All papers will be
sold by the lb. Call and examine. You will get more for your
money than ever before.
one

large

are

The most amusing contribution to the historical Broadway Railroad investigation has
been furnished by a newspaper reporter, who
said that the sum of 8500,000 was not suffi

at least a consideration.

NEGOTIATED BY

The Minnesota Loanaod Trust Go.

was

What is ultimately to become of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad no one can yet
say. That the city’s interest in the road is
a tempting bait for some one to control no
one will deny. That this question is likely

and

Mr. B. B. Smalley of Burlington, remnant
of the Vermont Democracy, member of the
Democratic national committee, clerk of the
United States Court and collector, will occu-

eoatf

—

detrimental to
the commercial interests of Portland.

portion.
his constituents in Florida, if he were more
He Is only
in the Senate and less in love.
illustrating the truth of the proverb regarding the superlativeness of folly In those who
have passed the years of discretion.

octl

warmly
No
our city.

To every Republican! This is the last day.
See that your name is on the lists.

The Jeffersonian simplicity we heard so
much about a year ago »eems to have gradually and naturally turned into Democratic

Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantly on hand.

Savings

was

supported by the merchants of
one can question the vigor and earnestness
with which Mr. Chapman, in this matter,

We not only want to elect Mr. Chapman,
hut we want to elect him by a big majority.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

there is

to the Republican candidate is
from such sources as would point to railroad
interests as its center.
It 1„ not to be forgotten that Mayor Peering was committed to a scheme, supported
by some prominent citizens, which, in the

—

Grand Special Saieof Note Paper.
For

for

sition which lie then took he

_______________

186 MIDDLE STREET.

his case.
vorably
Goode’s career is one upon which a Republican Senate, in justice to Republican princicannot look with favor. His character

opposition

Alderman—William M. Marks.
Councilmen—Ansel G. Dewey, George H. Abbott, EUw.inl W. Kent.
Warden—Jolm F. Barrett.
Clerk—Ji siah H. Drummond, Jr.
Constables—Lincoln s. It y, Georgo A. Davis.

Bankers and Brokers
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

IS IT AN ISSUE?

Alderman—Isaiah Daniels.
,,
Councilmen—Nathaniel S. Heselliuo, Geoige M.
Eastman, William A. Golden.
Damon.
L.
Warden—Herbert

SWAM & BARRETT,”

AMUSEMENT*.

MnCBLUHBOVS.

UUCBLLIXL'O *8_

a

A eommunication published on another
page of the Pit ess calls attention to some

WARD TWO.

Stover.

Goode, however, appeared

FINANCIAL,.

contestant, and a Democratic House seated
a Demohim, notwithstanding the fact that
cratic committee was forced to report unfa-

ples,

NOMINATIONS*.
WARD ONE.

Henry

of election.

on

CHAPMAN.

CoustabTes—Lut^rSterling,

is tU* same John Goode who, a few years
ago, obtained a seat in Congress by those
methods which find favor only in the South
abhorrent to every true
and which are
American citizen. As a candidate he conducted ids campaign strictly on a fraud basis. But after all, his methods of fraud and
violence were insufficient to count him in,
and his competitor was given the certificate

BAIEROADN.
MIWCEEtANEOEH.

PEE8S.

THE

__3U--—-SATURDAY MORNING, FEB. 27.
WIT AND WISDOM.
The Japs sleep on raised couches. The most
extraordinary feature of the bed furnishing is the
makuro. or pillow. This promises about as much
comtort as the simitar article of torture used by
die Feejee Islanders. It looks like a wedgeshaped piece of cord wood, the edge of the wedge
being protected by a little roll of cloth or cotton.
On tills wedge the Japanese woman rests her
neck when she wants to take a nap. letting her

the other side. How she esvercapes strangulation or the dislocation of her
But like many
is
a mystery.
tebral apparatus
acts of their American sisters, this is not done by
the Japanese women because they enjoy it, but
because it saves their hair from “mussing.”

head bang

over on

in its worst forms will yield to the
use’* Carter’s Little Nerve Pills aided by Carrelieve
ter’s Little Liver Pills. They not only
the stomach and
present distress but strengthen

Dyspepsia

digestive organs.
One Andalusian said to another:
•‘1 say. mate, 1 must have
all of a sudden last night, for when

to sleep
droppedI oil
awoke this

just as
morning 1 found my hand on my forehead
1 left it when signing the cross on lying down.
von what
I’ll
toll
that’s
nothing.
“Why, man,
as I awoke I
once happened to me. One morning
found myself resting with my hands on the bed
and my body stretched out in the air.
What?”
“I must have gone to sleep in the act of Jumping Into bed.”

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu sells like hot cakes. A tablet of it chewed after meals will relieve indigestion.
A mau wbo sings out “Chestnut!” at the second
sentence of every good story you start to tell him
is bad enough, but he isn’t half so exasperating as
the smiling hypocrite who will let you go through
all the details of a side-splitting narrative and
then at the end say. with an imbecile grin:
••Yes, I always did like that story.”
was driven entirley
J. C. Anderson, Feslitigo, Wis.,
away
as a blood
by Burdock Blood Bitters. No equal
Purifier

Esysipelas and Salt Rheum
Mrs.

from

A student wlio had been studying for several
vears in the medical department of a l diversity,
endeavored to pass the examination requisite to
ids obtaining his diploma. One of the professors
case, and then asked
him a

hypothetical

pve

"What would you do in a ease of that kind if
the patient got worse?”
“I would not do anything. replied the student.
I would just wait until next day, and see how he
was earning on then. He might improve, you
know. I’d give him a chance.

Derangement of the liver, witli constipation injure the complexion, induces pimples, sallow skin
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter’s Little
Liver Pills.

Ono

a

dose.

Curious Compositious.—A Maiden schoolmistress thinks that some of her pupils’ compositions
arc funnier than anything of Mark Twain’s. From
ttn essay on “Fashion,” written h.v a boy of twelve
years. She cites the following: "Sensible people
wear sensible fashions, and insensible people in
Another hopeful of hers,
sensible fashions.”
writing on the subject “A Rainy Afternoon,
consciousness
an
inner
from
deeper than
evolved
that of Josh Billings, the following sentence: “It
and so I
owdoors,
not
I
could
and
rained hard,
go
In a
went out in the shed and sod some wood.”
the
from
sentence
is
a
pen of
on
her
mantel
straw

youngest and brightest, giving in answer to
the request: ‘•Write in tweuty words, a definition
her

Man.’" It leads thus: "Man is au animal
that stands up; he is not very big, and has to
work for a living.”
of

I received the six bottles of Atliloplioros and
took it all, and I thought it was going to cure me.
My lameness came on again, however, but not so
badly. I shall recommend it to any younger person.
Col. Chandler Williams, Bingham, Me.

“Beggar—Gimme

•

a

quarter.”

Actor—"Haven’t got any money.”
Beggar—• Gimme some of your cast-off clothes.’
Actor—“I wear ’em myself,”
Beggar—"Haven’t you got a cigar for me?”
Actor—“No cigar,”
Beggar—‘No ciiewing tobacco neither?”
Actor—“No chewing tobacco.”
Beggar—“Then, Heavens! gimme your autc-

graph.”

Rock Island.!29%
8t. Paul . 91%
8t. Paul preferred.122%
Union Pacific. ’“f*
Western Union Telegraph. lzVt
Alton ft Terre Haute.
do pref. 90
Boston Air Line.100
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. jo
Chesapeake & Ohio. * J
1st preferred .
Del. ft Hud. Canal...-..-21}?
St Paul & Omaha...
do pref....
/s
Kansas & Texas.
Oregon Transcon. "i
Canada Southern. f”-8

.19oi/

Central Pacific.

Oregon Nav.}ri%
Missouri Pacific.110
Northern Pacific. 20%
do

Del.. Lack. & West.120%
Reading. 2oys
ic
Den & Rio Grande.
3Vs
E. Tenn.. V. & Ga.
do ..

Houston ft Texas. 30
Mobile & Ohio-.
Morris & Essex..130
lo

Richmond ft Danville.
Adams Express.
American Express.loo

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Feb. 2G. 1886.—The„following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00®13 25; short cuts 13 00
13 50;baeks 13 25.S13 60; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at $13@13 25;
prime mess at 812 00@12 50; extra prime at 9 15
®$10 00; mess, old, at 10 75®11 00; do new at
Si2 00; Western prune mess pork 10 75@11 75.
laird at 0Va@U%c p lb in tierces ;7®7ViC in 10lb pails ;7t4@7%c in 5-lh palls; 7%®7% c in 3-lb

PaHains

9%@10c p lb, according to size and
small 10®10ysC.i
Dressed hogs, city, 0%c p lb; country at 6%c;
Western 5%C: live hogs 4%e.
Butter—Eastern fresh made creamery at 30®
32 y- Northern fall made creamery,good lo choice
27® 30c; fair to good at 22@26c; New York fall
made dairy 20@22c: Vermont do 205.22c; selec
tions at 27®29c; fair to good at 15 a 20c; winter
made dairies lS@18c, as to quality; extra Western fresh made creamery 33a34e;good to choice
cure;

tali' to good at 8@12e; strictly imitation cream
t ry. extra, 25328c.
Jobbing prices range la 2c
liiglier tlian these Quotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@10Vic: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9Vi@ 10.
Job lots Vic higher.
Eggs—Neai by nominal 26c; Eastern extras at
23Vic; Southern choice extra 22@23c: New York
and Vermont at 23Vic; Western 22@23c; choice
held stock 20c, limed l7Vi@18c
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20; fair to
good at S173S18; choice Eastern fine $1G®$18;
Fair to good do «t $15@$16; poor do at S13a®14
East swale $11 d$ 12. Kye straw, choice) $20 00@
—;oat straw $11®$ 12 p ton.
Potatoes—lloulton rose
@80;do Hebron 80c:
N II ltose 05@70c; Me Central at 05@70c; Burbank seedlings65@70c; NY Hebrous 60@G0e;
do Rose 65 360c; do prolitlcs GOc.
Beans—Clioice small N Y hand picked peal 6iyB
1 70 f) bush; choice New York large;hand picked
do 1 5031 55; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 75® 185
Apples—Choice Massachusetts Baldwins, 1 253
1 50; fancy Maine Baldwins 1 75; No 1 greenings
1 50; No 2 apples 75c@l 00.
do

—

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Feb. 2G.
Codfish-We quote large Georges codfish 3 50 p
qtl for new and *2% for old; small Georges 82;
Bank S2% p qtl for large and $2Vt for sinall; dry
cured do 3 25 and 3 00 ;Shores at 3 00 p qtl; cusk
2Vi p qtl; haddock at 81% ; hake at 82. and pol
lock at 81 75; slack salt-ed do 2 75.
Boneless and prepared fish 31-2@4Vic p lb for
bake, haddock and cusk, and 4Vi@7Vic p lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
atG@8cpib ; smoked salmon 15c. Scaled her
ring16c p box; No 1 and tucks 14c. Bloaters at
60c a 100.
Mackerel—Wc quote inspected Shores ?5Vi V'
bbl for 3s. S6V4@$9 for 2s,8203*22 for lsjextras
Ht S305-S32.
fresh Halibut— Last sales at 6 and 4c p lb for
white and gray, In fare lots.
Herrring—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
4 75 p bll; medium 3 00; Labrador 4 25; Round
Shore 2 75.
Frozen herring 85c p 100 for Fortune Bay and
75c for Grand Manan.
Ipswich Bay codfish 1 25 p cwt.
Trout SI 1 p bbl; pickled codfish 5 00; haddock
-4; halibut heads 3Vi ; tongues 6 00: sounds $13;
tongues and sounds 9 00; alewives 3 00; salmon
13 00; fins 8 00; fins and napes 4 50; No 1 sliad
12 00.
Pure medicine oil at 75c p gal; crude do 52c;
blaektisli oil 52c; cod do 35@37c; porgie do 27c.
Fish scrap S9 p ton; liver do $6; fresh livers at
50c p bucket.
Fish waste S3 g$4 p ton.
The total receipts for tno week have been as
follows:
Frozen
Halibut. Herring,
Fares. Grounds. Codfish.
,,

J

15
2
12
4
4
4

delayed a funeral party in a BufThe delay finally befalo church the other day.
came so protracted that the undertaker petitioned
was distinctly heard
that
a
voice
the organist, in
by all, “to please give us a little music to while
away the time.”
A severe storm

Reform, like charity, must begin at home, Once
woll at home, how well it radiates outwards, irrepressible into all that we touch and handle, speak
and work; kindling ever new light by incalculable contagion, spreading, in geometric ratio, far
and wide, doing good only wherever it spreads,

evil—Carlyle.

and not

Slade’s Epicurean Spices are the largest and
best Cultivated Spices powdered, perfectly pure,
all dust and other impurities having been removed.
__

FINANCIAL ANDCQMMERCIAL
Coal Prices for March.
The following is the Pliiladeifliia & Reading
Coal and Iron Compny's line and city trade list for
March and until further notice: Schuylkill white
ash lump and steamboat S2 GO; broken and egg.
$2 GO; red ash, $2 75; white ash stove, $2 75; red
asli, §3; white ash small stove, §2 85; red ash S3;
white ash chestnut, S2 GO; red ash $2 75; white
ash pea, No 1, $1 26; red ash 1 25.
February orders will be cancelled.

All

unfilled

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Feb. 20,1880.
The tone of the Flour market has Improved, but
trade continues light with millers asking full
prices. Grain quiet and steady; middlings higher.
Pork is dull and without important change. Lard
is easy. Oil—all grades %c lower. Clover Seed

firm and %c better at ll%@12c. Sugars firmer,
but not quotably higher.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
<Srmu.

Flour.

I High Mixed Com.51tg62
Superfine and
low grades.3 2o:a,3 DOiCorn, bag lots....54®56
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. .63@54
XX Spring..5 00@6 25 Oats, car lots.-..42.0,43
Patent Spring
Oals, bag lots....43®45

Wheats .0 00®6 26 Cottonseed.
I car lots..23 00@2400
Mich.straight
roller .5 25@5 501 do bag... 24 00®25 00
clear do—5 00@5 25|Sack'dBr’u
car lots. .20 00@21 00
stone ground.4 75®5 00
do bag. ..21 00@22 00
St Louis st’gt
roller.6 DOo.5 751 Middlings, 20*)0®23 00
5 25 n 3 50 do bag lots,21 00®24 00
clear do
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
I
Patents_ 5 75@G OOiPork—
.14 00@14 50
I Backs
Fish.
Cod, p qtl—
I Clear_13 00@13 60
Mess.11
501
60® 12 00
Shore3
Large
25@3
J,ai'ge Banks 00®3 25|Mess Beef. 0 50@10 00
Small.2 75.a3 00| Ex Mess.10 00®10 oO
Pollock.2 25®3 251 Plate ....10 50®11 00
Ex Plate.11 25.&11 75
Haddock.1 60(@2 00
Hake.1 75,0,2 25 Lard—
Tubs
p P-G%;a,G%c
•Herring—
Tierces— 6V2®034c
Healed p bx..l4@18c
No 1.12@16c
Pails.0%«7%c
Hams p lb
Mackerel p bbl—
9%@10 f
docoveredlOVaall%
Shore ls.l!)00®21 00
Oil.
shore 2s. 7 00® 8 ooj
Med. 3e» 5 00 a, 6 001 KeroseneSmall..:...2 75® 3 no I Port. Ref. Pet. 0%
Produce.
Water White. 9%
13
IPratt’sAstT.Dbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.3 50@4 50, Devoe’s Brilliant.13
Cape. Cod... 6 50® 6 50 Ligonia.1 *114
Pea Beaus... 1 75@1 86 Silver White. 9%
Medium.... 1 75®1 861 Centennial.10 Vt
Rainiin.
German mdl 05® 1 751
Yellow Eyes.l 40® 1 651 Muscatel— 2 60@3 50
Irish Potatoes .60@701 London Lay’r 3 15@3 37
St Potatoes
4O0@4 25 OnduraLay. 12%@13
Onions.3 76®40u Valencia.7 {aloVk
..

Georges,
LaHave,

Ipswich Bay, 0o,000

471,000 120,000
Other receipts 70,000 tbs haddock.

41

Seeds.
.10® 12
Fowls
@16 Red Top
Ducks.
$23/s@$2%
8eed2 25@2 30
Geese.
<®14jTUnotliy
I Clover. 11%®12c
Apples.
Cheese.
No. Spy.1 50@2 00 i
Vermont—9 ya @11
Snow
@11
Tallman Swtsl 25®1 60 N.Y. factory 9
Butter.
Nol Baldwinsl 50@1 76l
1 25@1 5 0 Creamery D tb...24@25
Greenings
b
Gilt Edge Ver... 21§23
Evaporated p lb 8®llc Choice.18@20
—

....

Good.15®16
Florida.4 00@4 25 Store.10@12
Fggs.
Messina.3 76®4 00
l.einous.

blalacers.2 00®2 60
Oranges.
Florida.3 60@4 60
5 50 ®0 00
Valencia

Eastern extras...20®21
Can & Western. .18@19
18
Island.
...

Limed.16®17

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

received
The following quotations of stocks are

Atcii.,
Topeka
Eastern

and Santa Fe Railroad.

90

Railroad..9,1
.jiy.
if9./

Belle Telephone... .•••.•—
37 /s
New York and New England Railroad.
do pref
Mexican Central .. 4“/?
“cs
Boston Water Power Co.
Boston Land Company.•.. 9 /8
88
Railroad
Pare
..
■

Flint &
do

Marquette

pref.

com.

MexlcamCentra! R .. 48
Boston a, Maine Railroad.18U2/t,
New York Stock and Money Market.

TBy Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Feb. 20, 1886.—Money on call
continues easy at 1%@2 per cent. Prime mercantile pa lie r 4® 5 per cent. Exchange is very quiet
and rather easier at 4 87%;®4 87% and 4 89®
4 89%. Government bonds quiet but strong. Railload bonds firm. The stock market is quiet but

2,760,000

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.1886.—Flour Is quiet and
rather more steady; sales 10,700 bbls; State at
2 90@5 60; Ohio at 3 3036 25; Western at 2 90
@5 50; Southern 3 4035 40.
Wheat Vs@Vic lower, heavy and only moderate
lv active; sales 80,000 bush No 2 Red for March
at 93Vs@933/8C; 64,000 bush do for April 94Vi@
94%C; 1)68,000 do May at 95 7 16395% c; re
ceipts 1650 bush.
Corn Vi@VeC lower; Mixed Western spot, 46®
62%c;do future at 47@52c; sales 456,000 bush;
receipts 307.200 bush.
Oats dull; State 39@43c; Western at 38®4oc.
Beef unchanged. Fork quiet; new mess 11 < o<<
12 00; old do 10 50@10 7.. Lard dull; steam
rendered 6 25 Sugar dull. Molasses dull.
ST. LOUIS.Fb. 26. 1886.—Flour market is firm;
XXX 3 00®3 15; family at 3 26&S35; extra at
3 7534 75. WTieat is easy; No 2 Red at 91 Vie
hid cash. Corn quiet at 35c hid cash. Oats rather
weaker at 29c bid cash.
DETROIT, Feb. 26,1886.—WTieat is easy; No 1
White 90%c;No 2 Red 903/ic.|

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Feb. 26,1886.—U. 8. 4s 128% ;4ViS,
114Vi.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 26,188C.—Cotton market is
sales 8.dull; uplands at 4%d; Orleans 413-16d;
000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
'■LIVERPOOL, Feb. 26, 1886.—Winter Wheat
6s lid®7s Id;springwheat 6s lld®7s ldjCalifor•
ilia average Os Gd@6s 8(1; club at Os Od^os lid ;
5s Od.
corn, mixed Western, new 4s2V2d; peas
Provisions, &c.—Pork,prime Eastern mess at 51s;
bacon 29s 3d for short clear and 28s 3d for long
clear; elieese at 48s 6(1 for American; lard, prime
Western at 31s 9d; tallow 24s 3d for American.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

......

4
4
Valencia.New York..Laguayra...Mch 44
York..Havana.Men
City Washington.New
York Havana.....Mch 4
Celtic .New York..Liverpool...Mch 4
Bohemia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Mch 4
.New York. Liverpool...Men (>
York.. Liverpool ..Mcli «
Liverpool... Mch 18
Gireassiau.Portland
Vancouver.Portland... Liverpool...Mch 13
York .Hayti.Mcli ] 1

.Liverpool..
Caspian.Portland...
New

Mch

York..Cienfuegos Mch

Cienfuegos.

Newport.New

Gallia".New

...

Aivo.New

MINIATURE ALMANAC..FEBRUARY 27.
Sun rises.0.21 nighwater!.

fo7

Length o£ day
Moon

rises.

H.M
1.5*

2 11 q

Height....

*

_»

M A UIXK

111

NEWS.

United States bonds, 3S.100%
New4%s, reg
New 4%s, coup.113%
New 4s, reg.I"8’?
New4s, coup.J*”/3
Pacific 6s of ..126%
The following New York stock market is received daily. *y private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
street. Portland, Me.
& Co.. No. 33

Exchange

,

Chicago (t Alton.ill;
Chicago it Alton preferred
hleago, Burlington & Quincy.
Eric

.

21’*

Eric preferred
.,
,,
Illinois Central..
Like Shore.
72
Michigan Central.
New nersey

Central.,52?*

Nortnwesteru preferred.
New York Central .106

..

,,

Havana Feb 20, brig Jennie Phinuey, Mor^At for
Delaware Brealtwater; sell Herald, Gray,

ton,
for do; and others.
Havana, Fell 2o—Chartered, barque Loujse Adelaide, to load at Cardenas for New York, sugar in
lilidsal 32.50; sell Almeda Wiley, molasses at
Matanzas for North of Hatteras at $1.87%.
At Matanzas Feb 20, barques Stephen i, Hart.
Pearson; Levi S Andrews, Wall3; Alex Latupbeli. Bunker; Chestiua Redman, Dixon, and Bonny Doom Cole, for North of Hatteras; Josephine,
J
Perry, and Sarah A Staples, Bartlett, do; brig A
ami
Pettmgili, Berry, for do; J F Merry, Bradleybtow
Addle Hale, Sheppard, wtg; Abbie.Clifford,
sells Sallie Pun, West, for North oi
ers. disg;
Hatteras; Maud, Robinson; Gertrude L Truiidy.
Davis; John K Souther, Balauo; Almeda Wiley,
Copeland; Noreua. Chase, do.
Ar at Sagua Feb 15th, barque Nellie Kumball,
Rumball, New York,
Al Sagua Feb 18, barques Sliawnmt. Small, and
Ocean Pearl. Hardy, for Delaware Breakwater ;
Endeavor. Whittier, do; brigs Amy A Lane, t inford do; Mvronus, Feterson; Mary l<ink. D.uralj,
and Marv C Haskell, Oliver, do; Clias A Sparks,
soli Mattie B Russell, Larrabem do;
Harris, do;
and others
......

FRIDAY, F'eh.
Arrived.

—

species

Youisa

CORRESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, Feb 25—Ar. sells Lizzie B Morse,
Hall, East Bootlibay lor New York: Antelope,
Banks, Rockland for Boston; Radiant. Hardy.
Rockland for Boston; Belle drown, Harris. Bos
N L.
ton for Rockpolt; Laura, Paterson, St John,
Bosfor Boston; Jas Holmes. Bryant, Belfas for
Gleaner,
for
Portland;
Castiue
T
ton; A
Haynes,
Heudersan, St John, NB. for New York.
DimSailed and returned, sell Mary Elizabeth,
ton, lor Portland.
Allen,
LUBEC. Feb 23—Sid, sch Chas E Sears.
York
St Andrews. NB, to load potatoes lor New
at $6.0U lump sum. loaded and discharged.
Isles.
Cranberry
Riee,
sch
sailed,
Quivet,
Also
FROM OUR

Sch Margaret Leonard, of Eastport, 31 tons,
2oti at*8GO.
was sold by auction at Portsmouth
saint
She was bought in by her captain and sailed
day for home.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Irom
Ar at Liverpool Feb 25, steamer Texas,
FROM

Ar at Montevideo Jan 23. barque Megunticook,
Hemingway, Bridgwater. NS. sell
lleniy Crosby,
Passed Castle Island Feb 13,

Stubbs, Port de Paix for New York.
At Port-de-Patx Feb 12, brig Carrie E Pickeiing, Marshall, for-.
Cld at Buenos Ayres prev to Jan lath, barque
Keuuard. Peters, tor New Yol k.
Ar at Aspiuwall F'eb 11, brig H G bibley. Hlchborn, Boston; 16th, seb Geo Moulton. Laudeikin,

154

in

ITCHING BISEA8ES CCRED.
Cuticura stands at the head of its class; especSoap.
ially is tiiis the case witii the Cuticura
Hate had an unusually good sale this summer,
of
form
of
an
aggravated
owing to the prevalence
Itch through some localities in the country, m
satisfacRemedies
proved
which the Cuticura
w. L. HARDIGG, Druggist.
tory.
Uniontown, Ky.
CCTICCRi REMEDIES
sold by all druggists. Price: Ccticuea. 6t
cents. Potctens; Resolvent, if 1.00; Soap, 2o
for
teis Dkuu and Chemical Co., Boston. Send
"How to Cure Sliin diseases.”
a wtTII'Y tile Complexion aud Skin by
»a
ffisJECiiSL
using the Cdticuba Soap.
re

a

THE SEWING MACHINE is tlie
of Uterine Pains and Weakness.

cause

For Aching Sides and Back. Kidney
Pains, sciatica, Chest Pains, Weakness
and Inflammation, theCcticura AmiPain 1'lastek is infallible. 25c.
W,S&w2w
febi
_

..

from
12, lat 36 55 N, Ion 51 05
Portland, reports,
ft
100
about
90
to
bottom
up.
vessel
W nassed a
Did not appear to
long on keel, and coppered. more than
three
condition
that
In

have been

Domestic Ports.
WhitSAN FRANCISCO-Ar 25th, ship Berlin,
Queenstowm
sch Walde-

Parker, for Porto Rico, ready. Wm T Collins.
2oth, sell
Higgins, Wiscasset.
,,
JACKSON V1LLE—Cld 25th, sch MGMostlj,
Uumrill, Guantanamo.
TYBEE—Ar 26tli, sch l<tu Francis, Francis,
Pensacola for New York.
SMITHV1LLE. NC-Sld 22d. sell Tim Field,
Wallace, (from Wilmington) for St Croix.
NOKfcOLK—Cld 23d, sell Abbie C Stubbs, Pendleton, New Haven.
NORFOLK—cld 25tb, sch D H Ingraham, Mullen, New Bedford.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 24tli. seh Ellen M Colder, McLeod, Boston.

inar.

S’f AUGUSTINE—Ar

_

.,

Dozen

this:—Benson’s is the only porons plas
market that is honestly and skillfully
made, and scientifically medicated. Others are
no more than nominal imitations ol Benson’s.
They are cheap because they possess none of the
ingredients which render Benson’s valuable. Tinlatter are -prompt to act, pleasant to wear, and
will
cure in a few liours ailments which others
The public are especially
not even relieve.
warned against so-called "Capsicin,” "Capsicum,
reason is
ter in the

“Capucln”

or

worthless
for Benson s

"Capsicine” plasters,

as

articles intended to deceive. Ask
and look for the "Three Seals” trademark and
the word -’Capcine” cut in the centre,
MW &Slwnrm
feb 2 2
a

ill I’ O BS T E B»

LIQUORS

and

OF AJLIj

KINDS,

IK THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE UY

R, STANLEY & SON,
Also

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST„

General Managers for New England fur the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SP» WATER,
VKO tt

81KRiaoit.

n

AI.N5-:_

Absolutely

I

WILSON,

DR.

SPECIALIST,

from <>n

m

«o

complicated

Dis-

and those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
afcd Examination

CoHHtiltatiou

S p.

BATCHELSR’S

mart_dly

A

Sluggish

Liver

good8cellar

jaill-iUtf

m.

C5LEER=S

HAIR DYE

i. M.JMILD 1831.
BuhL in tho world.
XTarailef1?! Reliable! Instantanoous! No disnpointmeut, no rldic:oua tiuts; remedies
ill effects of bad
(ii <-;s; leaves the hair
so!'t and beautiful
Black or Brown. ExP-im&tory circulars
tent postpaid in sealed
?

if desired; possession
March 1st ; price reasonable. N. S.
No. 40 Exchange St.

I know of no remedy equal to Ayer’s
Pills for Stomach and Liver disorders.
I suffered from a Torpid Liver, and DysMy skin
pepsia, for eighteen months. coated.
1
was yellow, and my tongue
had ho appetite, suffered from Headfew
A
ache, fras pale and emaciated.
boxes of Ayer’s Pills, taken in moderate
doses, restored me to perfect health.
Waldo Miles, Oberlin, Ohio.

superior family
Ayer’s
medicine.
They strengthen and invigorate the digestive organs, create an appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency resulting from
I have used these
Liver Complaint.
Pills in my family, for years, and they
satisfaction.—
entire
to
fail
never
give
ft
Otto Montgomery, Oshkosh, Wis.
a

Ayer’s Pills,

Prepared by Dr. J. C.Ayer 8c Co., Lowell,Maes.
all Druggists and DcalcraiD Medicine.
Sold
by

TT&Sly

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

AGENTS

TO THE ELECTORS
OF THE

In

ROOITIH TO LET.
i.kt-Handsome furnished parlor cham-

flight, with lurnace
IK) her,
aud large closet, at No. 22
no one

heat,

gas,

WIEMOT^SE

|,ET-The spacious chambers over B. B.
Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars apply to WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.214f
•<>

CITY OF

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
these purevery other preparation for
30 years
poses. A public trial of over
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled byit any
other‘distillation have insured for the
lor it.
reputation of salubrity claimed
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

to Warrants from the Mayor and
of the City of Portland, I hereby
warn the duly qualified electorsi of salt
notify
on
citv, to meet at their respective Ward Rooms,
hist
the first Monday of March next, being the
forenoon,
day of said mouth, at 10 o’clock in the
their votes for Mayor of the city, and

Aldermen
PURSUANT
and

to give in
Alderman, three Common Councilme*. a
one
that
Warden, Clerk and two Constables (except
each Island Ward may elect one Constable) reala

I

STORE._d’”1

_&'1

SALE-Thirty

HHOBE and country combined ill the
Beach.
acres of
Cape
land under good cultivation, has good bathing facilities. buildings in good repair. The above propExerty is for sale by BENJAMIN SHAW, 48%^
change st.___rtL
SAKE-A story and half house in Deer1JOB
ing with three acres of land. Apply to I'REP
PJN1IAM, 12 Exchange St.
_2I>4
HAKE OB TO KET-House No. 269
1
Carlton.
Cor.
Inquireof JOHN
Brackett St.,
P. HOBBS, 3 0Market St.l-tf

I

tJOB

....

Call

or

address, 94 PREBLE SI.

20

men or

)
C. H. FARLEY.
Portland. Feb. 18.1886.febindtd

YORK.

mai'10_dly
DR. HAM’S

l:\VitiORATOR.

sure cure for

Spirits, Dyspepsia, Nervousness, Heartbium,
Colie Pains, Wind in the Stomach or Pams in the
Bowels, Headache, Drowsiness, Kidney
Complaints, Melancholy, Delirium Tremens and Intemperance.
the
As a Medicine it is quick and effectual; curing
worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia.
of
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
five mmthe Stomach and Bowels, in from four or
utea to Twenty-Four hours.
and
ft will instantly revive the most melancholy
feeble, nerdrooping spirit-, and restore the weak,
and
vigor,
strength
vous ami sieklv to health,
NIGHTLY DISSIPATION—Persons who, from
the evil efdissipating too much over night, feel headaches.
foots of the poisonous liquors m violent
Giddiness,
etc., v ill
Sickness at st.miach,Weakness,
lind that one dose will remove all bad feelings.
Low

weaK aim

sicki^

wushu wwu«.vuu™»v

make
tlie Ixvigokatob three times perday; it will
you strong, heabhyand happy.
For sale by H. H. Haj;*8o“'
& Co W.
reft & Pennell, John W. Perkins
*
W Whipple & Co., E. E. Man'rood
tl A CO.,
HA
H»
S>*
Co.
<V
«eo. C. Frye
M Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.
w >SSM1J
febl"

CJ*0*4;,

OKATEFIT,—COBIFOKTIffG.

EPPS'S COCOA.
breakfast.
natural law*
•'By a thorough knowledge of the
and
which governs the operations ot digestion
of the fine
nutrition, and by a careful application
Mr. hops lias
properties of well-selected Cocoa,
with a de.icatelj
provided our breakfast tables
heavy
flavored beverage which mav save us many
the
is
judicious use of such
by
doctors’hills, it
articles of diet, that a constitution may _be gradually
ten
built up until strong enough to resist every
maladies
deucy to disease. Hundreds of subtle wherever
attack
to
us
ready
are floating around
We may escape many a
there is a weak point.
with
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
nourished frame.
pure blood and a properly
Gazette.
civil Service
Made simply with boiling water or milk, sold
tins by Grocers; labelled thus.
in half

pound

only

JAMES*

EPPS

*'

Uo.iKiopnlhi. tII.eiuii.lM,

CO.,
a.ondou, Bug.
STuaswly

SOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAILER’S

Brealfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
of
Cocoa, from which the excess
Oil has been removed. It has three
mixed
times the strength ot Cocoa
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economicent a
cal, costing less than one
nourishing,
cup. It is delicious,
and
strengthening, easily digested, as
admirably adapted for invalids
well as for persons iD health.

„

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO.,

Dorchester,

Mass.

can
taught
outfit.
few days: a small capital required for an
Inquire at ilARKIS’S GALLERY, 518 Congress
20-1

St.

___

sat-

will invest 82000 in a
isfactory business with services. Address
151 Federal St.

woman as housekeeper in the
country; will have full charge of house;
of
the
undersigned and two boys,
family consists
T.I.
ten and 12 years. For particulars, address

WANTED—A

MERRY ALAN, Bath, Ale.J4-1

want of reliable servant
ANTED-Those
can
girls. St. Johns, American or Scotch,
find them by calling at my employment office,
s shoe store.
Palmer
M.
G.
over
Middle
St.,
228%
MRS. N. H.
to know that M. E. Sylvester, Cloak and Dress maker, 20 ProsProf.
for
Livingston’s French
pect St., is agent
lu use.
Combination of Squares, The best system
Call and Examine.___24-1
4 ij ANTED-A farm on a lease, with privilege
W of buying, for a term of years; productive,
with nlentv of wood for house use, that will keep
n.
jv.
ten head of stock, near roruanu pj
24-1
bt.
to N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange
in

W

PALMER._24~4

WANTED—Ladies

ANTED—At 249 Middle St., a good smart
COEN IS H
boy from 12 to 14 years of age.
BROTHERS.

_-4"1

class cook and laundress
No others
wanted, at 681 Congress St.
23-1
need apply. i3r. S. H. WEEKS.

WANTED—A

first

in the

westerly pora good

purchase
tion of
city snug cottage with
WANTED—To
land; condition of the cottage
the

a

of minor

lot of

im-

portance. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48% Exchange
1
Street.__
E D—Good coat-makers and an assistant cutter. L. C. YOUNG, 496% Congress
22-1

WANT

St

TO BEY—Counters for
Any one having counters to

store.
WANTED
to No. 230 MIDDLE

ply

retail
sell, apa

STREET._22-1
to complete an evenand type-writing, at

ANTED—'Two pupils
W ing class in shortland
Address BATES TORK. 6, Davis Building.
-°-l
KEY, Stenographer, 73 Melbourne bt.

good girl for general
family of three. Enquire

houseat 289
20-1

1ST ANTED-A

» work In a
CONGRESS ST.

law-student, agreeable and
kind to elderly people, position as attendbe
ant for an aged person where expenses could
paid while pursuing a course; best of references
114
OXFORD
ST.,
Vuy■
at
given. Cali or apply

W"ANTED—By

a

WAN

Corns removed for 25

some

S8

Si P®
n

r

j
;

_i.97

0.42
16.45
any. 54.87 52.18 23.74
28.67 22.62 11.09
do.
20.13 4/. 16 3.30
do.

Valentine’s.
Johnston’s.
56.12 60.60 19.24
Delacre’s. do.
Murdock’s Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen; ail the other foods do not contain any.
Common food does not contain over one per cent,
that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.86; tlie other
60.50 per cent.
preparations from 22.62 to which
is indigestible
It contains 0.42 of ash,
23.74
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to

'"in

The Other
alcoholic extract* 1.97.
are ail TONICS, as they contain
20.13 to 66.13 per cent.
These facts show why Murdock s Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing tha system of disease.

preparations
from

INTEMPERANCE CAN BE CURED
By the use of Murdock’s Liquid Food. IT STOPS
THE CRAVING, AND THAT STOPS THE DESIRE
This fact is confirmed by Its use for the last 5
years daily m some of the

Boiin.1 Trip *•!■>Faaaage *10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. NA.HPSOX. Agent,
70 laoug Wharf, Bowlon.
gldtf

DOMINION

‘LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

MA1MWC DATES i_

REAMER*,

I

Liverpool

WANTED—A

marry,

or

on

a
or pants,
into a
spring suit,
onable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
Tailor, 266 Middle St.10-3

wants his
gentleman
old overcoat or suit repaired or cleansed to
look like new. at a reasonable price, to go to
9-3
EKED W. GROSSTUCK. 266 Middle St.

WANTED—Every

who

one to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
manluactured by the LEATHEROID MANUFACTURING CO., Kennebuuk, Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks in the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated circular.
janl6d3m

WANTED—Every

AGENTS WANTED
For the new Davis Tea-Kettle Cooker. The best
cooking utensil known. It takes the place of the
Farina Boiler lor cooking Klee, Oat Meal, CusIt takes no
tards, Puddings, Brown Bread, Ac.
room on the stove, and will oook In hnlf the time
of an ordlnarv Farina Boiler. Address or apply te
A. A. DAVIS & CO.. 149 NORTn ST., BOSTON.
d&wTw
feb23

P„X^

j

25th February.
Oregon
February i
llth March.
Vancouver
February
2oth March.
Toronto
4th March
|
BRIMTOI. ISFRVICKi
For Avoiimoulb D«K.*li i,l>ir«‘Ct)._

AvSmuth |
23d January. I
llth February I

^EAMERB.

|

Montreal

125th February,

portl’aiid
3<t Mai eh.

Dominion

Ret™ af lowest rates
& ^
oymauge. ap^to^
Foot of India Street.

dec8dtf

..

MISE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
F°r NEW YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
Pier
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, l«we and
cm Wednesdays
38, East River, New York,
* P~
^General Agent
SaepmydU
PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
"*•

California,
Japan, China,-

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
Che 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above

^Steamer of 10th does not connect for

For Freight, Fassage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS * CO.,
115 Stale Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.

known. A tablespoouful four times
daily will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.

SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.
nil
Food will
elitnse* of ehrouic case*. It is the ouly Kaw
It is free of tusoltitoo.l ia the world.
ble matter and can always be retained by
the Htoninch, and when siren for INJECTIONS it is equally valuable anil enu III
ways be retained.

Murdock’* Liquid

,,

Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

The swift sea-going steamer I.ONG FEI.COW, Uapt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
nt II
every Tuesday and Friday Evening,
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. Si M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Oastine, Deer fsle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Ml. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor, Sic., Millbridge aud Jonesport, arriving at Macliiasport
early in the evening. RETURNING, leave Maat
chiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
at
and
Desert Ferry with trains for Boston.
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on hoard. For further information apvarious Landings.
ply
J to agents at the
E. CUSHING, Manager,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Railroad
janSdtf

From
via

Winter Arrangements.

Feb.

Polynesian.
Caspian.

to

4

March

18
4
18

I
Passenger accomnuKlations unequalled.
Circassian.

Cabin
$60 to $80; Intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McQOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. 4i
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

nov28_Qtf

hereby civeiv, tliat
the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
SARAH D. LEAVENS, late of Brunswick,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon tlie estate of said deceased, are reinquired to exhibit the same; and all persons
debted to said estate are called upon to make

Notice

payment

to

JAMES DING LEY, of Auburn, Adm’r.
febl8dlawSSw
Brunswick, Feb. 2,1885.

hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and takof the
en upon himself the trust of Administrator
estate of
of
late
Deering.
DAVID MOULTON,
lu the County of Cumberland, deceased, anil given
All persons having debouds as the law directs.
mands upon tlie estate of said deceased, are reand all persons Inquired to exhibit the same;
debted to said estate are called upon to make payto
went
aTJGU8IC9 f MOULTON, Adm'r.
feblBdlawSSw’
Deering, Feb. 10.1886.

Notice

is

f„i

West Sumner, Chase

s

Mills

.mu

fon for Peru, DixBeld. Mexico
.Iso for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L.

lunar; ,iu

and KumforU Falls;
\rul N suut
I.IMQLN.Mipt.

oetadtf_

Mil CENTRAL RAILROAD
Isl,
TUESDA Y,
ISS.», Passenger Trains Leave
follows:
Portland as

On und after

Huugor, Ell.north, .»!»• Desert Eerl^,
Vnuicboi-o, Ml. John, Halit'ua, au«l
1'rovinccH, St. Utephun and Ai'*e»t«*M
to it my, 1.20 u in., via Lewi*tou, 1.25 ana
*11.15 p. m., via Aiigiirttu; and fur Bar Harbor, and Bitugor & I* i scut liquid B. B..
tl 1.15 p. in., for ftkowhejgan, Bclfu*l and
bextrr, 1.20, 1.25, *11.lo l>. Hi.; Watereill*,
7.10 a. in.. 1.20, 1.25, *11.15 p- m.; and »»i* Sat111.; for Angu*tn, Hnlurdays imjy at 5.15 p.and
Brunswick, 7.10 &.
ioAvull. Ciardiner
m
1.25, 5.15. *11.15 p. in., Bath, 7.10 a. m..
on
and
Saturdays only at 11.16
1 25 6.15 p. ul.
nil Lincoln
p’ m Bod* la ail and Knox aAuburn
>«u«t
1-25
p. in.;
B B., 7. 10 a. m.,
Lew-

For

l.ovision at 8.20 a. in., 1.2o, 6.00 p. in.;
Imiou via Brunnwick, 7.10 a. m., *11.16 p.
Fa ruiiagtoM. Moimioiith, w nithrop,
Oakland a ml Worth Au-ou, 1.80 P*
Funning (on via Brnimwick, 7.10 a. m.
Ui.;

and 1.25 p.

ni.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
with
p. m. train is the night express
every night BunSleeping ear attached and runs to
Skownegauon
davs included, but not through
or
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter

All

tThe

*11An

on

Sunday mornings.

Trains arw due in Portland as follows; Themornm.;
iiig trains from Augusta and Bath 8.4o a. Banfrom
Lewiston, 8.50 a. ui.; the day trains
connectgor and all intermediate stations and
the aftering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.;
Bath,
Augusta,
noon trains from Waterville,
the night
5.45
at
m.;
Lewiston
p.
RffCkland and
Pullman Expr«*ss train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, tf r*t and *ccond cla**, f®r
renil poiul* in the Province* on *ale at
duced

rate*.

Steamer will make

Experiment not successful.
last trip Dec. 16th.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
no3Pdtf
Portland. November 30. 1885.

MAINE ft. R.

BOSTON AND

PAN.* ENG EH TBAIIV NERVIER,
in effect Sunday, Oilobfr II, ISM.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
m.
For RomIou t 6.15,-8.40 a. IU..M2.8U.3.3U p.
m.
If o.ioii for Portland 8.3d a. ill., 1.00,3.30 p.
a.
8.40
m.,
0.15,
Ncurboro and Pinr Point
Saco, BiddoOld
Orchard,
m.
5.45
3.30,
p.
ford ami Keuuebunk 8.15, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30,
8.40 Ann,
3.30, 5.45 p. ill. Welli, Bench 6.15,
Do3.30 p. in. North Berwick,Great Falla,
and
Lawrtme
Haverhill,
ver, Exeter,
3.3u
p. nx
Rowell, 6.1^ 8.40 a. in., 12.30,
Farmington and Alton BU
Rochester.
and
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 8.30 i>. m., Manchester
Concord (via Newmarket. Junction) 6.16 a. m...
m.
a.
3.30 p. ni.; via Lawrence, 8.40
with
•The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. m. connects 1—30
Kail Lines to points West and South; the
with Sound Lines for New York.
a.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,46and
m.. and Boston at 8.30 a. m.
and 12.30
p.

m.

i.OOp.

ni.

TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.46 pan.

EASTERN DIVISION.

and
For Boston at 2.00 and t9.00 a. m., 11.00
Boston at 7.30
(6.00 p. in. Returning Grave
Fnr
ni.
7.00
and
p.
and 9.00 a. 111. and 12.30
b.00
Biddcford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and
at
n III.
Eor Portsmouth and Newbnryport
For
2.00 and 9.00 a. ill., t.00 and 6.00 p.m.
For*nl«M
6.00
III.and
p.m.
AiiM'Nbuj-y 0.00a.
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. mM 1.00 and 6.00
Pl hLMAW CABS on above trains.
d ni
F
tThe 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 d. in. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
m. train connects with night train
6.oo
*The

to all points South and West
f°Through°rTickets
tor sale at Portlnud DCpol Ticket Office*,

and at Uniou Ticket Office, 40 Kxchang*
Street.

^ j FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FDRBER, Gen’l Manager.

Jan5

_

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
ComiuciX'i'in Oct. 5, 1885.
3.00
4.46

Portland (F. & 0. R. B.)..... 9.00

Brldgtou Junction.10.3o
Brldgtou, arrive.lion
Leave Bridgton. 7.65
Porttond*

»•*“

3.20

arrWe.W. F. PERRY.SupL5

J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
octe

dM

_

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
OF

ARRANGEMENT

TRAINS.

._On ami after Monday, Oct. 19,
I !%N5, Passenger Trains will leave

^-Portland

at

7.UO

«.

n.,

and

1.05 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. in. ana 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.4ft
p. in.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchbnrg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham and Eppimg
at MIO a. ui. and 1.05 p. m.
For NlanchcHter, Concord, and points North
__

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00
THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHAKr
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoiu the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.. Manager.
ocltf

at 1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvalc, Alfred, 1% ofer*
boro itnd Waco River. 7.JO n. m., 1.05
p. in. and {.mixed) at O.JO p. m.
a.
h ave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. U.zo
in., and 3.40 n. in., arriving at Portland (mixea)
9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
,
For Gorham, Nnccnrnppn,
7
» at 7.30
Mill*. Wewtbrooi* and W oodtord
*6.30 p. m.
a. m., 1.05, 6.20, ami mixed at
at
Ayor
The 1.05 p.m. from Portland connects for the
Ronlc
Junct. with Hoonnf Tunnel

Retm'jjff*

8„lUroe.
"ou

International

Hu,,

Portltu-d, wit, .through'

West aud 8oU(b
all
trri!™i>hrTicketsII.to Hellen.
Ticket Agent, Port„,.K‘foot 8:
at foot of Preble St., and
Rochester Depot

AdintsJo 22 Exchange St.
!dRofli.» A 8t01>
^
WW,dJ.’1 W PETERS.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FUR

New

AND

ALL

For Colds.

PARTS OF

For Croup.

—

Nova Mcotin, Prince EdIsland, and Cape Brelon.

Brunswick,
ward.

SPRING

Sunt.

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.
—

made at We..br..l. Juoc-

^“n^d'rru^T-uns'lr points
{“?? *

For

ARRANGEMENT.

Neuralgia.

For Rheumatism.

Ram
The newSteamers of this Line will lea™
Wharf .foot of State street, every MONDAY
EASTPOKi
for
p.
6.00
M.,
at
and THURSDAY
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
to
Through tickets issued and baggagechecked
road

Doctor Thomas' Cclectric Oit.
12

ANSEL G. SAWYER, Adm’r.
Iebl3dlawS3w»
Portland, Feb. 10,1880.
is

connecting

m„

daily with passenger try, at
"stage connections
Hchron Academy; al Bucktteld for

...

SM&Wtf

HEREBY GIVEN, tliat
IS
the subscriber lias been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of
JOSEPH. H. SAWYER, late of Portland,
in tlie Comity of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment

Feb.

i

Peruvian.

We bad a case who was unable to feed herself,
We. kept
and she had uo control of her limbs.
her on the Liquid P’ood three months and at the
no trace of the disease was
time
that
of
expiration

NOtIcE

THURSDAY,

I
Sakmatian.

21
28
11
25

Scrofula, Abscessed, Ulcers, or those sufferius from u broJi.u limb, can be restored
use of Marto health uud strensth by the
dock’s Liquid Food.

ST. VITUS’ DANCE.

1880.

Liverpool and1 'Portland Service.
Furtlaml
Liverpool! 81KA
steamer" I F>om
Halifax. I
I via Halifax.

THURSDAY,
Jan. 14

m..

p

Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
"lleturning trainsforleave
Lewiston, Portland aud Bos-

Leave

LINL.

ALLAN^

TO CLEANSE OR PURIFY THE BLOOD
preparations

_

feU8_
PORTLAND, MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.

1885.

Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it. our life depends. Murdock s Liquid
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or

San Fran-

sail from San Francisco regularly for
'steamers
China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

Japan,
and Australia.

leaves Mechanic Kails Jiuiction
^"piisseiiger'truin
arrives in Buckfleld at 3.5t> and Can3.10

beyond Bangor,

Fnsenge 1
Cabin.$50 and $80 Return..$60 and $150
Rate, of

in tlie United States.

jam 3

situation by a young man that
is a good penman and has had three years
in
keeping books by single entry, best
experience
of references given. Address BOX 1713. 16-2

LINE.

1885-6- WINTER ARRANGEME NTS-1885-6

LARGEST HOMES FOR THE INTEMPERATE

our

WANTED—Every
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to be made
at reasovercoat
nice

by^letter,

mission.

manu-

particulars, PRESCRIPTION,

gentleman who has apiece

Is
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
physicians,
by the allopathic and liomoepathic them. X nnu
will take their case to trea t and cure
can
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die
be cured. Examination at a distance
and
residence
of
and
with their fuU name
plage
at th
one 2-cent stomp and $2.00. Examination
office $1, and consultation free.
Office Mour«-» «. m. to t>. p. iu. uovlOdtl

5|
;

Liebig’s.Not

th^West'toytti©

Fenn. R. R., and
Freights for
South uy connecting lines, forwarded free of com

To

The question often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other foods and tomes?
We refer to Dr. S. W. Abbott’s report for 188b.
He is the State inspector ol foods for Massachusetts.
.....

Murdock’s Liquid Food. 14.10

i

-Apothecary store in
diseases will show good results when
'^lUMrvousFood
WANTED
is taken.
facturing city in this state. Address with
Liquid
This Office. 16-2

MANUF’G CO., Keimebunk, Me.feb!5-3m

Portland, Me

FACTS.

cents._18-1

Ilf ANTED_Parties wishing for first-class
If mate or female help can find such by calling
at Mrs. Beazley's office, corner of Myrtle and
Congress Sts., No. 385, rooms 7 and 8, up one
flight, none but good help need apply._18-1

lady about to

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

GEO. F. HOLMES.
feb3dlin
Portland, Me., Feb. 1st, 1886.

WANTED—Ladies

journey",
provide
"Steel Lined Eeatlieroid Trunk” and have their
apparel taken safely without mussing. Send for
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the

Clairvoyant anil Botanic Physician,

'^Mr.1

Holmes will retain this office, and Mr. Strout
notice at the same
maybe found until further A.
A. STKOU I,
nlftpp
Piace

1

*>£1.

■

___1M

every

DR. E. B. REED,

mutual consent of
the month

by
the parties with the expiration of
THIS

<=

Long Wharf, Boston, 8
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

in Effect Oct. 12,1886.

Connection* via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
11.45 a. m.
10 45 a m. arrives at Bnckfield at

a.

From

wom-

gentleman intending to
lady*
Wanted—Every
themselves with a
to
a

pallet

ISSMiddleSI.,Canal Bank Building.
dissolved

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

For

STROUT & HOLMES, COUNSELORS AT LAW,
firm was

DIRECT

^erragedlate$20
freight

OF

We have a patient who was thrown from a earI'E D—Situation by a middle-aged
riage six years ago; tlie breast bone, two lower
Referan as housekeeper or governess.
ribs and the Dip were injured, which developed 20
Address, "J. M. 8.,
ences given auil required.
abscesses, wiiich had been running 5V^ years prior
Press Office.
•to taking Liquid Food, discharging pieces of bone
43
of
and matter. The patient says:
man
address,
years
good
ANTED.—A
of age, a good penman and aeoouutant. un“/ realized, that / was improvtm/ before I had
and
forms,
corresponlegal
derstands business
taken the first bottle, and have taaen it for five
dence, &e„ with twenty years clerical experience;
months. For tlie first 5Vi years 1 was treated by
eleven years as Clerk of United States Court, dethe best medical talent tliat money could comsires a position suitable to bis abilities with manmand, hut with no relief, and the most of them
ref
Satisfactory
house.
or
wholesale
ufacturing
told me ou their first visit tliat there was uo rebel
erences. Address ACCOUNTANT, This Office.
for me, aiul the results continued all they said, as
18-2
I continued to grow worse daily, and at the time I
commenced taking your Liquid Food I could hardto know that Mrs. Dr.
Now I
ly walk, and was unable to stand erect.
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,in
am my former self, as I am restored to health and
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and Ingrow
1
never
I
as
expected
am
happy,
usefulness, and
vv ill
ing nails. Outgrowing mints a specialty,
to enjoy such a blessing.
call at residence if desired without extra charge.

go

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the
& Davis new style upright piauo, Steiuway & oon
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles ana
remakes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and
pairing done at short notice. WM. 1. HASTINGS,
114% Exchange St.. Portland. oct20eodtap20

OFFICE

a

WANTED—Party
UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON A CO., G.,
IS BEAVER STREET,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE*.

in

profit

m

Harbor
xRAC01! j[cSS?LLAi. { Commissioners.

or

a

de-

are
bridge
said draw from February 27ih to March

to close
loth m

ladies wishing to

WANTED—Young
learn genteel profession for pleasure
aud all ready for business
be

being

Company
and repairing the draw
THEsirous ofinwidening
Back Cove,
hereby authorized
their
Grand Trunk Railway

Boston" Philadelphia

4th
18th

HARBOR COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.

?1

(lecollf ANT ED—Ladies and young men to EasiYV rate Birthday aud Easter Novelties.
‘v learned; good prospects of steady employment
and fair wages. Material furnished, aud all work
mailed post paid. For full information address
decorative Art Works, 7 Exchange Place,
TuTliAS 1 -l-feb4
Boston, Mass. P. O. Box 5148.

resi-

dent of the ward.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they
shall be closed.
...
Al1 also give notice to said electors, that tue
dermen of said city will he in open session at the
Aldermen’s Room, City Building, from nine till
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from two to
live o’clock in the afternoon, on each of the four
seeular days next preceding such day of election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered on the lists of qualified voters in and forthe
several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
fel>22dtd
Febrruay 20,1886.

Miss Ji. J. Rogers,
go out by

by
maker; will
WANTED—Customers
experienced
reasonable rates;
the

specialty.

mem-

Superintending

of
JOB HAKE—Just received: another lot
i
nice St. Andreasbcrg and Hartz Mountain
also
for
breeding;
and
female,
male
Canaries,
and Java
Blackcaps, Blackbirds, Larks, Starlings
All kind of cages,
Sparrows. Prices moderate. on baud.
POKTseeds and sundries constantly
1.AN1) BIRD
pon HAKE—Two story basement house;
20t>
f coutaius eleven rooms; lot 42x300, No.
to leave
Washington St., will be sold alow; owner
oil tins
trade
cau
secure
good
town, purchaser
40 Exchange
property. N. S. GARDINER. No.

dav at

PORTLAND.

Three and Five for
deAlso°lntWardsloiie,
School Committee,
ber of the

FOR HAKE.

dress

NTBA.’IBKM._

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

STATE OF MAINE.

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
to sell. For particulars address
sure
and
profits
K. M. GORDON. Lewiston, Maine._22-tt

au

and Southwest.

West

Arrangement,

Winter

AGENTS WANTED.

WANTED.

SCHWAPPS.

—

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Managft
TO. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt
ocl2dtf_

well known “Bowery Farm” Bowery
SKA
Elizabeth, Me., between 50 and 60

mH

^Debtor,

Northwest,

ta

i

TO

Rtiinford Falls and Rnekfield Railroad

POR SAKE TO BE REMOVED—A 1%
in first class
r
story house finished throughout
23-1
style. Apply to J. PUNPHY, No. 2 York St.

Court of Insolvency tor.,tf1ien^.",11!.y
A°fT)Ci88Kei'
D. 1886.
land, State of Maine. Febinaiy 1J,A. Debtor
In case of FRANK GOUDY, Insolvent

^unt-

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Canada,
Cincinnati, SI. Ijoui*. Omaha, Saginaw St. Paul, Nall Lake City,
Denver, Nan Franciteco,
and all points lu the

To Let.

FOR

Ladles ol

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street
riCKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

quire
street.__

thousand pounds of
C. B.
iwlieat for poultry at very low prices.
DALTON & CO., 27 Preble St., Portland. 2o-l

AROMATIC

12.06 p. UL
Chicago nml Montreal,
Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train ah
i*arlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE*

TO

=

w

From
From

on
rrp l. ET—Party Sleighs of all description
1 the most favorable terms. Also single and
double teams at short notice. .Hiking promptly
attended to. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Robmson’s stable, 35 Green street._28-4
LET-Joiner’s shop with three good benchInsaw.
es, mortise machine and circular
of A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial

water,

mmi^

8.26 a. B*>
From I.ewlBlon und Auburn,
2.05. 3.15 and 5.50 d. m.
DL.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p.

room

AGENTS

•

Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.

For

fel)20

sun

onePOS hake -Cottage on Long Island,
near 1.
f half acre land, six rooms, fruu trees,
in bouse;
o. ami wharf, good well water, pump
3 Cahoou BV’Ck.
terms easy. Apply H. S. PRIDE,

NEW

in.

IS.
THOMAS J. SOMERS CM RE FOUND WITH
eoU

BENT—A few choice rooms at No. 639

*
all day; heat by steam;
IxoB
Congress street;
accommodations; the location
excellent bath

St.

Insolvency.

to be an Insolvent
<m tin
said Debtor which petition was filed
to wmen
teenth day of February, A. D. 1886..
be
computea.
date interest on claims is to
sam
That the payments of any debts to or by
of anypiop
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery
erty by him are forbidden by law. of saiil lu,ht,.r
That a meeting of the Creditors
more as
to prove their debts and choose one or
at a Court it
signoes of his estate, will be heldCourt
Room, in
Insolvency to he iiolden at Probate
said Portland, ou the first day of March,
A. I). 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first ab<we'»roH. R. 8ABGJSNL,
ten.
oi inDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
solvency tor said County of Cumberlamt

1

INVIGORATED.

Pills are

F.6,G.Prbam,

232 MIDDLE STREET.

any
GARDINER,

sibly longer

and l.e wi»l«*i, 7.06 a. m.,;1.16

p.
7.20 u.m. and
( hicagf.l
For G or hum, Montreal nail

ROBERT rSOMERS & CO.,

con-

cars;

location is
year or postune after

It; an article
—Agents; money
very popular witu ladies; enclose stamp.
22-4
Mass.
J. C. BARDWELL, Paxton,

-—f---*-

against
FRANK GOUDY, of Portland,

a

TORE No. 41 Free St., recently occupied by
\V. A. Taylor, Free St. Market. Apply to
febUdtf
ANDREW MObMX, 109 Centre St.

eodnrmly

JJ®brL..<'Lai,i r-ounL

situated westerly

tains 10 rooms,
pleasant and sunny; will lease for

DEPABTCBER.
Foe Auburn

LargeStock to Select From

tion.— Ralph Weeman, Annapolis,
I suffered from
Twenty-five years agowas
restored to
a torpid liver, which
Pills.
healthy action by taking Aver 3 withSince that time I have never been
out them. They regulate the bowels,
assist digestion, and increase the appemeditite, more surely than any other Mass.
cine.—Paul Churchill, Haverhill,

East 10thSt.,N.Y city.

IS is to give notice, l1™1™,!11® warrant in
1 day of February, A. D. 1886, a warranUu
Insolvency was issued by
tor saul county
Judge of the Court of Insolvency
the estate of said
of Cumberland,

house

convenient to horse
TO end of city;bath
room and water;

after MONBAV, Oct. Ill, 1S8S,
trniu. will euu ii« follows.

in nn.l

house._1

Causes the Stomach and Bowels to bethe whole system
come disordered, and
In all such
to suffer fronat debility.
relief.
cases Ayer’s Pills give prompt
and
After much suffering from Liver
Stomach troubles, I have finally been
Puls.
cured by taking Ayer s Cathartic
I always find them prompt and thorough
use
occasional
in their action, and their
condikeeps me in a perfectly healthy Md.

nt BATCHEVperts
LOR'S Wig Factory, 30

adjudged

ro-

RAILWAY OF CANADA.

CHANGE or TIME.

of the house, Its sanitary arrangements and perexfect drainage, with all its appointments, is not
celled in our city.
Telephone 5o7x. Call at

envelopes, on application. fnontioninj? this
paper. Sold by all drug^•ngistB. Applied by ex-

In

good neighborhood;

I.ET_Furnished

Pure.

Tills Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
economical
strength ancl wliolesomeness. More sold
in comthan the ordinary kinds, and cannot be
short
weight
petition with the multitude of low test,
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Wall
ICO
St., N.Y.
Royal Baking Fowdkii Co.,

HOTEL.

Treats
eases

a

teneOUSE TO LET-A genteel lower
ment In a first class house centrally located;
marble mantles, furnace

quire

mar"

UNITED

22-1

six rooms, plenty closets, large
anefperfect diainage. Inpantry, &c.;
St. 20-1
at BASEMENT, No. 93 Exchange

STATES

a

Jones, at Monrovia

a

common porous plasters—which you can get for a
.song at any of the Cheap John druggists—you
have merely thrown away your money, for one
Benson's Capcine Plaster is worth them all. The

Memoranda..
Ship Three Brothers, (formerly steamship \ underbill;, built in 1856 at a cost of $800,000. and
rebuilt at Sail Francisco in 1867) has recently
been dismantled at Liverpool and is to be used as

coal hullc.
Barque Ada P Gould. Henrabau. from Pernambuco for Portland put into Vineyard-Haven 24th
and reports,—Feb 21, encountered a heavy NW
gale, with high sea and snow squalls, during which
file vessel was hove to. Split foretopmast staysail, parted standing mizzen rigging and maintop

Esiy

Even if You

m.

uewr

yn.j Seba

—

SCALP, FACE, EARS AND NECK.
I was afflicted with Eczema on the Scalp, Face,
Ears and Neck, which the druggist, where I got
eases
vour remedies pronounced one of the worst
me
that had come under liis notice. He advised nve
after
and
Remedies,
to try your Cuticura
endays’ use my scalp and part of my face wereliuve
tirely cured, and I hope in another week to
toce
part of my
my ears, neck, and the other
HERMAN SLADE.
cured.
120 E. 4th Street, New York.

m. to 3 p.

in
LET—Two nice convenient sunny rents 7
house on Sumner Court, North street,
to
er month.
Apply
p
and
S15.00
rooms, $12.60
H. H. SHAW, 164 Middle street._22-1

f..

COVERED WITH SORES:
I have been afflicted since last March with a
Skin disease the doctors called Eczema. My face
the Itching
was covered witli Scabs and sores, and
Seeing
and burning were almost unbearable.
your Cuticura Remedies so highly recommendthe
Cutia
them
using
to
trial,
give
ed, concluded
Recura ami Cuticura Soar externally, and
1
call
myfour
months.
for
solvent internally,
self cured, in gratitude for which I make tins public statement.
^ CIAJJA A FEEDEEICK.
Broad Brook, Conn.

a.

CLARK ST.,

TO

Scrofulous and Contagious Diseases of the Blood,
Skin and Scalp, with Loss of Hair, from infancy to
old age, are positively cured by Cuticura, the
great Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite
Skin Beautifier, externally, and Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, internally.

Pascagoula.

In

on

of

Cleared.

Louisiana, Frank
incid2YY"fship
port
CHRISTIAN PASS—

AND

STYLISH
SILK AND STIFF
HATS!

desirable tenements on
Spring St. Apply at

Two verv

uor

IRMpIrOK

ten-

_26-1

dren,

Eruptions,
HUMILIATING
ing Skin Tortures, Loathsome Sores, and
Itching, Scaly, Pimply, Inherited,

every

Sell Ella M Storer, from Boston hound, (at Long

WBSrie YstdOTa* Rionda,
Dec

KENT—A pleasant and convenient

one
Ta cuiritslataofrom
10

J. HAMILTON, Sn^t.
ocSutf

October 3. 1886.

without chilement of five rooms, to a family
FOR
at 82 BRACKETT bf.

~

TORTURES

WINES

Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
Sch
Kensell & Tabor.
Sell Sal-all Hill, Robinson, Camden.

I 0.10 a. m., fjom Kartlrii and way Stations.
.55 p* Di., from Nwautou, Burlington an
all points on through line.

LET.

TO

Jan 19, lat 16 S, ion 30 W, barque I> A Brayton,
Gray, from New York for Buenos Ayres.
Jan 25. lat 05 S, ion 31 W, ship Standard, Percy,
from Philadelphia for San Francisco.
No date, &c. ship A G Ropes, Rivers, irom New
York for San Francisco.

20.

Bir
Sell Alta V Cole. Cole, New York—Rnmcry.

ARRIVALS.

sons arc

feh1

Island.)
11

paya^le^Vherf A^
Williams;
"ra?‘“.f
b«n !.peeh'c(f" An" pe^
never
has
and
Portland,
received.
kpe„r,
said
warned against reeelIv:lug
ch^fssued8
Hsued.
and duplicate
payment has been stopped

Spoken..

PORT OF PORTLAND.

S*Xhtffollowing are today's quotations of Govern- '’'sr-see general news columns for other reports.
securities:

ment

,,

FOR

FROM

Servla. New York..Liverpool....Feb JM
Alltlllas.New York..Porto Rico ..Feb 27
City of Richmond New York .Liverpool.. .Feb 27
Zaaudam.New York. Amsterdam Feb 27
27
Niagara.New York Havana.Feb
Glasgow..... Feb 27
Ethiopia.New York
Wisconsin.New York.. Liverpool... Mch 2
Claribel .New York. .Kingston.. .Men 3
gider.New York..Bremen —Mch 33
Mch
Canada.New York. .Havre

—

Sugar.
Cabbages.$10®$12
Turkevs.16®17 granulated p lb.6%
Extra
C.6%
Chickens.14®16

1,620,000
1.130,000

NwbbWBj

for

Nath«ud<Banic^rAuburn,
said’check

Itching and Burn-

73,000

Bay,
Grand Manan,

STOUEN-A check No. 69^

X OST OB

BLOOD HUF«

Fortune

until further notice Passenger

l eave Portland as follows: »•««
Fiibyau., Bethlehem, I.ittleton, JO"“*
S»«.
ter, W004lM.ille, Montpelier,
bury,
Newport, Ifurlmaton,
OgdeuNburg, aud all points on connecting
lilies.
.....
.1 .00 p. in., for Kartlrii and intermediate
»
stations.

nw.ntre

„„

Foreian Ports.
Sid £m Cebu Jan 23, ship Enos Soule, Soule, lor
Royal Roads.
In port Jan 30tli, ship Antelope, Peabady. from
Ancud, ar Jan 24, disg; Henrietta, Blanchard, tor
Lobos de Afuera. clearing.
At Singapore Jan 11, ship Willie Reed, Yates,
lor New York.
Ar at Montevideo Jan 23. barque Megiuiticook,
Hemingway, Bridgewater, NS.
Ar at St Pierre, Mart, Feb 14tli, sell Melissa
Trask, Trask, New York.
At Mayaguez Feb .11, sell Lewis King, Bunker,
for New York.
Sid fm Cienf uegos 13th, barque Hannah McEoon, Bowers, Delaware Breakwater.
At Cienfuegos F'eb 18th, baripte David Chapin,
Coggins, for Delaware Breakwater; Shetland,
Haskell, wtg; brig Akbar, Holmes,, for Boston,
irifi; sells Falmouth, Clark, and Orne V Drisko,
smith, disg; Laura, Lamson, ldg.
Sid fm Caibarien Feb 17, sen Scotia, Sbearet,

ARRANGEMENT.

IM5,
Commencing Monday, Oct. 5.Trains
will

OFFICE.___
lares Silk Haudkerchicf.blulshpur-

_

1,000

(fraud Bank,

THIS

and red bolder. Please
Lost_A old gold ROOMS,
610 CongrmSt.
leavePlt atDAV'iS'aIt

AlNEW

30.000

381,000

It

R. R.

Ogdensburg

I ALL AND WINTER

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 25tll, brig
Norton. Sagua; sell Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas.
NEWCASTLE, DEL-Passed down 24lh, batk
Onnus, from Philadelphia for Havana.
NEW YORK-Ar 25th. barque Proteus, Peter;
son, Matanzas; brigs Arcot, Cates, from iuspan,
Fannie B Tucker, Sylvester, Clenfuegos.
Also ar 25tb, barque Ad. lpli Obrig, Staples. San
Francisco, sells Bertlia Warner, Laithwalte. Cardenas; Maggie J Chadwick, Nickerson, Portland,
Georgie Berry, Ginn. Rockland.
Cld 25tli, barque Mary E Russell, Nickels,Auckland; schs St Johns, Gillmore, Palatka; Cellna,

;ibs.

lbs.

‘Y suffered with rheumat ic pains for years, until advised to use Vegetine; that has cured me.”

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil with Hypophosphftes acts both as
food and medicine. It not only gives flesh and
strength by virtue of its own nutritious properties,
but creates an appetite for food that builds up the
wasted body.

pref...3®%

f ortTand and

--

__

Gray, Aspluwall.
Cld 25th, brig Fidelia. Baker, for Portland, sen
Nina Tilson, Achorn. Matanzas.
Ernestine,

LONDON—Ar 25tli, brig Kodiak, Preble,
Amboy for Bath, in tow.
STONINGTON-Ar 24tb, sell Fred Snow, Tate,
New York, (and sld 25 li for-.)
Sld 24th, sell Hunter, Whitten, Itichmond.
NEW BEDFORD- Sld 24th, schs Jed Frye,
Langley, and G M Porter, Johnson. New Yolk.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, barque Ada P
Gould, Heuraban. Pernambuco Jan 2G for Portland ; F L Genovar, Veazie, Pensacola for Boston;
schs Anna Bell, Macomber, fm Hayti for Boston;
Yale. Hodgdon, Baltmore for Boston: Mary E
Amsden, Clark, Philadelphia for do; George Bird,
Gray, Hoboken for do; Helen Thompson, Avery,
Elizabethport for do.
HYANNIS—Passed by 2otli,scli Nellie A Drury
for coal port.
BOSTON—Ar 25tli. sells Levi Hart. Giles, from
Friendship for St Pierre ; Alfaretta Campbell,
Campbell, Boothbay to load for Demarara; Elm
Oitv, Etherlde. Wiscasset for Baltimore.
BOSTON-Ar 20tli, sell R Bowers, Thompson,
St Simons.
Below, schs Addie M Snow, and June Bright.
SALEM—Ar 25th, schs A J York. Wallace, Red
Beach for New York; Grace Webster, Brigham,
Portland for do; Effle J Simmons, Bulger, do for
E S Warren,
do- Ladv of the Ocean, do for do;
Colson, Belfast for Boston ; Abby Weld, Willard,
Rockland
Alfred
Keen,
Greeley,
tor
do;
Eastport
for Richmond; L B Morse, —-.
II Wlgllt,
sells
Ira
2oth.
PORTSMOUTH—Below
Arey, Boston tor Rockland; Fleetwiug, Johnson,
Boston.
for
Eastport
BOOTHBAY—Sailed to 25th, brig Water Witch,
Baldwin, from Cape Rosier for New York; sells
Si Thomas, Otis, Portsmouth for Rockport; Sarali
E Ward, Wixon, do; Sarah Hill, Robinson, Lock
port for Boston; Metropolis. Browu, Y maluaven
fordo; Abbie YVeld, Seavy, Eastport for Dover;
R I, Tay, Hibbard, Calais for New York; Relief,
YViley, Camden for Jacksonville; E I. Warren,
i\iiulti Haifast. fur Boston: Alfred Keen, Greeley,
Rockland lor Richmond.

found.__

and

lost

}IIMKI,l,A\KOlS.

BALTIMORE—Cld 24th, sell Louisa A Orr,

_
—

In

C°Gen i Manager.

ot£l3£ffCet-

THE HURON

IS THE BEST.

106
Have .

d3m

Mineral Water.

RCNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
^f3^or«

Strert.

dti

severe

»>■£

family”
.“cr us°ed\nmy
Buffalo, N. Y.

Wm.

Kay 51.

Smooth

Ave.,

30
Worked Wonder*.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water ini
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing ana
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved caus will keep the
free
water cool from 30 to 48 hours; use of cans
water per gallon lo cents.
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You Can Depend On It.
Toothache and Neuralgia of tne
»
used Thomas' EcUtirtc Ost. This
for the re
certainly the best thing I ever knew
ts «»"
house
The
kind
Uef of pain of any
Street.
Mrs. A. M. Frank, 177 Tupper
out it.”
Buffalo, N. Y.
“For
bead, I

Ask Your Grow for it. Take No Other.

Dirigo

I

Thomas' F.cltctric Oil. Used a so^ent bottle of
this medicine, and got out in one week. For burns
and sprains it is excellent.” Jas. Durham, East
Pembroke, N. Y.
64

Table and Dairy Salt
necS

“
Spent Fifty Dollar.
doctoring tor rheumatism, before

Mv chuchtcr

vah

iv;

very

bad off

Pinckney, Ukv Mahcpac r*. Y.

on

account^of
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Heavy 8now
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SATURDAY MORNING. FEB. 27.

Reported Wreck

of a

Schooner
Richmond’s Island.

advebtisemkikts to-day.

on

amusements.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
Stockbridge Course—City HalL
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Spring and Summer—Coe, the Hatter.
Special—Irving J. Brown.
Cunard Line—Boston to Liverpool.
Wanted—Agents.
Extra Fine Spring Hats—Merry.
Dr. Porter’s Vital Oil.
Westbrook Seminary and Female College.
Removal—Locke & Locke.
Don’t Forget—Somers, the Hatter.

Trains on

which raged here all dayin some respects the most severe of the season, and vividly recalled the
the terrible snow storm of the winter of
1866-G7. The rain which fell during Thurs-

New Spring Neckwear—Fines Bros.
Notice to Commercial Travelers.

Advice lo .Tlsihem_MRS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves tire little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste, ft aootlies the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle.

Janl6_SM&W&wly

Have you these dangerous symptoms—cough, pain In the side or breast, fever,
short breath, night-sweats, tickling, rising or soreness in the throat, diarrhoea, nervous debility,
asthmatic or bronchial affections? If so, use at
once Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
Feb 22
MW&S&w
_

a. m. today, F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at
No. 18 Exchange street, carpets, chamber
sets, parlor sets, tables, lounges, stoves, easy
ehairs. mattrasses, bedding, springs, crockery,
glass and plated ware and kitchen furniture. See
auction column.

At 10

rooms

sick headache, biliousness con
stipatlou, &c„ can be cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter's
Little Liver Pills than bv any other means,
feb 23
d&wl w
More cases of

Sunday Services.
Church—Preaching by ltev. J. O.
Wilson, pastor, 3 p. in. Sunday School concert at
Abyssinian

7 p. m.
Chestnut St. M.E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Bashf >rd, pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
S -liool at 1.30 p. in. Address by Mrs. Woodbridge
at 3 p. in.
Young People’s meeting at 0 p. in.
Social service at 7 p. in.
thk
Church ok
Messiah— (Unlveralist).
Rev. M. Crosley, pastor. Services to-morrow at
10.30 a. ill., subject: The Prayer of Jesus. Evening. The Judgment and the Resurrection.
Congress Square Church.—(First Universalist.) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10.30 a. m. Sunday School at 12.15 p. m.
Free S r. Baptist Church—Preaching at 10.30
a. m. and 7 p. m.by Rev. A. T. Dunn, pastor.
Sunday School at close of morning service.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St. Services at 10.30
All are invited.
a. m. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. in.
First Baptist Church.
Preaching by Rev.
A. K. P. Small. D. D., pastor, at 10.30 a. ni. Sund v School at 12 m. Social Prayer Meeting at 7
p. m.
—

m.—v o

mini

1,111.;

storm

The

Wanted—Boy.

in i. ill

i. im-

Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor.
Services at 10.30 a.m. and 7.30 p. m.
First Presbyterian Chtjbch.—Williams’s
Hall. Sunday School at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3
and 7.30 p. in., by pastor, Rev. J. R. Crosscr.
High Street Church.—Rev.W. H. l"enn,D. D.
pastor, will preach to-morrow at 10.30 a. in. and
7 p. m. Sunday School at 12 m.
NEW JERU8ALF.M ClIURCH.NEW HlGH St. ItCV.
H.C.Dunham,minister. Divine worship and preaching every Sunday morning at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
School at 12 in. The public aud all strangers are
cordially invited.
Pine Street M. E Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
at 2.30 p. in. Praise and prayer meeting at 7 p,
m.

Portland Liberal Fraternity meet in
Good Templars' Hall on Congress street, at 10.30
"Have the
a. m. Subject lor discussion will he.
Municipal Authorities ol Portland faithfully enthe
Law
the
forced
during
past year?
Prohibitory
What are the obstacles in the way, if any, of the
enforcement of the law? Openlngaddress by Gen.
Neal Dow.
Preble Chai-el.
Sunday School at 2 p. m
Preacliiug liy the pastor at 3 p. m. Sunday School
Concert at 7. The public are cordially invited.
II Ere mu Club—A temperance meeting under
the auspices of (lie Club will be held at their hall,
corner of Congress and Temple streets, to-morrow
All are
evening, commencing at 7.15 o'clock.
cordially invited.
Second Advent Church.—Union Hall, Free
St. Preaching by Mrs. H. L. Hastings of Boston,
Mass., at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. in. Sunday School
at 12 M.
Social Service at 7.0Q p. m.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Rev. C. II. Daniels,
pastor. Preaclung at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. by
the pastor. Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Social
Service at 7 p. m.
State Street Church—Rev. F. T. Bayley,
pastor. Services of worship with preaching a.
10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church—Corner of Congress and
Locust Sts. Rev. A. W. Little. Rector. Services
(with Sermon) 10.30a. m., and 7.00 p. in. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
West Congregational Church—Preaching
at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. E. M. Cousens of Cumberland Mills. Sunday School at 11.45 a. m. Rev. S.
K. Perkins, pastor, will preach at 7 p. m.
Williston Church, corner Thomas and Carroll streets. Rev. Mr. llallnck will preach at
10.30 a.m. Communion Service at 12 M. Inthe
evening at 7 Prayer and Social meetins. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
Young Men’s Christian Association—Meeting for Young Men only, at 0 a. m. Boys’ meeting
at 4.30 p. m. Gospel meeting for all classes at 7
—

p. m.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY S. J. COURT.

day night turned to snow early yesterdaymorning, and the wind steadily increased in
velocity- until it was blowing a furious gale.
The snow-fall was heavy, and the flakes were
whirled through the air by the high wind in
dense clouds, filling the eyes and ears of the
few pedestrians who ventured out, and rendering the streets almost impassible. The
weather was fortunately not very- cold, although the thermometer dropped from 30° to
about 15° above zero during the day. Business was pretty much suspended about town
in the stores, and people who were not obliged to be out staid in doors. The horse cars
started out on wheels, but early in the afternoon it became necessary- to bring out the
sleigh cars. One of the Congress street
wheel cars, with four horses attached, stopped when about three-quarters of the wayup Munjoy Hill, and started down. The
four horses were unable to move the car, and
it was only started by using a whippletree
as a lever.
Little damage was reported
about the city. A large sign on the front of
Thomas Laughlin’s store on Commercial
street was tom from its fastenings and
There was some
thrown to the ground.
trouble with the telephone wires, about fiftybeing crossed. Very few were broken, however.

When the

ceased falling at G o’clock
last evening, the city looked almost buried.
snow

The snow covered the windows and whitened the sides of the buildings, and the wind
was steadily increasing the drifts in the
streets. Few persons ventured out during
the evening, and the town presented an almost desolate appearance.
ALOJG THE COAST.

The storm was especially severe on the
water a high sea running, and the blinding
snow making navigation almost impossible
Capt. Matthews, of the tug Salem, reports
that he went down the harbor some distance
but was obliged to put back.
He saw no in-

dications of

a

wreck.

running regularly

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

[Reported for the Press.]
Houlton. Feb. 25.
Charles W. Colson, libelant, vs. Ida M. Colson.
Libel for divorce. Cause, desertion. Divorce decreed nisi.
C. 1*. Allen.
Joseph Gary vs. Joseph Albert and Ozeos Albert. An
action of assumpsit wherein the
plaintiff claims to recover the sum of $78.08 for
groceries alleged to have been furnished the defendants in the year 1883. The defendants admit the items of the plaintiff’s account, and admit the liability of the defendant Joseph Albert,
but deny the liability of the defendant, Ozeos
Albert, and file In off-set an account for 13,000
cedar logs at $0 per 1,000, amounting to 378, alleged to have been hauled and delivered to tile
plaintiff In the same year. The plaintiff admits
having received a certain portion of the timber,
but denies that he received the full amount
charged. The case will be submitted the jury at
the coming in of court Friday morning.
King & King fur plaintiff.
C. B. Roberts and P. C. Keegan for defts.

made

her customary trips.
The steamer
State of Maine arrived here from Boston
Thursday, and lay at her wharf all day yesterday. The Cumberland of the same line
left Eastport Thursday, and probably put in
somewhere along the coast for a harbor.
A rumor w-as current during the day that a
.....

..

A.

liEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Friday—Arthur Libby; intoxication; ten days
in the country Jail.
John A. Little, larceny; sixty days In the

county jail.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
71 additions to the
126 Thursday and 37

voting lists
Wednesday,
yesterday.
Rev. W. II. Fenn, D. D., will speak at
High street church tomorrow evening on
were

“The Jesuits.”
A citizens’ caucus will be held tonight for
the purpose of nominating a candidate for

Mayor.
Parker Pillsbury’s lecture announced for
last evening was postponed on account of
the storm.

Beginning today, the Grand Trunk Company will close the draw of their bridge at
Back Cove, for repairs, until March 15th.
There will be a great desire expressed to
hear Mrs. Mary A. Woodbridge at Chestnut
street church tomorrow afternoon, and at
State street in the evening.
The celebration of its first anniversary by
the Society of Christian Endeavor of the
First Baptist church was postponed Thursday night, owing to the storm.
It will be borne in mind that the annual

meeting of the Longfellow Statue Association will be held at Recep.ion Hall at 4 p. m.
today.
The Rev. Henry Blanchard will repeat his
lecture on the “Influence of Christianity on
the world’s hope of progress” tomorrow
morning. All persons interested are cordially invited to attend.
The lecture to have been given in the
Mechanics’ course by Consul Stevens Thursday evening was postponed on account of
the storm. It will be given the first pleasant
evening next week.
Thursday evening a lamp in a house on
Franklin street caught fire on the inside, and
had it not been for the presence of mind of a
young lady in throwing it from a window
into the snow a fire would
have

*

ensued.
A very fine programme
has been arranged
for the temperance concert
at the Gospel
Mission tonight at 7.30
of
o’clock,

consisting
recitations, readings and singing, to conclude with a dialogue entitled “Never Marrv

Man to Reform Him.”
The Winn correspondent of the
Bangor
Whig writes: Six members of the engineering corps now engaged in locating the line of
the International railway came out of the
woods Tuesday and passed the night at the
Katahdin House. Their route as located
strikes the river nearly opposite the lower
end of the larger of the Five Islands, about
The total
half a mile above Winn village.
number of men now on the survey here is
a

about

Hiak

-t... „1,

Some said the crew were
reported lost, but no definite information as
Mr. W. Jones, a lobsto this was received.
ter man said that he came from the Cape
yesterday, and saw the masts of a schooner
monel’s Island.

ashore

on

The fishing

Richmond’s Island.

Sylvester, of Gloucester, was on
Jeffrey’s bank,Wednesday, in company with
schooner

number of other vessels, all of which
reached this port in safety.
It is thought
that the Sylvester may be the vessel ashore
on Richmond’s Island, if there is one there.
The three pilots who went out on the Orea

Thursday evening, had not turned up
yesterday, and it was supposed that they
had found it too rough to return, and had accordingly taken a trip to Halifax. It was
thick when the steamer left, and the men intended to leave her off Portland Light. The
supposition is that owing to the state of the
weather they were afraid to leave the steamer so far inshore, and wlun they had got outside found they could not get back in safety.
The pilots are Messrs. John Mclntire, John
gon

Fisher and Scott Oliver.
OX THE RAILROADS.

Passenger trains

the different roads
were all late yesterday, the snow being drifted badly in the country. The noon trains of
the Boston & Maine were less than half an
hour behind time, and the 8 o’clock train was
an hour late.
On the Maine Central, the Bangor train
was over three hours behind, and the afternoon trains were a couple of hours late. The
freight traffic was also interfered with, and
the trains blocked. The Pullman train from
the east had not arrived at time of going to
on

press this morning.
The Portland & Ogdensburg through passenger train was an hour and a half late,
Two freight
coming in at 7.20 last evening.
trains bound out on this road were blocked,

being stopped
Sebago Lake and the
other at West Baldwin. At a point between
Bartlett and Fabyans, the through freight is
detained, and almost buried in a huge drift.
The train may be held for some time. A
few cars of perishable freight were got
through to tiffs city last night.
The Montreal express ever the Grand
Trunk was two hours and a half behind time,
and came in having the appearance of a
snow drift on wheels.
The engine was entirely covered with snow, and furnished
abundant proof of the severity of the storm.
All along the line of this road the storm was
extremely heavy. No rain fell above Yarat

Thursday night, and the depth of
was accordingly considerable. Freight

mouth on
snow

trains

were

all blockaded.

j-.i.t'.un.\I'iui

commujucatioh.

25._

Democrats Decline to Serve.
Mr. Oren R. LeGrow, candidate for aiderman on the Democratic ticket in Ward Five,
Mr. Charles M. Tobie candidate for councilman in the same ward; Mr. Hiram Pierce,
candidate for alderman in Ward One, and
Dr. H. P. Merrill, candidate for school committee tn Ward Three, all decline to gerre.

ceived promptly.
We have been informed by Night Manager
Eastman that a tree blew down on the line
of the Boston and Maine Railroad last night
and wrecked all their wires at that point.
He expected to have the damage repaired
early this morning.
PERSONAL.
Rev. L. If. Hallock will leave for Florida
Monday, to be gone six weeks. Prof.
Llewellyn Pratt, D. D., of Hartford, Conn.,
will preach at Willlston church, March 7tli
and address the Congregational Club on the

on

evening following.
General J. L. Chamberlain, says the Savannah News, has secured the control of the
Gulf Coast Telegraph line, running from
Cedar Key to Romossassa, Brooksville, Anclotte and Wildwood, connecting at the
latter place with the Western

Union Com-

pany.
The

following were the arrivals at the
Falmouth yesterday:
E. A. Day, Worcester; W. Moffat, Montreal; E. P. Mayo,
Skowhegan; C. H. Nelson, Waterville; W.
H. Gray, Lancaster; A. H. Terrell, Springfield; W H. Baldwin, New York; C. F.
Whitcher, Boston.
Prof. John Avery of Bowdoin College,who
was recently elected an honorary member of
the Royal Asiatic Society of the united countries of England, Ireland and Scotland, is
acquainted with fifteen languages. He is
now engaged in compiling a dictionary of a
language existing in the south of India. He
is probably the only American living who is
at all familiar with it.
Blown from the Train.

Everard Russ, clerk in the warehouse deat the custom house, living at
Freeport, w'as coming in on the early train
yesterday afternoon. While going from the
baggage to the smoking car he was caught
by a gust of wind at a spot about three
miles from Freeport and blown from the
platfoxm down an embankment ten feet high,
Mr Russ has but one arm and so was unable to save himself from falling from the
The
car and striking on his face and head.
train was stepped and Mr. Russ was taken
He was carried to Yarmouth and
on board.
his home on a freight. Dr.
sent back
Twitchell found that he had received severe
bruises about the head but that he was
otherwise uninjured and hopes to have him
out in a few days. It was a very narrow'
escape. Mr. Russ was a member of the 10th
Maine, alterwards enlisting in the 16th. Ho
lost his arm on the Weldon
Railroad.

partment

Coe,

the well known
hatter, at No. 197 Middle
street, has an announcement to make In our
columns this morning that shows he
keeps
well up to the times. He makes a
of

point

keeping all the novelties. What elegant
silk hats, spring and summer styles, trunks
and bags, gloves, winter-robes and blankets
he can sell you at great bargains, lie tells in
his advertisement.

in and for the several wards, and for correcting said lists. Let every Republican see
to it that his name is on the lists, and on cor-

rectly.

_

THE REFORM SCHOOL.
An Interview with Hon

J.

A. Locke.

reporter for the Press asked Hon. J. A.
Locke yesterday what the trustees had to
say about Col. D. O’C. O’Donoghne’s minor1
ity report on the Reform School. Mr. Locke
said he could say, for himself,that the points
advanced by Col.O’Donoghue were answered
by the action of the trustees.
The trustees, he said, made an amendment to the by-laws by which no sectarian
teaching should be permitted in the institution. On Sundays clergymen of all denominations, and even laymen, have been invited
to address the boys. No objection was, or
has been, made to any priest coming and
seeing any of the boys, and seeing them
A

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
ADA

Thursday, the following nominations

denomination

made:

privilege

Selectmen—A. It. Huston, Solomon Stuart, Geo.
H. Crocker.
Town Clerk—Thomas J Riggs.

possible.

The food is wholesome and

suffi-

cient in quantity.
Mr. Locke says Col. O'Donogliue does not
see why the boys should not be allowed to
Mr. Locke states he
whisper at the table.
should be glad to have them permitted to do
so, but when you give them the opportunity
to whisper, then the natural consequence is
that the boys will talk loud and finally shout.
The boys, he says, have acknowledged this
fact themselves.
Mr. Locke does not think it would bo advisable for boys to be allowed to go on leave
who had not attained the first class.
It is
this premium of good behavior that gives
the boys an object to do well and implants
in their bosom, or awakens it if there, the
spirit of ambition which will help to make
them in the end useful men.
Allow a boy
to leave at any time and the spur is reunwed.

School Committee.
An adjourned meeting of the School Board

evoning, His Honor the Mayor
Present, Messrs. Baker, Mcpresiding.
Gowan, King and Bradley. The record of
the previous meeting was read and approved.
The Mayor stated that land had been re.
served at the West End, in the sale of land
to the Maine Central railroad, for school
was

held last

houses

needed. He also entered his obto the strictures, in the committee’s

as

jections
report just published,

the unfit condition
of the school houses of the city as not correct
in point of fact, except in the case of the
School street house.
This objection of the Mayor was ordered to
be placed upon the record of the board.
The superintendent of schools finished
reading his report and it was, by vote, acon

ordered to be printed with the
report of the school board.
[An abstract of it is given elsewhere.]
The reports of the principal ef the High
School and of the special teachers in writing
and singing, were presented and ordered to
be printed with other reports.
The report of the committee on the appropriations made under the special estimates
of this board was referred to the new board.
The following report on contagious diseases was read by Dr. Baker, and the same
was adopted as among the rules of this board
for the direction of teachers:

cepted

and

No scholar known to be affected with a contaor infectious disease, or coming from a famiy where such disease exists, shall be admitted to
attend a public school until such time has elapsed
as herein stated:
Small Pox.—No child sick with the above disease shall be allowed to attend school until two
weeks after recovery.
Diphtheria.—As soon as a case of this disease
occurs iu a family, all the children should be at
once excluded from school, and none should bo
allowed to return until two weeks after the membrane has disappeared from the throat.
Scarlatina.—Not until after desquamation has
fully taken place. But if the sick one be properly isolated, or the others of the family be sent imto another house to live for the time he
mediately
is sick, those who are well may, after one week,
be allowed to return to school.
Measles.—Children who have measles, and
those In a family where measles has appeared,
should not be allowed to return to school until
two weeks after the rash has disappeared.
Whooping Cough^-T\\c breath is the great
source of contagion, therefore children should not
be allowed to return to school until they are entirely free from the spasmodic cough, which will
vary from six weeks to three months.
Mumps—AU tile children from the family where
this exists should remain from school at least two
weeks after the disease has disappeared, unless
the first one who takes it is at once entirely separated from the others.
Chicken Pox—This disease is so mild that it is
not necessary to exclude from school any except
those actually having the disease.
Besides these measures being taken, the rule
that now exists of exacting a physician’s certificate of the pupil’s recovery should be enforced.
Teachers are instructed to make weekly Inquiries as to tlie existence of said diseases in the
houses of pupils under tlieir charge.
C. A. Bakek,
A. Ring.

f’ious

Island

Dug-Out.
Capt. Herbert H. Williams of ship

St.
Paul, in one of his voyages to Maine from
San Francisco, brought from Pitcairn Island
a boat or dug-out, made by Mr.
Young, one
of the inhabitants of the island, for Captain
Williams. The boat is made of two logs of
native wood of the island, placed side by
side and then dug out.
The boat is well
modeled and is 16^ feet long, 22 inches wide,
and 11 inches deep, weighing 145 lbs. A
piece of timber is placed athwart-ship with
a chance to step a jury-mast.
The boat is
an object of curiosity as the work of the in-

teresting people

of Pitcairn island.

It lias

been sent to the Maine Historical Society
by Dr. H. C. Levensaler of Tliomaston. It
has arrived here and will lie placed in the
cabinet in the

City Building.

Thursday Night’s Fire.
Yesterday morning about 5.30 o’clock the
fire on Long Wharf started up again and
another alarm
were soon on

tinguished

was

sent

in.

The engines

the ground and quickly

the flames.

It was a hard

ex-

night

for the firemen, but they worked splendidly.
Capt. Joyce was among those who had
seines in the building. His seines were insured, but a bale of twine owned by him
and worth $500 was uninsured. This same
bale was about the only thing saved from
the building. Cornelius Maxwell had two
seines lost and had no insurance. Cushing
& McKenney had a seine lost, and are insured.

when it met at the residences of membersHe kept a store for many years for t.ie sale
of homoeopathic medicines which he afterwards sold to Dr. Sylvester.
Dr. Seavey
was a member of Ancient Landmark Lodge

of Maine, dating from 1825, and also of Mt.
Yemon Royal Arch Chapter and Portland

Commandery.
Accidents.
S. F. Dudley who works for Mr. Charles
H. Pike, the wood and coal dealer on Parris street, went to the fire on Long Wharf,
yesterday morning, when the alarm was
struck about five o’clock, and slipping on
the slippery sidewalks, fell and broke one
leg above the ankle and split the bone.
Mary Finn slipped and fell at the comer
of Danforth and Pleasant streets Thursday
night and sprained her ankle badly.
Died in His Sleigh.
Sargent Files, a milk-man of Saccarappa,
drove his milk-sleigh to the city as usual
yesterday morning. On the return trip at
Cumberland Mills, the horse was seen to
halt, and on investigation Mr. Files was

found dead. The cause is supposed to be
Coroner Gould was sumheart disease.
moned.
__

Deering Republican Caucus.
Republican caucus which was to have
been held yesterday afternoon at Lewis
Hall, Woodford's, was postponed, owing to
the storm, to 2 p. m. today at the same place.
Tiie

Ladies’Winter Boots
AT

K.

COST.

$3.00.

$3.00.

$3.00.

LOOK
At

Ladies’

our

$2.00

Goat and Kid Boots

60 PAIKS
Ladies’ fine Goat Button at $2.75 per
pair. Former price $3.25.

EADIES’
Fino N. Y. Boots at 50 cts. per pair discount during February.

Deering.
At tlie Democratic caucus held in

All

Deering

for Close

Opportunity

Buyers.

were

Kimball.

Supervisor of Schools—John G. Pierce.
Coflcetor—H. G. Webb.
Moderator—Andrew J. Chase.
It was voted “that it is the opinion of
this caucus that tlie annual town meeting
shall proceed to the election of officers tlie
first day, after referring such business as
may fall for reference to special committees.”

GENTS’

FINE JERSEY GOODS
in all the leading styles at

Gold

of

50 GTS. FOR 25 GTS.

Boot.

$1.00 FOR 50 GTS.

25 dozen very saleable Ties in Spring Styles and
Spring Colors at 25 cents.
20 dozen very handsome New Ties worth $1.00, at
50 cents.
48 dozen job lot of 40 cent Ties at 19 cents.
18 dozen last year’s Ties at 10 cents each or 3 for
25 cents.
100 dozen Gents’ Linen Collars, choice of 6 different styles, half dozen for 55 cents.
50 dozen Cents’ Linen Cuffs 6 pairs for 75 cents,

also a great bargain.
100dozen Gents’ Unlaundered Shirts, reinforced
back and front, opened to-day at 48 cents.
100 dozen Cents’ best $1.25 Shirt in America, warranted to fit, at 89 cents.
40 dozen Gents’ extra cloth $1.12 Laundered Shirts
all sizes at 69 cents.
85 dozen Unlaundered Shirts to be closed out at
55 cents; cost $8.00 dozen.
In this department great care has been taken to

shirts fit

satisfactory, as every one knows
how many gentlemen are very uncomfortable with
poor fitting ones. We will refund money paid to any
one

our

dissatisfied in any way.

RINES

BROTHERS.

feb27

GENTLEMEN

Presentation.
of the severe storm, a party
of ladies and gentlemen from Ivy Lodge, D
of K., visited Mr. and Mrs. R.T. Barber, No]
11 Wilmot street, last evening, and enjoyed a
pleasant time. It was tlie anniversary of
Mrs. Barber’s birthday, and before the company dispersed she was presented with an

spite

In

elegant silver cake basket, by her many
friends in the lodge, through Mrs. M. L.
Sweetsir. The occasion was a very liappy
one

Are invited to call and examine our
stock.

J7BR0WN,

IRVING
feb27

St.
Congress
3

421

illt

We have received the Latest Novelties in Self Conforming
a hat that will fit the head and feel like the old one. We
also make all kinds of hats to order without extra charge.

Hats,

Board of

Aldermen.

Ordered, That the Wardens, Ward Clerks and
Inspectors of the several Wards he instructed to
see that the cheeking of the lists on the day of
election is not mane by drawing a line through
the name, which partially obliterates it, and ren-

ders a further use of the list inconvenient and unreliable. but that some method of checking bo
followed which shall not deface the names upon
the lists.
_

List of Patents.

GUNARD LINE.
FAST EXPRESS SERVICE.
STEAMSHIPS

Boston to
culling

The following patents have been issued to
Maine inventors under date of Feb. 25th :
Edwin W. Ayer, Cumberland Mills, apparatus
for winding and re-winding paper.
Gervais Nolin, Skowhegan, manufacture of
brass hooks.
Charles W. Bradford, Tliorudike, key fastener

SAILING

Wilson, Chase & Milliken, commission
dealers in Hour and grain, in this city, have
failed. The firm is composed of .T. S. Wilson, W. P. Chase and W. H. Milliken, and
the failure is reported a

heavy

one.

Declines to Serve.
To the Editor of the Press :
I decline to have my name used asaRecandidate for Councilman from
ard 2.
Nathaniel S. Heseltine.

Wblican

SUBURBAN NEWS.
SACCAItAFPA.

The friends of Mr. Charles Lord of this village, clerk at Messrs. Rines Brothers, Portland, will be pleased to sec him at his place
of business, after three months of confinement by typhoid pneumonia.
A young daughter of Mr. William Cragie,
clerk for Mr. A. F. Small, in this village,
died quite suddenly Thursday afternoon, after a short sickness. Mr. Cragie and family
have the sympathy of a large circle of personal friends.
Mr. W. II. Hodsdon, clerk of the Presumpscot House, and Mr. C. J. Schwartz, of this
village, are among the excursionists to the
ice carnival at Burlington, Vt.
A new dry goods store is soon to be opened
here. Mr. Shine of Portland has rented the
small new building on Main street of L. Valentine, and will open a branch store.
A Card
Peeking. Feb. 26th.
the stated meeting of Rocky Hill Lodge held
this evening the following resolution was unanimously passed by a rising vote, and ordered
spread upon the records:
Resolved: That the thanks of tills lodge are due,
and that we hereby extend to the Hon. W. W.
Thomas, Jr. our sincere thanks for his kindness
and generosity in delivering his new lecture on
“Sweden and the Swedes” in our course ou Tuesday eveningof this week.
Attest: Joseph S. Dunhan, K. of R. and S.

Liverpool every Saturday*

Queemtown un<l Cork Harbor.
Steerage passage at Low Rates.

SAMARIA—March 0 PAVONIA.April 3
CATALONIA.March 20|SAMARIA..
.April 17
CABIN PASSAGE, $60, 880 and $100, according to accommodation. Intermediate Passage.
835. Drafts on Great Britain and Ireland.

1,10*tWa,lderful Family
Remedy Knows.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia
and all lameness and sore■ / If II A I In ss In body or limbs. For Diph|/| I /■ | I theria, Croup. Asthma, Sore
I I I ft liiThroat, and all soreness of the
lungs and chest, Its effect is like
magic aud never fails to give In»iant relief. A single bottle of
tills Vital Oil will go farther and
more good than a dozen most
other kinds of liniments and pain
relievers. Sold by all druggists at
50 cents per bottle. Prepared only by Dr. J. H. Porter & Co., Boston, Mass. The trade supplied by
COOK, EVERETT & PENNELL,
feb27eodlm ! Portland, Me.

DR

PORTER’S IThe

SILK HATS.

A. Smiley, both of Sidney.
In Winterport, Feb. 20, Stephen

L. l’erkins and
Miss Lizzie Ritchie of Monroe.
In North Haven. Feb. 11, John W. Hopkins of
Vinalhaven and Dora A. Stone of North Haven.
In Thorndike, Feb. 22, .1. F. Edwards and Miss
Clara E. Barker, both of Troy.
In Stockton. Feb. IG, Jerry C. Foss and Mrs.
Alice A. Walker.
In Viualhaven, Feb. 7. Franklin B. Tarr of Camden and Mrs. Susan J. Carnes of Vinalhaven.

mdo

LOCKE &

[On account of the storm, the lnneral service of
tile late Netta 8. Fullam was postponed and will
lie held at the residence of her lather. O. W. Fill
lam, No. 102 Cumberland street this Saturday
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Friends and Sabbath
School are invited.

It Won’t Bake Bread
claim that Hood's
Sarsaparilla will do impossibilities. We tell you
plainly what it has done, and submit proofs from
sources ol unquestioned reliability, and ask you
frankly if you are suffering from any disease or
affection caused or promoted by impure blood or
low state of the system, to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Our experience warrants us in assuring yon
that you will not be disappointed in the result.
w

ords,

we

do

•‘I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia,
which I have had for the last ulne or ten years,
suffering terribly. It has now entirely cured me.”
Mbs. A. Norton, Chicopee, Mass.
“After suffering many years with kidney complaint, I was recommended by my pastor. "Rev. J,
P. Stone, to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It has done
me more good than anything else.”
Edwin C.
Currier, Dalton, N. H.

CLOVES.
A fine assortment of all the
all kinds of Driving Cloves.

Spring Shades,

for dress ; also

AND

—

SPRING TERM WILL BEGIN MONDAY, MARCH 22d.
—

ADDRESS

—

JAS. P. WESTON, President,
d3w
Lfeb27
DEERIItU, ME.

WALTZING MR

EXTRA,

Wednesday Eve’g,
Instruction for beginners in
Cteuernl

The Hatter,

•

Dancing from
Respectfully,

»

lo

11.

M. B. GILBERT.

Notice to Commercial Travelers.
Commercial Traveler in the city is
earnestly requested to attend a meeting of
the traveling men at Reception Hall, City Building,
this SATURDAY Evening, at 7.45 o’clock.

EVERY

feb27dlt’

for “The Child’s Bible.”
Introduction by Dr. J. H. Vincent. Over
400 engravings. One agent has lately sold 150 in
a town of 2,138 people; one 78 in a village of 674.
The best selling book in this country. Address,
CASSELL & Co.,
feb27eod3t Limited. 822 Broadway, New York.

WANTED—Agents

an

figures and a good penman.
Refrequired. Address P. O. BOX 1558, City.
27-1

correct at
erences

Stewart Munn & Go.,
General Commission Merchants,

feb27

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

aprl

100 Doses One Dollar

d&wlynrm

sick tiinr
bj|g
_~~~«mPositively Cured
these little EUlo.

UHn LllO

Indigestion anti Too®
Hearty Eating. A per-®
£ecl remeK*y
Dkzi-§§
ness, Nausea, Drowsi-®

BTPTIFil ST

jBT 6 i l ferk*
B V §•
agy* B v

<j||§

S

relieveDls-fij

They also
fress Irom Dvgpf>p<nh Bi

Bad Taste in the®
Month, Coated Tongna®
Pain in tb« Side, &c.sm

IS 9 3 y

ness,

Sr 5
BE

They regulate

the

Bow-®

Const!-®
take®
Veg®
far$l,00®

jf.iH and prevent
nation and Piles. The smallest and easiest to
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vinl. Purely
Stable. Price 25 cents. 5 via Is by mail
|n|

HEPiCINfcCO, f’rsp’rs,

iiec v«tv.

lj

Grand

Auctioneer..

d2t

Opening
OF

LACES.
MILLETT & LITTLE.
We shall hare a Grand Opening of
Laces commencing Monday anu continue
Wo invite every lady in
two days oulv.
Portland anti vicinity to visit this sale.
Never has there been such a selection
oisplayed in this market.
Our high grades of Silk and Linen
Laces will be arranged in our large window.
We will mention a few of the bar-

gains.
50 pieces Black Chantilla and Guipure
This lot

Laces.

closed out from

we

an

We offer
great sacrifice.
them at two prices, 25 cents and 35 cents
per yard; would he cheap at 50 cents and

importer at

a

88 cents.
75 pieces Cream Color Oriental Flounwould he
ces at 25 cents and 33 cents;
cheap at 50 cents and 75 cents.
Black Spanish Laces.
Black Chantilla Laces.
Black Marquose Laces.
Black Mazarin Laces.
Black Hand Bun
Web Laces
aud
Flouuciugs to match.
A great variety of Fancy Cotton Trimming Laces and Two Toned and Imitation of Duchess.
All these Laces are very fashionable
for the coming season.

Millett & Little.

NEW STORE!JEW GOODS!
I have

opened the

Store

NO. 47EXCHANGEST.
with

full line of

a

BOOTS, SHOES
—

AND

—

RUBBERS,
Special

purchased

direct from the

attention is called to the

KNIGHTS OF LABOR
They are made on the LATEST STYLE
LASTS; the uppers are cut from TANNERY CALF SKTN; the inner soles, counters and heels are SOLID SOLE LEATHER, the bottoms are sewed with 10 CORD
SUPER LINEN. Yon will find the Fit,
Style and Durability of this Shoe is unsurpassed. Parties will find a full line
of all goods usually kept in a lirst-class
store, and will do well to call where they
will find a large stock of NEW GOODS

47
feb23

Exchange Street.
tllw

No Nmoke! No Odor!
Non Explosive!
Finnic Large and Mtendy! May Be tied
With or Without Globe!
No

Chimney!

Positively

PLEASE

DON’T

CALL AND EXAMINE!

Selling Agents Wanted for Cumberland Co.

WM. H.

WHITTIER,

621 Congress Sreet, (just above High).

FORGET
THat for

SILK

NotoDy, Stylisli

STIFF HATS!

AND

HEALTH-FOODS!
Superior Preparations by the “Cold
Blast*’ Process from the Celebrated
Health Food Company.
Peeled Wheat Flour, Granulated Wheat,
Oats, Barley, Ac
Wheatena, Infant’s Food, Brniu loot!.
Gluten Flour (the only allowable bread
food for the diabetic.)
Call or Send for Circulars.

The

HOME

FRUITS!

WM. II. WHITTIER, 621 CONGRESS ST.

SOMERS, the Hatter,

ill w

feb25

“TECHNIGON”

CAN SHOW the BEST LINE in PORTLAND.

MIKADO I
Our Mikado
agency, is a

CANNED

in Glass Jars, a Specialty.

Hat, for which we have secured, the
Nobby Stylish Hat for Young Gents.

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fin-

gers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting

their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
inar. W. H. Sherwood, S. It. Mills,
Wm. Mason.
—

SOMERS,

haTter, SAMUEL THURSTON,

PRACTICAL MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL HATTER,

GEN. AGENT.

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET.
eodtJ
feb27

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
feb9

offer for sale “Munn’s” prime
No. 1 late caught

notv

CO.,

NEW IDEAL LAMP.

dtf

NUNARStNICAL

Herring,

Ex. Sell.

Volant, at
lauding
Crand Trunk Wharves.

Very Cheap In Bond or fluty Paid.
—

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO

MUM, G. T. R. Offices.

WM.
feb24

FINE

EXTRA

which arc perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We are now
receiving our Spiing Stock of
pAPEB HANGINGS, to which we

—

dlw*

CMTONDiAPEil
We offer To-Day a new lot of Cotton
Diaper of all widths. 18, 20, 22, 21,
and 27 inch at

SPRING HATS!
Fine Stiff Hats are always satisfactory.
ter wearing one will always want another.

Merry's

Spring Styles

Are Now

Fine Spring Silk Hats.

wish to call yonr attention.
The
“Muuroc
Ingrain (Cart-

ridge) Papers
Af-

$3.50

No. 474 Congress Street.
eod3m
feb2o_

and

Exchange.

50 Cents Per Piece.
Each piece is warranted to contain 10

yards.

MERRY~The~Hatter,
237
feb27

PRINT WRAPPERS.

Street.
eoati

Middle

specialty.

& HARMON,

Ready!

Also Silk Hats

a

LORING, SHORT

We offer for sale this week
good assortment of Ladies’
Print Wrappers which have
been made for us with more
than usual care. Besides, we
selected
have
the
latest
8prlng Patterns which we
have proved to be most salable.

Purifies the Blood
“Last spring my whole family took Hood's
Sarsaparilla. The result is that all have been
cured ol scrofula, my little boy being entirely
free from sores, and all four ol my children look
bright and healthy as possibly can be. I have
found Hood’B Sarsaparilla also very good lor
catarrh, with which I have been troubled since
the war. I have not found anything do me so
much good as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
Wm. B.
Atherton, Passaic City, N. J.

F. O. BAILEY' A

feb26

_eodtf

MONTREAL,

Labrador

Rlack

Sofas,

Easy Chairs, Tables, Bedding. Mattresses, Feather Beds, Stoves, Carpets, Crockery and Glass
Ware, Pictures. Kitchen Furniture. Ac.

197 Middle Street.

March 3.

Walking from 8 to 9.

Feb. 27th. at Salesrooms,
SATURDAY,
Walnnt and Fainted Chamber Sets,

F. H. LOVEITT

Iba S. Locke.

—

BY AUCTION.

to select from.

fel)27_dtf

FEM ALECOLLECE.

ALLEN
dtf

$3.99 SHOE.

If in want of a Robe, Horse Blanket, or Furs of any kind,
don’t buy until you see our stock and prices, as we will sell
all Winter Coods at most any price. We have our own free
delivery for goods.

Three doors vrest of foitncr office.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

C. XV.

manufacturers, and which I propose to
sell as cheap as any one in New England.

WINTER.

STREET,

Joseph A. Locke.

BAILEY.
marl4

which I have

have removed to

180 MIDDLE

not

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

We keep on hand a large assortment of the above goods,
and have the agency for the Patent Wood Trunk, and knowing parties who have used them almost daily for twelve years
can vouch for their superior strength.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

or

In this city, Feb. 20. Mrs. Mary, wife of James
II. McKensie, aged 04 years.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
lier late residence, No. 119 Portland street,
In Deering, Feb. 20, Dr. Mercian Seavey, formerly of Portland, aged 81 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Brunswick, Feb. 10, Wm. M. Reed, aged 74
years 9 months.
In Bath, Fell. 24. Mrs. Mary Parker, aged 92
years 11 months.
In Belfast, Feb. 29, Mrs. Sarali B., widow of the
late Rev. Geo. Pratt, aged 69 years 9 months.
In Belfast, Feb. 17, Hezekiali Wentworth, aged
83 years.
In Jackson, Feb. 22, Inez A. Cole, aged 15
years,—daughter of John W. and E. I,. Cole.
In Auburn, Feb. 22. Mrs. Diana, widow of the
late Cornelius Jones, aged 83 years.

TRUNKS and BAGS.

LOCKE,

smart boy of good address, 16
WANTED—A
17 years old, in
office; must be quick
and

DEATHS.

We will take the shape of your head and make a Stylish Silk
Hat for $3.00 and guarantee a perfect fit. Silk Hats made
over for $2.50.

CURES

feb27dtf

In South Boston, Feb. 22, Scott S. Andrews of
Brunswick and Miss Ada A. Adams of Bath.
In Augusta, Feb. 10, Ira J. Bobbins and Mucy

other

Wednesday.

on

OREGON, April 21, May 19, June 16, July 14.
GALLIA, May 5. June 2, June 30, July 28.
•BOTHNIA. May 12, June 9. July 7, August 4.
SCYTHIA, April 28, May 26, June 23, July 21.
Boston being 180 miles nearer Liverpool than
New York, the “Oregon” Is expected to make the
passage under six days. For passage or freight,
apply to P. H. DU VEKNET, Agent, 99 State St.,
Boston.
feb27d3m

At

MARRIAGES.

FROM

at

From Boston
Failure.

DIRECT

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O.

feb26__<13t

to all concerned.

meeting of tho Board of Aldermen,
held yesterday, the following order was
passed:

In

SPRING AND SUMMER

ooiltt

At a

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Household 1" urn it ure.

We offer an assortment of over 100 New Patterns today in Cents’ Neck Ties, as follows:

have all

Congress, Button, aud Bals at $2.00,
$2.50, $3.00. These are genuine bargains,

Sign

Bents' New Spring Neckwear!

_

Marcian

Seavey.
Dr. Marcian Seavey, an old physician of
Deering, who died yesterday at the age of
81 years, was one of the original members of
the Mew Jerusalem Society of this city,

SPECIAL

NOTES.

The Dalys will be back at Portland Theatre Wednesday evening next with their rollicking farce-comedy ‘•Vacation” which created so mucii pleasure for large audiences
last week.
All the musical people will wish to show
their appreciation of the veteran musician,
Mr. Cole, by giving bim a benefit at City
There will
Hall next Wednesday evening.
be a large array of talent as stated in the
amusement column.
The Rossini Club will give their annual
concert on Rossini’s birthday, at their hall
this evening.

Treasurer—George

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

OKAY.

The storm of yesterday was not calculated
to bring out a great audience to Portland
Theatre, last night, but those who were
present were much pleased. Miss Ada Gray
is a Boston girl, who has had thirteen years
experience on the stage. She has a fine physique, dignified presence, and dresses with
taste. In the character of Lady Isabel sh*
was gentle and lady-like, and as Mine. Vine
she displayed much pathos and dramatic
power. Miss Gray plays her own version of
tlie novel, which differs in many respects
from that used by other well known actresses, but it possesses the merit of clearness
and effectiveness. Miss Gray’s support was
acceptable. The lady was well received and
the curtain called.
Mr. A. Z. Chlpman a3 Archibald Carlyle,
Mr. Clarence Henley as Sir Francis Levison,
Miss Editli Ainsworth as Barbara Hare, and
Miss Thompson as Miss Coveny were all
good.

so desired.
What was wished however, was that a room should be especially
fitted up for the denominational use of the
Catholics. The trustees felt that any other

could fairly ask the same
and to make such an arrangement
for all would be impossible.
The question of better food is one that the
trustees have had in mind for some time.
The fare is twenty-five, if not fifty per cent
better than three years ago. Mr. Locke says
there is a number of things he should like to
see added to the bill of fare but that is im-

AUCTION BALER.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISE MBMTS.

SEW

alone if

A Pitcairn

The wires between here and Boston were
down last night. To the eastward the lines
were in working order, despatches being re-

MUNICIPAL COURT.

probably

ferry boats were
day, and the Express

The

all

one

There

or

yesterday was

Gent’s

Aiusit
I'uuir
Rev.
press street.

All the Roads Delayed
Blockaded.

Republicans Attention I
Republicans are reminded that today will
be the last day the aldermen will be in open
session at the Aldermen’s room, City Building, from 9 till 12 o’clock in the forenoon,
and from 2 to 5 o’clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of receiving evidence of the
qualification of voters whose names have not
been entered on the lists of qualified voters

a

dSt

febS5

SLEIGHS.
X invite

people wanting a

first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have some

Light Fanoy Trotting Sleighs

at Reasonable Prices

and a good

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't Be Beat!
I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

C. E.

WHITNEY,

BOOT AND SHOES.
ed to add several lots of
Custom made, misfits. Shop Worn itud
Broken Sizes,
and continue the half price sale all this month
We have some excellent bargains, especially in
ladles’ small size boots and slippers; also a great
variety for children’s wear.

01 Prable St., eor. Lincoln St.,
dee44tf

PORTLAND,ME.

STORAGE7
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Loweat rate* of Insurance. Apply to
J. 1. DOUGLASS, Agent,
OU18

Ne. WS PotUBierctnl Street.

4

LOW PRICES CONTINUED.
Our customers are so well pleased with the bar
gains we have given them In our clearance sale
and have bought so liberally, that we have decid-

Photographer,
514

COMESSJT., Portland.

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
feblTdtf
Photographs.

ALL SOLDIERS
33,

reduction” in

prices

HEW CATALOGUE for
USMJust out. Interested par
ties call anajet e»o free, at C. H. I.VMSOVS
fcblOdtt
120 Middle Efhrct.

1863 to April I,
Enlisting from Oelober
■ 864. hr old organizations, and from D«.
34,
new organizations
In
1.
■863 10 April
1864,

years, who have not been paid their
Bounty In full can collect the same on application
In per on or by letter to

NOW READY.
NEW REVISED

EDITION

MAINE CIVIL OFFICER
—

BYRON

BY

D.

—

VERRILL.

PRICK ipl.OO, POST PAIR.

for three

Z. K. HARMON, Davis fiioek.
Portland, Feb. 20, 1886.

feM2dtf

mm, short k harion.
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